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JCU and UH disagree over zoning
Rezoning issues over
Bellefaire seem to exclude Carroll; University Heights says other.
wtse
Kelly Norris
Asst. Campus News Ed1to r
Despite Jo hn Carroll's protests of the ne w
zoning:. Universit y Height' C1ty Copncil votetl
unanimou,Jy Montlay. Dec. 20 to rezone the
Be llefai re site .
The Planning Comnu"ton 's revtston of
th e ordinance specifics us ing the land for the
physt<:al, bdwvioral, or men tal health ca re and/
or educ ati on of cht!dren th roug h the 12•• grade
only. John C arro ll 's concern foc used on the
premise that 1f Bel lefaire shou ld ever relocate.
the LOlllng language t:ou ltl be troubk for t h~
University 's U>e of the land in the future.
According to the Sun Press , "The city's
in tent is to protect the residentia l property from
overtlevelopme nt in case Be llefa1re moves out. "
"It is crystal clear," said JCU President
Rev. Edward Glynn , S.J . in a lener sent to every
council member. "from Mr. Cole's presentation
at the Council meeting on December 6, as well
as from Law Director Kenneth Fisher's response,
that the language drafted by Mr. [David] Hartt
(the city's planning consu ltant( to amend Section I 124.01 (b)(2) was designed to prohibit use
oftl1e Bellefaire site by John Carroll University."
The city de nies the rezoning was intended
to prevent John Carroll from ever using the site.
The University could apply for special usc permits in the past and can still continue to do so
according to council. "The rezoning was not

designed in any way to effect John Carroll," Said
University Hei ghts Mayor Beryl Ro thschild.
But Carro ll offi c ials do not agree th e ortlinance specifically allows for the Umversi ty to
appiy for spec tal u\e permits. Glynn wrote 111 a
kucr to Roth st: hild. ··Both the tllli\ CrSi tv's outSlUe legal counsel . Randall Co le.land i Hartl.
agree the Plannmg Comn11~sion ·, recommendation . if approved hy City Council, will prohthit
Carroll from future use of property owned by'
Bellefaire Wtthtn tts U- I zonmg district. whether
hy lease. purchase, orjoint venture." At a la ter
coun ctl meeti ng. the city's Law D~rector, Ken·
neth Fi sher. ex pressed an opposing opinion saying John Carroll would not be prohibited from
future use by the lang uage tn the ordina nce.
Glyn n conti nued in th e le tter. " If the city's own
representatives <.:annot agree on what the legis
latton pen mts. it is too vague to provide stantlard s (or ctti ze ns and the cit y to follow."
Rot hsc hild and counctl did no t gl\ e any
reason for the change in language concemmg "up
to the 1:!'' !!rade on l)." "Tht:y only tcspondctl
th at the nrtl lltance -..a.s dtr e t:tc tl tu v.a ttl ,
Bellefaire, ··said JCU director of public affair. J.
Gerard Sheehan. "We are concemed that others
in the futu re co uld inte rpret that a different way ...
When asketl about Shee han' s comment.
Roth child said , '·E veryo ne ts entitled to interpretation but we have told the m the entire time
that !hi ha nothing to do with Carroll. They
do not own Bellefaire. If they want to use the
land in the future they would have to approach
the city. The city only wanted to protect itself.''
According to an editorial in the Sun Press,
a possible motive for the city's c hange in the ordinance could be money. "The rezoning wouJd
clamp the lid on growth o f two of its most valuable institutions [Bellefaire and John Carroll] all because of money. Homes, especially multi family complexes, bring in money," said the editorial.
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controversy between the
Hartt
presentetl the plan to the cit y\ Pl anning Commtston
Apri l 12. Both John Carroll anti Bell efaire wen:
never informed about the plan until receiving
public notice.
Not only was Carroll upset with the rezoning but Sandra Wuliger, President of
Bellefaire Boartl ofTrustees, anti Adam G. Jacobs
Executive Director of Bellefaire Jewish
Chi Jdren 's Bureau both spoke out against the
change. A letter to the board of Trustees signed
by both Wuliger and Jacobs states, "Unfortunately, Mayor Rothschild and Law Director Ken
Fisher refu se to be lieve that their actions will put
us out of business, something we tried to tell them
both privately and in two pubic hearillgs."
According to the Sun Press, at the Plan-

been cau ing

city and the University.
ning Com mi"ion meet ing nn Munday. June 14
Wuli ger sai tl, "The rezoning will tt e our hands
and make it impossible to serve our agency' s mission .' ' Rothschiltl said Wuliger's concern was
"ridiculous and that he was not again t children
or the mi sion of Bellcfaire.
Bellefaire's Executive Director Adan1 G.
Jacobs also called Bellefaire, ·•accidental road
kill" in the path of the city's push to stop John
Carroll Univeristy from expanding.
Rothschild insists that the rezoning is
barely an alteration. "The rezoning is only to
protect the city if Bcllefaire should move. It does
not change anything period."

see BELLEFAIRE, page 2

Third Eye Blind may play JCU

Anybody out there?

Carrie Mack

photo by Nick lAwrt"

Despite the hum of a new semester last week, all was quiet due to the cold, snowy
weather. Snow is expected to continue throughout the week.

Campus News Editor
John Carroll University's Student Union has recently put in a bid for the
modem rock band Third Eye_Blind to perform on campus sometime in March.
The offer was made about I 0 days ago. A $35,000 offer was originally
made to the Goo Goo Dolls in November. After waiting for a confirmation, it
was detennined that since many of their dates conflicted with available dates
for the Don Shula Sports Center, 11 would be best to look: for a new act.
·'We recanted our offer: · said Melanie Shakarian, president of the Student Union.
The Third Eye Blind offer is for $40,000 and is all-inclusive. "That fee
covers their talent and all sound anti production equipment, plus little extras."
Shakarian said. "We can up the offer, if necessary, to $45,000 or $50.000.''
Shakarian s:ud that many schools have requested Thirtl Eye Blind for
performances. However, Carroll is in the tirst round of that group. whi ch is
good. Many schools have already hat! thetr requesll> turned down. a.tJtl the
Stutlent Union should find out whether or not the band will perform within the
week.
Natalie Nicholas, chair of the con ert c onunittee, ha worked with Concert Ideas (the production agency) to find acts.
Shakarian said the previous ideas for acts were Smash Mouth. Sugar
Ray and comedian Dana Carvey.
The concert, which would be held sometime in March, would be different from last year's Might Mighty Bosstones show in •hat a ll of the student
body would be able to attend.
There is the possibility that a canned good donation for Harve t for
Hunger or a dollar for charity would be requested as a small "fee."
" We are very excited at the pro pect of having Thira Eye Blind as a
guest of the Student Union at John Carroll," Shakarian said.

News briefs
Lecturer to discuss African-American
issues for Black History month
~- James 0. Horton will lccrurc tonight at 7:00 in the Jardine
Room. He is the Benjamin Bannecker Professor of American Studies
and History at George Washington University in Washington, D.C. and
the director of the Afro-American communities project at the
Smithsonian's National Museum of American History. He is a panelist
every Sunday morning on the History Channel. Horton has also been
an advisor on historical interpretation to the National Park Service and
the White House, to several m useums in the U.S. and abroad, and to
nu merous movies and television prod uctions. He is currentl y
completeing his sixth book, Long Road to freedom· A History ofAfricans m America.

•••
World Debate Championship at J CU
The world championship of high school debate will be on campus Mon., Jan. 31 at 8 p.m. in the Jardine Room, the conference Room,
the Murphy Room and O'Dea Rooms 2, 3 and 4 . The theme of this
year's competition is "Ethical Issues in the New Millennium: Defi ning
Rights and Responsi bilities in Life, Politics, Science and Busi ness. "
Teams from Canada, Eng land , Lithuania, Peru , Singapore, South
Africa.Wales, Slovakia, The Neth erlands, Bermuda , Slovenia and Germany wi ll compete.

•••
Reminder: Nominations for Lucrezia
Culicchia Award
Nominations with supporting documentation are being accepted
by the Office of the Dean of the College of Ans and Sciences for tltis
year's Lucrezia Cu!icchia Awars for Teaching exellence. Nominations should include a statement or documentation that the nominee
has made a distinct difference at John Carro ll U m vers ity in such areas
aad llOIIIH deve\opmoat Nomina,.
tions should include letters from at least three srudcnts who have taken
at least onecla~ with 1hc nominee, letters from two faculty colleagues
and a Jetter of s upport from alumni, and arc due by Feb. 7.

M-..e!OillttillliiiW_._.,.,.........

•••
E vents for tbe remainder of January
The Umted s·tates Marine Corps Officers Program will be in the
Atrium from J 0 a.m. to I :30 p.m. in the Atrium on Friday.
The foreign Languages Film Fest1val is Friday from 7-10 p.m.
in the Jardme Room.

Newsbriefs were compiled by Carrie Mack, and must be received
in the Carroll News office by noon on Thesdays.

Correction
In the December 9 issue ofThe Carroll
News, Danielle Ivans was mistakenly left
out of the byline for the article "CO dangers lurking at home."
The CN staff apologizes for the error.

The Carroll News Janua

Proposed building will be focal point of campus
Staff Reporter
John Carroll officially moved
into the 21" century with the Board of
Trustees December decision to begin
construction on a new science facility
early next year.
Although the groundbreaking
date has not yet been set, according to
Melanie Shakarian, student union
pres ident, construction could begin as
early as Spring of2001.
"The new science center will
consist of two buildings connected by
an arched atrium," sa id David Ewing,
chair of the science center building
committee. The bui ldings will be located behind the Gras ell i Library and
the current scie nce center and will
serve as the new focal point of campus."
The new building will not on ly
address the enhancement of the science
department at John Carroll, but the
parking problem as well .
The new bui lding wi l I feature an
underground parking lot for srudcnts
and faculty. In add ition to these new
spaces, renovation s of the current sci-

ence center will produce two additional floors of parking, creating a net
total of approximately 250 new spaces,
said Edward Glynn, S.J., John Carroll
University president.
The new sc ience center will
bring an added emphasis on the sciences that will in tum brin g a more diversified student population to John
Carroll, said Glynn.
''The bui lding of this center will
help us gain national prom inence and
recruit more srudents," he said.
The decision to build a new faci lity came about becau se of an overall dissatisfaction with the current state
of the sc ience program and bui lding,
said Eric Schild, srudent science center building committee representative .
"I think the new science center
w ill give the sciences a whole new perspective. It will make science a focal
point of the campus, and will really
bring John Carroll into the next century," said Sch ild.
T he facili ty, stre sed Schild, is
meant for students from all departments, not just those drawn to science,
as a meeting place, srudy area, or srudy

Students say pressure for high grades a factor
Cory Vowell
The State News (Michigan State U.)
It 's a sce nario that's probably
happened to more than one Michigan
State University srudent during a
tough final the professor steps out of
the room and a sru dent is c l ose enough
to ask a friend for some answers.
Whether or not 1hc studenl decide to cheat in th is instance, there 's
a 50-SO chance he or she has cheated
at least once duri ng college, according to a recent survey pub lished by Ball
State U niversity researchers.
Most students who admit to
cheating claim they cheat because of
pressure on them for high grades. Their
behavior can include looking on other
students' papers during exams, or plagiarizing other people's work.
However, many s tudents find
reasons to cheat, said assistant psychology Professor Linda Gerard. She
said peer pressure may be one of the
most important facto rs behind student
dishonesty.
"Srudents cheat for many rea-

sons," she said. 'The mam factor may
be a matter of conformity. Social pressu re from friends to flirt with danger
and try to get away with it may be encouraging a lot of the cheating."
"Too large. a focus on grad es
rather than learnin g course m aterial
encourages st11dent to lie and cheat,
es pecially in classes that gi ve srudcnts
a large opportunity to do so," Gerard
said.
"W hen large lecture classes
provi d e a n easy way to cheat and get a
good grade, students develop that type
of mind set," she said. "It is an easy
way to benefit theniselves."
According to the MSU Integrity
of Scholarship and Grades policy, an
instructor who discovers an act of academic dishonesty "may give a fai ling
grade to the student on the assignment
or for the course." Students caught
cheating a second time cou ld face expulsiOn.
Procrastination also leads to
cheating, said Bernard Whitley, a Ball
State Universi ty p~ycho l ogical sci-

''Air" Hill?

makes John Rocker join the Rainbow Coalition.
makes Mick Jagger get some "satisfaction. "
makes Jerry Springer wanllo interview Pope John
Pau/JI
gives JCU students a voice against oppression and
tyranny and...

JOIN NOW!

space. There will be food service
available in the Atrium area, and a
stage located behind the building that
can be used for concerts and possibly
commencement.
Another enhancement to the
John Carroll sc ience department, explained Shakarian, may come through
the John Carro ll Collaborative with
Industry (JCCI).
The proposal is a plan that
would provide laboratory space to berwee n seven a nd ten companies for
research and development. Poss ible
industry partners may include Sherwin
Williams, Lubrizol, and The Cleveland
Clin ic.
"John Carroll students wou ld
have the opporrunity to intern with
these on-site companies to gain hands
on experience," said Shakarian.
- ''The new building wil l be srunning because it will complement the
co llegiate goth ic architecture of campus," said Ewing.
"Building costs for the new
sc ienc e center, arc estimated at over
$58 mill1on, which will be raised
through donations and grants."

Cheating not uncommon

THE CARROLL NEWS
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Junior Mike Hill drive s home a re bound against Otterbein.

ences professor who is an author of the
su rvey.
" It is the people who see themse lves at the boundary of success and
failure - and so sec themselves as
needing to cheat
who arc most
likely to do o," Whitley said. "For
some people a grade less than an A
could be a failur e. "
Despite the seemingly h1gh
number of those admitti ng to cheating,
statistics have mostly remained constant over the past decades , Whitley
said.
"My research indicates that
cheating rates (the percentages of students admittin g to c heat ing) arc about
the same now as they were in the
1960s," he said. " Howe ver, there was
a drop in the rates in the lat e· l970searly 19 Os and no one knows why.
So, the rates have risen since then.
"At the most bas ic level, children have to be taught to value hone ty. O tshoncsty leads to distrust, and
societ ies can not endure when their
members distrust one another."

Incident causes concern over disregard for alarms
Nicole Ross

Emily McConnick

gram, Rombalski sta rted a steering
committee composed of female faculty. The committee's job is to aid
Rombalski in determining the next
steps for the program.
"We arc here to help stu dents
artn:ulatc what the Important issues on
campus are and how to address the issues," Mary Beadle of the communications department a id.
Sunday's meeting is an opportunity for srudents to input what they
think the next steps are in the program.
There will be about J 00 female students atlending the meeting. "This is

Staff Reporter
Sunday, January 30, women
students, faculty and administration
will again meet to discuss the "Women
in Leadership" program at John
Carroll University.
The idea for the program was
presented last semester in October to
Carroll's women leaders by Patrick
Rombalski, dean of students. The
program's goal is to em power women
to take active leadership roles in rhe
campus community and in the world .
Along with the lead er s hip pro-

CANCELLED DUE TO BAD WEATHER CONDITIONS.

a
foundational
mecting ,"said
Rombalski. "What is proposed here
poss ibly dictates the rest of the semester, for a year and mayb e even years to

come."
One iss ue that students expressed a need for change in was the
relationship of fema le students to faculty. Another problem on campus is the
Jack of supporr for women' athletics.
The srudents also feel tha t faculty and
adm in istrat ion should be educated in
women's issues.
Student s said that they wo ul d
like to sec more fem ale dean s and

women in higher p s1ttons at orroll.
Th.:rc arc many op1nions
about the ISSues women fncc on campus. At this point, tbcrc is no particular one at the forefront.
"One issue m 1ght rise to the
top on Sunday, but not right now,"
said Rombalski .
"The stecnng committee IS
clear that this must be a student lead
initiative," said Pamela Ma son a
member of the committee and the political science departme nt . "Faculty
and administTation arc here to help
students."

Susan King
Staff Reporter
The Cottrell College Science
Award, given tore earchcrs in the srudy
of copper in protein s, was recently
awarded to Catherine Miller, a Shaker
Heights res1de nt and the lare Booth
Luce asst tant professor of chcm1stry at
John Carroll University.
The winning project 1s tttled,
" Detcm1ina11o n of Isotopic Change Exchange in the Copper lsotopomers of
Laccase Using ICP Mass Spectrometry."
It dea ls with the exchange of copper
metal in proteins. Mi llcr used protein
from the bark of a Japane se lacquer !Tee,
which is similar to human copper protems .
Copper is an important element
in our bodies and is essential for protems to functton properly and helps m
holding protein together. It abo asSISts
in tr~nsfcmng dectrons and bindmg
oxygen and relcas1ng 1t mto water without hamlftllo<idauts. Copper ts found
in the ltver, heart nnd bram. A lack of
copper leads to menta 1 retardation and
an abundance of 11 may lead to hvcr diS-

case.
The Cottrell grant IS worth
$22,500 and will be able to fund two
undergraduate student· 'research for two
summers. They will isolate the copper
protein and s tud y the rckasc and return
of co pper protein. They will also observe how the two d1tlcrcnt we1ghts of
the two isotopes o f copper will affect
the copper' behnv10r and ~xchangc rate.
Miller did not return phone ca ll!;
at pn.:,.., llm l:

February 7, 2000 7:00p.m. - 9 p.m.
At the Recplex Intramural Gym
All students are welcome

1

Accordmg to The Sun Press
G lynn said, "The city says this (rezoning) is not anti-John Carro ll and that it
doesn't affect the university. Then
why put it in?"
i\s Glynn also stated in hi s letter to the counci l, " From the very beginning the intent of the ex plicitly exclusive language , "through the twelfth
grade only," h as been obvious to
exclude John Carroll. Th~ question rema ins: What is th e motive for proposing such discriminatory language?"
Still, both Sheehan and Glynn
do not think tensions are growing between the city and John Ca rroll.
"Soon we will be discussing
our plans for the new science building," said G lynn.
"! think that overall our relations are pretty good," said Sheehan.
"This is one issue we disagreed
on . [guess we both just agreed to disagree on this matter."

FIND OUT IF CLASSES ARE

"We arc all worried about
the students not taking fire alarms seriously, especially in light of what
happened at Seton Hall. Rc ident
hall fires spread very quickly and put
many people's lives in danger. There
have already been three real fires
here in Millor Hall this year, and we
want students to realize that they arc
very serious," said JCU Area Coordinator, Laura Dicke. "We JUSt want
to make sure that everyone is safe."
One school that is working on
reducing their number prank alarms
is Ohio State University.
In 1994 its dormitories were
equipped with two-tiered fire alam1
boxes. The Plexiglas covering must
first be removed by anyone who
wants to pull the alarm. When thts
covcnng is removed, a loud sound
is set otT that would most likely force
people in nearby rooms out into the
hallway to investigate.

Professor's
award pays
for student
research

Careers in the Business Sector

Over 70 employers are coming, including:
ADP
Aldi, Inc.
Caliber Logistics
Cleveland Indians
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Hendrickson lnternational
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caught not evacuating the building during an alarm, even if it turns out to be
just a prank, that person is documented
and is then required to go through the
judicial process. The resident must
meet w ith a judicial officer and is
sometime fined or given an educational sanction.
In the case of a rea l fire, the JCU
staff has taken proper precautions to
ensure the most absolute safety for each
of its students. Each dorm room is
outfitted with its own smoke det ector.
Following th e lead of many
other schools, JCU has a new policy
for when there is a fire alarm. Resident Assistants will no longer key-in
to every dorm room whenever an alanu
is sounded. They will now knock on
each door in order to alert residents to
evacuate the building, which is believed to be the quickest way to get
every resident out of the building without jeopardiz ing the RA's safety.

Discussion of women's roles continues

•

CALL

res ident of Millor Hall.
Since the deadly incident at
Seton Hall many JCU srudents have
taken fire alarms more senously.
" In talking with several residents on my floor after what happened
at Seton Hall , they now seem to recognize the need to get out of the building if there is an alarm. I think th at
they really realize that even false
alarms arc not something to be taken
lig htly," sa id Resi dent Assistant,
Adrienne Berlin .
Yet, de pite the deaths at
Seton Hall many re s id e nt s of the
donns 5till take their time leaving the ir
room s. "! have to admit that at 3a.m.,
the furthest thing from my mind is Seton Hall. lt is a tragedy, but I 5 degrees and snow prevent me from moving fast, especially since we have so
many fake drill s," said sophomore
David Rothstein.
When a JC U res ident IS

Staff Reporter
In wake of the fire at Seton Hall
last week that c laimed the lives of three
students and injured 62 others, officials
at colleges across the country are examining their own fire policies.
Although real college fires have
been a prominent topic in the news
lately, it has not stopped the many
cases of fa lse fire alanns from taking
place . Alarms being set off by pranksters continue to be a probl e m for most
college campuses. As a result, students
are more apprehensive abo ut rushing
out of the building when the alarm
sound s.
"I am at the po1nt now that
whe never the alarin goes off in the
middle of the night! just assume that
it is a fa lse alarrn and I wait until the
last possible second to leave the building,"·said Colleen MacNamara, a John
Carro ll Universi ty sophomore and

BELLEFAIRE
CONnNUED FROM PAGE
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Three lives lost in Seton H all dorm fire

Plans for science center continue
Maia Bosnar
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Key Technology Services
MBNA America
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
National City Corporation
Parker Hannifin
Progressive
WOIO/WUAB

To prepare fo r this event come to:

How to Make the Most of the Job Fair
Thursday, February 3, 2000
7:00-8:00 p.m. in the Jardine Room
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Lecturer to discuss African-American
issues for Black History month
(;)r. James 0. Horton will lecture tonight at 7:00 in the Jardine
Room. He is the Benjamin Baunecker Professor of American Studies
and History at George Washington University in Washington, D.C. and
the director of the Afro-American comm uni ties project at the
Smithsonian's National Museum of American History. He is a panelist
every Sunday morning on the History Channel. Horton has also been
an advisor on historical interpretation to the National Park Service and
the White House, to several museums in the U.S. and abroad, and to
numerous movies and television productions . He is currently
eompleteing his sixth book, Loni Road to Freedom: A History of Africans jn America

•••
World. Debate Championship at JCU
The world championship of high school debate wil l be on campus Mon., Jan. 3 1 at 8 p.m. in the Jardine Room, the conference Room,
the Murphy Room and O ' Dea Rooms 2, 3 and 4. The theme of this
year's competition is "Ethical Issues in the New Millennium: Defining
Rights and Responsibilities in Life, Politics, Science and Business."
Teams from Canada, England, Lithuania, Peru, Singapore, South
Africa,Wales, Slovakia, Tbe Netherlands, Bermuda, Slovenia and Germany will compete.

•••
Reminder: Nominations for Lucrezia
Culicchia Award
Nomi nations with supporting documentat ion are being accepted
lly the Office of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences fo r this
year's Lucrezia Culicchia Awars for Teaching exellence. Nomination s should include a statement or documentation that the nominee
has made a distinct difference at John Carroll University in such areas

11-••dlt•-•*"MIIIIIi'•aacl-dove\opmltat. Nomilla:
tions should include letter from at least three students who have taken
a! least one cfa5s with the no111inee. leuers from two faculty colleagues
and a letter of support from alumni, and are due by Feb. 7.

•••
Events for the remainder of January
The Umted S-tates Manne Corps Officers Program will be in the
Atrium from I 0 a.m. to I :30 p.m. in the Atrium on Friday.
The Foreign Languages F ilm Festival is Friday from 7-10 p.m.
in the Jardine Room.
News briefs were compiled by Carrie Mack, and mrLYI be received
in the Carroll News office by 110011 011 Tuesdays.

Correction
In the December 9 issue ofThe Carroll
News, Danielle Ivans was mistakenly Jeft
out of the byline for the article "CO dangers lurking at home."
The CN staff apologizes for the error.
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Plans for science center continue
Proposed building will be focal point of campus
Maia Bosnar
Staff Reporter
John Carroll officially moved
into the 21 " century with the Board of
Trustees December decision to begin
construction on a new science facility
early next year.
A Ithough the groundbreaking
date has not yet been set, according to
Melanie Shakarian, student union
president, cons truction could begin as
early as Spring of2001.
"The new science center will
consist of two buildi ngs connected by
an arched atrium," said David Ewing,
chair of the science center building
committee. The buildings will be located behind the Graselli Library and
the current sc ience cente r and wil l
serve as the new focal point of campus."
The new building wil l not on ly
address the enhancement of the science
department at John Ca rroll , but the
parking problem as welL
The new building will feature an
underground parking lot for students
and faculty. In addition to these new
spaces , renovations of the current sci-

encc center will prod uce two additional floors of parking, creating a net
total of approximately 250 new spaces,
said Edward Glynn, SJ., John Carroll
University president.
The new science center will
bring an added emphasis on the sciences that wi ll in tum bring a more diversified student population to John
Carroll, said Glynn.
'The building of this center will
help us gain nationa l prominence and
recruit more students," he said.
The decision to build a new facility came about because of an overall dissatisfaction with the current state
of the science program and building,
aid Eric Schild, student science center building committe e representative.
"I think the new science center
will give the sciences a whole new perspective. It will make science a focal
point of the camp us, and will really
bring John Carroll into the next ce ntury," said Sch1ld.
The facility, stressed Schild, is
meant fo r students from all departments, not just those drawn to science ,
as a meetin g place, study area, or study

Students say pressure for high grades a factor
Cory Vowell
The State News (Michigan State U .)
It's a scenario that's probably
happened to more than one Michigan
State University student - during a
tough final the profc sor steps out of
the room and a student is close enough
to ask a fnend for some answers.
Wh ether or not !he student decides to cheat in this instance, there 's
a 50-50 chan ce he or she has chea ted
at least once durin g college, acco rding to a recent urvcy published by Ball
State University researchers.
Most tudents who admit to
cheating claim they cheat because of
pressure on them for high grades. Their
behavior can include looking on other
students' papers durin g exams, or p lagianzing other people's work.
However, many students find
rea ons to cheat, said ass istant psychology Professor Linda Gerard. Spe
sa id peer pressure may be one of the
most important factors behind studen t
dishonesty.
"Students cheat for many rca-

sons," she said. "The main factor may
be a matter of conformity. Social pressure from friend 10 flirt with danger
and try to get away w1th it may be encouraging a lot of the cheating."
"Too large a foc us on grades
rather than learning course material
encourages students to lie a nd cheat,
espccJafly in classes !hat g ive studen ts
a large opportun ity to do o," Gerard
said.
"When large lect ure classes
provide an easy way to cheat and get a
good grade, tudcnts develop that type
of mind set," she said. " It is an easy
way to ben efi t themselves."
According to the MSU Integrity
of Schola rship and Grades policy, an
instructor who discovers an act of academic dishonesty "may give a failing
grade to the student on the assignment
or for the co urse." Students caug ht
cheating a second time could face expulsion .
Procrastinat ion also leads to
cheating, said Bernard Whitley, a Ball
State Un 1vers1ty p~ycholog1cal sc1-

"Air" Hill?

make. John Rocker joi11 the Rainbow Coalition.
makes Mick Jagger get some "sati ifaction. "
makes Jeny Springer want to interview Pope John
Paul II.
gives JCU ·tudents a voice against oppression and
tyranny and...

JOIN NOW!

space. There will be food service
available in the Atrium area, and a
stage located behind the building that
can be used for concerts and possibly
commencement.
Another enhancement to the
John Carroll science department, explained Shakarian, may come through
the John Carroll Collaborative with
Industry (JCCr).
The proposa I is a plan th at
wou ld provide laboratory space to between seven and ten companies for
resea rch and development. Possible
industry partners may include Sherwin
Williams, Lubrizo l, and The Cleveland
Clinic.
"John Carroll students would
have the opportunity to intern with
the se on-site companies to ga in hands
on experience," sa id Shakarian.
- "The new building will be stunnin g because it will comp lement the
co llegiate got hi c archi tecture of campus," said Ewin g.
"Building costs for the new
scie nce center, are estimated at over
$58 million, which will be rai sed
through donations and grants."

Cheating not uncommon

THE CARROLL NEWS

Oh, who are we kidding? But it
looks good on your one paragraph
resume.
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Three lives lost in Seton Hall dorm fire
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Junior Mike Hill drives home a rebound against Otterbein.

CALL

x4666 TO

cncc professor who i anauthorofthe
survey.
"It is the people who see themse lves at the boundary of success and
fa ilure - and so sec themse lves as
needing to cheat - who are most
likely to do so," Whitley said . "For
some people a grade less than an A

Incident causes concern over disregard for alarms
Nicole Ross

resident ofMillor Hall.
Since the deadly incident at
Seton Hall many JCU students have
taken fire alarms more seriously.
" In talking with several residents on my floor after what happened
at Seton Hall, they now seem to recognize the need to get out of the building if there is an alarm. I think that
they really re ali ze that even false
alarms are not something to be taken
lightly," said Res ident Assistant ,
Adrienne Berlin.
Yet, despite the deaths at
Seton Hall many res1dents of the
dorms Still take their time leaving their
rooms. "I have to admit that at 3a.m.,
the furthe st thing from my mind is Seton Hall. It is a tragedy, but 15 degrees and snow prevent me from moving fast, especially since we have so
many fake dr ills," aid sophomore
David Roth stein.
When a JCU resident is

Stall Reporter
[n wake of the fire at Seton Hall
last week that claimed the lives of three
students and injured 62 others, officials
at colleges across the country are examining their own fire policies.
Although real college fires have
been a prominent topic in the news
lately, it has not stopped the many
cases of false fi re alarms from taking
pla ce. A larms being set off by prank sters continue to be a problem for mos t
college campuses. As a resu lt, students
are more apprehensive· about rushing
out of the building when th e alarm
sounds.
" I am at the point now that
whenever the alarm goes off in the
rn1ddle of th e night I j ust assume that
it is a false alarm and I wait unt il the
last po si ble second to leave the building," said Colleen MacNamara, a John
Carroll University ophomore and

caught not evacuating the building during an alam1, even if it turns out to be
j ust a prank, that person is documented
and is then requ ired to go through the
judicial process. The resident must
meet with a judic ial office r and is
sometimes fined or given an educational sanction.
In the case of a real fire, the JCU
staff has taken proper precautions to
ensure the most absolute safety for each
of its students. Each dom1 room is
omfined with its own smoke detector.
Following the lead of man y
other schools, JCU has a new policy
for when there is a fire alarm. Resident Assistants will no longer key-in
to every dorm room whenever an alarm
is sounded. They will now knock on
each door in order to alert residents to
evacuate the building, which i believed to be the quickest way to get
every resident out of the building without jeopardizing the RA's safety.

"We arc all worried about
the students not taking fire alarms seriously, especially in light of what
happened at Seton Hall. Resident
hall fires spread very quickly and put
many people 's Jives in danger. There
have already been three real fires
here in Mill or Ha ll this year, and we
want students to realize that they arc
very serious," sa id JCU Area Coordinator, Laura Dicke. "WeJU t want
to make sure that everyone is safe."
One sc hool that is working on
reducing their number prank alarms
is Ohio State University.
In 1994 its donn itories were
eq uipped wi th two-t1ered fire al ann
boxes. The Plexiglas covering must
first be removed by anyone who
wants to pull the alam1. When th1s
covering is removed, a loud sound
is set off that would most like ly force
peop le in nearby rooms out mto the
hal lway to investigate.

Discussion of women's roles continues
Emily McConnick

gram, Rombalski started a steering
committee composed of female faculty. The committee 's job is to a id
Rombalski in determining the next
steps for the program.
"We arc here to help students
articulate what the important issues on
cam pus are and how to address the issues," Mary Beadle of the co mmunicatio ns department said.
Sunday's meeting is an opportunity for students to input what they
think the next steps are in the program.
There will be about I00 female students attending th e meeting. "This is

Staff Reporter
Sunday, January 30, women
students, faculty and administration
will again meet to discuss the "Women
in Leadership" program at John
Carroll University.
The idea for the program was
presented last semester in October to
Carroll's women leaders by Patrick
Rombalski , dean of st ude nts. The
program 's goal is to empower women
to take active leadership roles in the
campus communi ty and in the world.
Along with the leadersh ip pro-

a
founda t ional
meeting,"sa 1d
Rombalski . "What is proposed here
possibly dictates there t of the semester, for a year and maybe even years to
come.~'

One issue that students expressed a need for change in was the
relationship of female stude nts to faculty. Another problem on campus is the
lack of support for women 's ath leti cs.
The stude nts also feel that faculty and
admimstrati on should be educated in
women's issues.
Students said that they would
like to sec more female deans and

women in higher positions at Carroll.
There arc many op1nwns
about the issues women face on campus. At this point, there JS no parti ula r one at the forefront.
"One is uc might rise to the
top on Sunday, but not righ t now,"
said Rombal ski.
"The steering committee is
clear that th 1s must be a student lead
initiative," sa1d Pamela Mason a
member of the commilleeand the rolitical science department. "Faculty
and administration arc here to help
students."
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Professor's
award pays
for student
research
Susan King
Staff Reporter
The Cottrell College Sc1encc
Award, given to researchers in the tudy
of copper in proteins, was recently
awarded to Catherine Miller, a Shaker
Heights resident and the Clare Booth
Luce assistant professor of chemistry at
John Carro ll University.
The wmning project i titled,
''Determination of lsotop•c Change Exchange m the Copper l;otopomer of
Laccase Using ICP Mass Spectrometry."
It deal with the exchange of copper
metal in proteins . Miller u ed protein
from the bark of a Japanese lacquer tree,
which is simi lar to human copper protcms.
opper is an important element
in om bodieS and IS essential for protcms to tunct10n prupcrly and helps in
holdmg protein together. It also assists
in tran,fcrnng electrons and hindmg
oxygen and rdcasin g it Into water with0\Jt harmful OKJdants. Copper J> found
in the ll\cr, heart and bram. A lack of
copper leads to mcma I rctard,tllon and
an abund<mce of it may lead to liver discase.
The 'o ttrell grant 1s worth
22,500 and will be able to fund two
undcrgratluatc student> 'research for two
summers. They will i olalc the copper
protein and study the release :111d rctum
of copper protein. They will also observe how the two different wc1ghts of
the two isotopes of copper wil l affect
the copper's behaviOr and exchange rate
Miller did not rctum phone calls
al press t m u:

could be a failure .,,

Dcsp i te the seemingly high
number of those admining to cheating,
statistics have mostly remained constant over the past decades, Whitley
said.
"My research indica tes that
cheating rate s (the percentages of students adm ittin g to cheating) arc about
the same now as they were in the
1960s," he said. '' However, th ere was
a drop in the rates in the late· l970searly I 980s and no one knows why.
So, the rates h ave risen since then.
"At the most basic level, children have to be taught to value honesty. Dishonesty leads to distrust, and
ocieties cannot endure when their
members distrust one another."

Careers·in the Business Sector
February 7, 2000 7:00p.m. 9 p.m.
At the Recplex Intramural Gym
All students are welcome
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According to Th e Sun Press
Glynn said , "The city says this (rezoning) is not anti-John Carroll and that it
doesn't affect the university. Then
why put it in ''"
As Glynn also stated in his letter to the council, " From the ve1y begi nni ng the intent of th e explicitly exclusive language, "through the twelfth
grade only," has been obvious - to
exclude John Carroll. The question remains: What is the motive for proposing such discnminatoty language?"
Still, both Sheehan and Glynn
do not think tensions are growing between the city and John Carroll.
"Soon we will be discuss ing
our plans for the new c1ence building," said Glynn.
"l think that overall our relations are pretty good," said Sheehan.
"This is o ne issue we di sagreed
on. 1 guess we both just agreed to disagree on thi s matter."

FIND OUT IF CLASSES ARE

CANCELLED DUE' TO BAD WEATHER CONDITIONS.

Over 70 employers are coming, including:
ADP
Aldi, Inc.
Caliber Logistics
Cleveland Indians
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Hendrickson International
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Key Technology Services
MBNA America
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
National City Corporation
Parker Hannifin
Progressive
WOIO/WUAB

To prepare for this event come to:

How to Make the Most of the Job Fair
Thursday, February 3, 2000
7:00-8:00 p.m. in the Jardine Room
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Beyond the Bell Tower
Colorado State Resident Assistant
suspected in four rapes
A Colorado State University student has been arrested for raping
four female students while serving a. a Res tdent Assista nt 1n th e
univer ity's Parmalec llall during the fall 1998 semester. 1 hree of the
women were living on the RA' floor at the time the alleged incidents
occurred.
The victims claim that they had a physical relationship with the
RA while they lived on his floor. Although Colorado State University
RA's are in. tructed to avoid havinjJ..rcla~ion hips with residents on their
floor, there is 110 fonnal rule
The RA is sch u d to appear in
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Fire ravages Heidelberg dorm
Heidelberg fire hits less than one week after deadly Seton Hall fire
Lisa Durtak
Staff Reporter
Less than one week afler a fire
claimed the lives of three studcnt s and
mJurcd dozens of others at Seton I fall
College in New Jersey, a lire ravaged
through a lleidelberg College donn in
Timn, Ohio forcingabout60 residents
out of their rooms early Saturday.
An electrical short is being
blamed for the fire that swept through
Willard f lail destroying the attic and
damaged several third-floor rooms.
The 93-year-old building had
been renovated in 1993 to include fire
alarms and a sprink lcr system.
No tudcnts were injured in the
blaze, however two firefighters s uffered minor injuries. The fire took four
hours to contain.
The fire al lleidelberg comes
just three days after a fatal fire at Seton Hall Co ll ege in New Jersey.
Students at Seton Hall returned
to cia this week after the deadly blaze

killed three students and injured 62
others.
The fire swept through eton
llall's Boland Hall in the early hours
of January 19. Students were initially
s low in leaving the building becaLJSe
there had been 18 false alarms since
September.
The fire began in the windowless, third floor common area. Two
of the three students who died in the
fire were found in a lounge, and the
third was found in a nearby room and
was taken to a stairwell where attempts
to revive him failed .
Most of the residents were
aware of th e fire exits but due to the
thickness of the smoke they were Lmable to locate them.
Several stude nts were forced to
jump out of their windows because the
smoke was too thick in Lhe hallways.
Boland Hall was not equipped
with a sprirrkler system because in
1952, when the building was con-

structed , there were no state uniforn1
construction codes.
The old, brick building has a
history of small blazes. A television
set in an unoccupied room caught fire
in 1995 sending five students to the
hospital due to smoke inhalation. Another fire occurred in 1996 when a student se t a couch on fire on the fourth
floor causing II residents to be hospitalized for smoke inhalat ion.
According to New Jersey s tate
officials, Boland I fall did have lighted
emergency exists, fire ex tingui hers,
and smoke and fire a lanns all in place
at the time the fire occurred.
The cause of the blaze is still
under investigation. Careless cigarette
smoking and fau lty electrical wiring
have been ruled out a possibl e causes
for the blaze.
"We are looking into every possible aspect and every possible cause
of this fire," said Donald Campolo,
head of the fire in vestigation.

New bill would ban opposite-sex
visitors in dorms at Arizona colleges
Kristen Roberts
1entalist group,
ichigan State

Anthony Hall
and set labora
· ·rna Is free.
)Ugh the A ·
ibcration Front
ls not associated with ELl', the grot1ps have collaborated on arsons in
the past.
The FHI1s currcrllly in,estiga ting the arson, which may also be
considered as a terrorist act. The damages from the fire are estimated a t
$400,000.

U. Wisconsin dean investigated
for child pornography
A University ofWisconsin-Madis011 assistant dean will likely face
fe lony charse> after invest igato rs found c hild pornography on his uni:
versi ty computer.
Dean Struebing, an assist ant dean in the school oflluman Ecology, has been uspcnded from his pos ition which he had just started
three weeks earlier.
Investigators searched Struebing's home in December and found
pornographic videotapes, paperback book and magazines. Analysts
arc st ill examining all the evidence that was seiLcd.

Beyond !Ire Bell 7(>11'er hn<:f~· were compiled by Megan !Ieiman

Arizona Daily Wildcat (U. Arizona)
Under a bill proposed this week
by Rep. Jean McGrath, R-Giendale,
students living in Arizona's public
universities residence halls would not
be allowed to have guests of the opposite sex in their rooms, except for
immediate family.
McGrath said Thursday she has
decided to remove another provision
in th e bill that would have required
residence hall administrators to conduct random monthly inspections of
all residents' room for prohibited
items.
She said when she was a student at Arizona State University in the
late 1950s, students had "lots ofplaces
to meet" outside of the ir donn rooms,
which she described as "bedroom s."
She also said donn rooms underwent
a "whi te glove" inspection <;ach week,
but now, no one cares how students
maintain the state's property.
This is the fourth bill McGrath
has submitted for th is term of the Arizona State Legislature to regulate universities.
The other proposals would require Arizona universities to install or
subscribe to Internet filters on all campus computers, allow students to use
campus internet connections only for
a "specific educational purpose," and
requ ire "accurate and comp lete"
cour e descriptions in university syllabi and catalogs.

McGrath said the bill regarding
course descriptions is going to be replaced with a bill by another representative.
McGrath said the new b ill will
be discussed at the Tuesday meeting
of the Public Ins titutions and Univer-

"I'm responding to
students' concerns. I'm
not trying to be mean to
students."

- Jean McGra1h

sities Committee, which she chairs.
McGrath said she decided to
strike th e course descriptions bill after reach ing an agreement with th e
u nive rsi ties that syllabi will be distributed within the first week of class and
a ll requi red course materials wi ll be
avai Iab le in campus bookstores.
Greg Fahey, University of Arizona state lobbyist, spoke to oppose
the first three McGrath bills in commince m eetings and in private meetings wiU1 McGrath , he said.
Fahey also opposes the latest
proposal, saying, "we just don't need
this bill" because the Board of Regents
and the university admi ni strations resolve problems as they occur.
The three state universities are
in their opposit ion, Fahey said. Tie
also said the Board of Regents ma y
take a position on the bi II or may wait
until February.

McGrath re mai ns unswayed by
student protests, including those publi hed as letters to the editor in the
Arizona Daily Wi ldcat.
"['m responding to students'
concern ," McGrath sa id . " I'm not
trying to be mean to s tu dents."
She describes the atmosphere at
Arizona universities as "not cond ucive
to learn in g."
The primary indication of this,
McGrath said, is the high number of
students droppin g out after their fres hman year.
McGrath said both of the
Internet bills are designed to "get at
the porn problem." She responded to
th e First Amendment objections by
say ing that the propo als have been
reviewed by lawyers, who found them
constitutional.
McGrath explained that because students h ave never had the right
to use taxpayer-funded re ources to
access sex ually explicit or personal
materia l, taking such acce s away is
legal.
McGra th.said her evidence that
th e univer it y computers a re e ing
used to acce s such material i the
work experience of Mesa Republican
Rep. Dean Coo ley's granddaughter,
who was an Internet monitor at ASU.
McGrath was reluctant to predict whether her bill arc lik e ly to pass
the Legislature and be signed by the
governor. However, he said there idencc hall bill has "a lot of support"

WORLD
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Politically Carroll

Is pot the new presidential precedent?
Should a pe rson who has experimented or regularly used illega l drugs in their past automatically be
ostracized from a pre idential race?
Last week, the Drug Reform Coordination 1 etwork, a Washington DC based lobby for the reform of
drug laws, put an article on their website that claims
Vice Presi dent and Democratic pre idcntial candidate,
AI Gore s moked marij uana on a regu lar basis until the
week he dec lared his candidacy for the U.S. Congres
in 1976.
The claims were compiled from a good friend of
the Gore's and also the 1nan who supplied the drug to
h im, John Warnecke (the son of the architect who designed th e JFK gravesite). Yet, AI Gore is not the only
presidential cand idate who has had his past scrutinized
for proof of dJOUg use.
Governor and Republican pre idential candidate,
George W. Bush has a lso been dodging rumors of drug
use in his past. He has claimed that he was once "yo ung
and irresponsible," but not in the last fifteen years.

Obviously this i uc
crosses party lines considenng
the front runiiCT'S of both parties
are awash in controversy.
The DRC's problem with
the issue is that both frontrunners
have been extremely harsh to
nonviolent drug offenders when they were once non violent drug offenders themselves.
But even I have to admit when I he ard about AI
Gore my subconscious said, " Who care ? As long as
he doesn't do it anymore."
Should we be all hot and bothered abo ut it? Has
presidential self-discipline really dtminished so much
since President Reagan? Is this a generation thing? Is
this U1e new oorm'!
For all of you whom I have ever taken a politica l science class with, believe it or not, I do not know.
Please e-mt~il any romments or ques/io11s to jab•yk@jcu. edu

Bush, Gore open 2000
campaign with wins in Iowa
Mark L Barabak

with one percent.
Los Angeles Times
Hatch, a 23-ycar Sc11ate vetDemocrat AI Gore and Reeran, could be one of the first caucus
publican George W. Bush swept to
casualties. He planned a press convictory Monday ni ght in the Iowa
ference for Tuesday amid indications
presidential caucuses, solidifying
he planned to quit the race.
their position as the strong favorAs quirky as they are, less than
ites to win their respective party
I0 percent of eligibl e Iowa voters parno minations.
ticipated, the precinct caucuses ofVice President AI Gore had
fered the first meaningful test of canby far the easier time of it, besting didate strength in a presidential camhis sole riva l, former New Jersey
pa ign that has been waged, out of
sight and ou t of mind for most Amerien. Bill Bradley, by G3 perce nt to
35 percent , a resul t that propelled
cans, for well over a year.
The balloting at neighborixxxl
Gore to a powerful send-off in the
gathering aero s the state madcd
Democratic race.
both a beginning a nd an end: an end
Addressi ng a pumped-up
to the pin and speculation that has
crowd at the Iowa State Fairfilled the news void up unti l now_ And
grounds, Gore repeatedly declared,
· the beginning of a stepped-up cam"We've just begun to fight."
paign ca lendar that will slingshot tbe
Bradley, with a rueful laugh,
candidates through a series of coasttold hi s supporters at a downtown
to-coast co nte sts at unprecedented
Des Moines hotel, "Tonight I have
a little more humility but no less
speed.
The most important impact
" confidence that I can win and do
may be felt over the next few days in
the job''
Ne,it Hampshire, which holds the
Te:xas Gov. Bush finished
nation 's first primary a week from
atop the ix -man GOP field wi th 4 r
Tuesday. Iowa has been a notoriously
percent to 3 I percent for secondplace Steve Forbes, who did better spo tty picker of presidents_ But that
didn ' t stop the top fin ishers Monday
than expected. Bus h said he was
night, and some trailing far behind,
pleased with the outcome, but the
from claiming a victory of some faShstro ng hawing of rival s drawing
ion.
from the party's religious conserOn the Republican side,
vatives suggested so me poten tial
Bush's biggest worry was meeting the
problems as he tries to rally Repubhigh ex pec tatio ns he faced as the runlicans arou nd his candidacy.
away front-runner, in every poll t.alten
Rounding out the GOP field
both here in Iowa and nationally. His
were Alan Keyes, t he Reagan ad4 I percent show ing was better than
ministration diploma t, with 14 perthe 37 percent record set in 1988 by
cent; ocia l activ is t Gary Bauer,
Bob Dole against a multicandidate
with nine percent; Arizona Sen.
field. But it was hardly a blowout like
John McCain. who con picuously
Gore's strong finish.
ignored the caucuses, with five per" I am humbled ami I am honcent, and Utah Sen . Orrin Hatch
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ored by your outpouring of s upport,"
Bush said, drawin g a roar fro m partisan pack ed into a downtown Des
Moines hotel with a declaration that the
night " marks the beginning of the end
of the Clinton era." "Seven months
ago, I came to Iowa on a plane dubbed
'Great Expectations,'" Bush went on.
~we ll tonight, Iowa ha s exceeded
them."
But Forbes and Keyes also
found something to crow about. '·This
is a great night," Forbes Lold supporters at his hotel headquarters in West
Des Moines. "This is not a good night
for t he power brokers of Washington
D.C . Thanks Lo you, they've mel their
match and they're going to get the ir
comeuppance in th e day and months
ahead as we U1c people take back politics and res tore it to its dignity."
ln th e north end of Iowa's capital city, a joyous Keyes opened his remarks to supporters with a prayer.
~Dear God ," Keyes said , "we thank
you for the hear1s that you have rurned
in the great state oflowa."
Then he gibed the one-two finishers: "Every time I go a nywhere,
everybody says Bush has thi s money
and Forbes has this money and so forth
and so on," said Keys, who e candidacy surged on the strength of his riveting pe rfom1ances in several candidate debates.
"You pu t it on a per-vote bas is
and you tell me who ha made the most
effective use of the doll ars given

them."
Asked whether he thought he
would geL a bounce coming out of the
caucuses, Bush was cautious, and deferential. "That rema in , to be seen,"
he said. "The people of New I lampshire arc indepcndend-tnindcd voters."
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World Briefs
Grandmothers plead for boy's return
Eli an Gonzales, 6, was rescued from an inner tube on Thanksgiving Day after the boat in which he had left Cuba while trying to reach
the United States capsized. /li s mother, her boyfriend and nine others
perished. Since then, the boy has been at the center of a political storm.
Eli an ha been staying in Miam1 with Lazaro Gon7A~Ies, his great
uncle, since he was resuccd from the shipwreck.
The U .S. [mmigration and NaturalizatiOn Service has ordered the
boy returned to Cuba but Gonzales has filed sui t to stop the INS. Lawmakers in Cong ress plan an attempt this week to declare Elian a U.S.
citizen. l f such legislation becomes law, the boy no longer would be
under INS jurisdiction.
The boy's grandmothers arrived in New York on Friday to plead
for Elian's return. T he planned meeting with Elian fell apan in a dispute over where it would take place.
Raqucl Rodriguez, Eli an 's maternal grandmother, asked members of Congress not to give the boy U.S. cittzenship and to let him
return to Cuba.
Rodriguez said her daughter was pressured to get on t.he raft by
her boyfr iend, ·•a very iolcnt per on." he i convinced that her 30year-old da ughter's departure was a la_t minute decision.

Avalanche traps 120 people in Romania
An avalanche trapped 120 peop le in a uranium mine helow ground
after heavy snows blanketed Romania last week .
Snow pLies up to 20 feet hi gh covered the entrances of the Sa itaPla t mine , and machines needed to clear the entrances were also buried.
Officials at the min' were able to talk to trapped workers by telephone. The miners said they had enough water and heat, but llll food.
Specialists in the Civilian Protection Corps were cvCJltually :,ent from
the ci ty ofOradea to help free the miners.

Local Briefs
Mayor sentenced in mail fraud case
John Mic hael, 5 1, the mayor of Maineville, Ohio, a village of
I ,000 people, was sentenced las t week in U.S. District Court in Cincinnati to four months in a halfway hou se and five mon th. of home confmeme nt a fte r being co nvicted of ma1 \ fraud.
Mlchad \.\'1..\s a\so

!->~ ntcnccl\

\u \wo y con"S

l l\ "' H\')~fv \-..~1...\

and was ordered 10 pay $45,000 in nestitution lo Prudential
Co. and over $15,000 in fines.

rdca ....l.;.

IJlJI~

Michael pleaded g uilty to one count of mail fraud fi1r sub1mt1ing
fraudulent claims to Prudential where he worked as an agent. lie resigned from his mayoral position on Friday.
Michael doesn ' t deny he committed a crime, but he said the money
was hi s because Prudential awarded him a $53,000 bonus for bringing
in new business,

Ohio in center of controversy over funds
for sex education
An Ohio leg is lative committee d eclined $974,000 of federal
health education grant money last week because parents were afraid
the money would be used to teach children about condoms and masturbation.
Controversy has ensued because other signifteant programs s upported by the grants may be cu t, includi ng ones to preven t heart dis'
ease, cancer and diabetes.
The legislat ure reserved the authority to reject this year's grants
after a public furor las t year over se veral AIDS- prevention programs
promoted by the Ce nter for Disease Control. Teacher training ma nuals
from sQJTie of the programs talk explicitly about condoms and masturbation.
The s tate agreed this year to fund only sex ed ucati on programs
that talk exclusively about ab tinence, however, some parents complained that th e state was abandoning safe-sex programs, whi le others
refused to believe that the funds wou ld go strictly to an abstinence
curricu lum .

News briefs were compiled by Jennv Radivoj.
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Beyond the Bell Tower
Colorado State Resident Assistant
suspected in four rapes
A Colorado tate Universt ly student has been arrested for raping
four female stude nts whi le serving as a Resident Assistant in the
uni versity' Parmalee Hall dunng the fall 1998 semester. Three of the
women were living on the RA's floor at the tim e the alleged incidents
occ urred.
The victims c laim that they had a physical relationship with the
RA wh ile they li ved on his floor. Although Colorado Stale Uni versi ty
RA's arc instructed to avoid ha ingrclat.ion hips with re iden L~ o n the ir
floor, there is no fom1al rul e,
The RA is h u d to a ppear in

ics Communicain the men's and

Lewi i
ing the media
with thi s pred i
and will decid
necessary."
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Fire ravages Heidelberg dorm
Staff Reporter
Less U1an one week afler a fire
claimed the lives of three students and
mjurcd dozens of others at Seton 1I all
College in New Jersey, a fire ravaged
through a Heidelberg College dorrn in
Ti mn, Oh io forcing about 60 resident~
out of their rooms early Saturday.
An e lec trical short is being
blamed for the fire that swept through
Willard f-lail dcsiToying the attic and
d amaged sevcra lthird-Oooi- rooms.
The 93-year-old bu ilding had
been renovated in 1993 to include fire
a larms and a sp rink ler system.
No stu de nts were injured in the
blaze, however two firefighters suffered minor inj uries. The fire took four
hours to contain.
The fire al Heidelberg comes
j u t th ree days after a fatal fire at Seton f fa ll Co llege in New Jersey.
Students at Seton Hall returned
to class this week after the deadly blaze

killed three stud ent and injured 62
others.
The fire swept th rough Seton
Hall's Bo land Ifall in the early hours
o f Ja nuary 19. Students were mitially
slow in leaving the buildi ng because
there had been 18 false a larms si nce
September.
The fire began in the windowless, th ird floor commons area. Two
of the three students who died in the
fire were found in a lounge, and the
third was found in a nearby room and
was taken to a stairwell where attempts
to revive him fai led .
Mo st of th e residents we re
aware of the fire ex its but due to the
thic kness of the smoke they were un able to locate them.
Several students were forced to
jump out of their windows because the
smoke was too thick in the h a llways.
Boland Hall was not equipped
with a sprink ler system because in
1952, when the building was con-

stntctcd, there were no state uniforrn
construction code .
The old, brick building has a
hi story of sma ll blazes. A televi sion
set in an unoccu pied room caught fire
in 1995 sendi ng five students to the
hospi tal due to smoke inh alation. Another fire occurred in 1996 when a student se t a couch on fire on the fourth
floor causing 1 I r esidents to be hospita li zed fo r sm oke inhalation .
According to New Jersey stat e
officia ls, Boland H a ll did have li ghted
emergency exists, fire extingu is her ,
and smoke and fire alanns all in pl ace
at the time the fire occurred.
The ca use of the blaze is st ill
under investigatton. Ca reless c igarette
smoking and faulty electri ca l wiring
have been rul e d out as possibl e causes
for the blaze.
"We are looking into every poss ible aspect and e very pos ible cause
of this fire," said Donald Campolo ,
head of th e fire investigation.

New bill would ban opposite-sex
visitors in dorms at Arizona colleges

Radic~l_e

iro
responSibi 'ty fo

Kristen Roberts
1cnta l ist grou p,
iehi gan State

netic e ng mcer
fn 199
rati n Front sc fire
Anthony Hall
and set labora
mals free.
ugh the J\ ·
ih<,!ration Front
; not as oeiated with ELF, the groups have collaborated on arsons in
the past.
The FBl is curTclllly investrgating the arson , which may also be
considered a a terrori st act. The damages from the fire are estimated at
$400,000.
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U. Wisconsin dean investigated
for child pornography
A University of Wisconsin -Madison ass istan t dean will likely face
felony char~cs afl.er inves ti ga tors found child pornography on his uni:
vcrsity co mput e r.
Dean S tmebin g. an assistant dean in the school o f Human Ecology, ha s been suspended fi-om his pos ition whi ch he had just started
three weeks earlier.
invest igato rs searched lrucbing ' home in December and found
pornograph ic videotapes, paperback books and magaz ines. Analysts
arc 'till examin ing all the evidence that was se ized.

B£yond rhe Br:fl lilwer hri<'f' were comprled by Megan I Ierman

Politically Carroll

Heidelberg fire hits less than one week after deadly Seton Hall fire
lisa Dur1ak

Arizona Daily Wildcat (U. Arizona)
Under a bill proposed this week
by Rep. Jean McGrath, R-Giendale,
students living in Arizona's public
universities res idence halls would not
be al lowed to have guests of the oppo ite sex in the ir rooms, except for
immediate family.
McGrath said Thursday she has
decided to remove another provision
in the bill tha.t would have required
residence hall administrators to conduel random monthly inspections or
all re s idents ' room for prohibited
items.
She said when she was a student at Arizona State University in the
late 1950s, students had "lots of places
to meet" outside of their donn rooms,
which s he described as "bedrooms."
She al o sa id dorrn rooms underwent
a "white glove" inspection 1;3ch week,
but now, no one cares how students
ma intai n the state 's property.
This is the fourth bill McGrath
ha s submilled for this term of the Arizona tate Legi lature to regulate universities.
The other proposals would require Arizona universities to install or
subscri be to Int ernet filters on all campus compu ters, al low student~ to use
camp us tnlernet connections only for
a·· pecific edu ca tional purpose," and
requ ire " accurate and co mpl ete"
course desc riptions in uni versity syllab i and catalogs.

McGra th sai d the bill rega rdin g
course descriptions is going to be replaced with a bill by another representlllive.
McGrath said the new bill will
be discussed at the Tuesday meeting
of the Public Institutions and Univer-

"I'm responding to
students' concerns. I'm
not trying to be mean to
students."

- Jean McGrath

sities Committee, which she chairs.
McGrath said she decided to
strike the course descriptions bill after reaching an agreement wi th the
universit·ics that syl labi will be dis tributed within the first week of class and
all required course mat erial s will be
available in campus bookstores.
Greg Fahey, University of Arizona s tate lobbyist, spoke to oppose
the first three McGrath bills in committee meetings and in private meetings with McGrath, he said.
Fahey also oppo es th e latest
proposal, saying, "we just don 'I need
this bill" because the Board ofRegcnt
and the university administrations resolve problems as th ey occur.
The three state universities are
in the ir opposition, Fahey said. I fc
also said the Board of Regents may
take a position on the bill or may wail
unti l February.

Mc G rath remains unswayed by
student protests , in c luding those publi s hed as letters to the editor in the
Arizona Daily Wildcat.
" f' m respondi ng to students'
concern ," McGrath said. " I'm not
trying to be mea n to students."
She describes the atmosphere at
Arizona universities as " not conducive
to learnin g."
The primary ind ication of thi s,
McGrath said, is the high number of
students dropping Olil afler th ei r freshman year.
McGrath sa id both of the
Internet bills are designed to "get at
the porn problem ." She responded to
the First Amendment objections by
say ing th at the proposa ls have been
reviewed by lawyers, who found them
constitutional.
McG rath exp lai n ed that because students have never had the right
to use taxpayer-funded resources to
access sexually exp li ci t or persona l
material, taking s uch access away is
lega L
McGrath .sai d her evid ence that
the un iver s it y com pu ters arc being
used to access uch mat er ia l i the
work experience of Mesa Republican
Rep . Dean Cooley's granddaughter,
who was an lnt c met monitor atASU.
McGrath w as reluctam to predi ct whether her bills arc li kely to pass
th e Leg is lature and be s ig ned by the
governor. 1-lowevcr, she sa id the residence hall bill ha s "a lot of support ."
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by Jackie Bryk

Is pot the new presidential precedent?
Should a person who ha experimen ted or regularly used ill egal drugs in their past automatically be
ostracized fro m a presidential race?
Last week , the Drug Rcforrn Coordinal ion etwork , a Wash ington D C based lobby for the reform or
drug laws, put an article on th eir website that cla im
Vice Presi dent and Democrati c presid ential cand idate,
A I Gore smoked marij uana on a regular ba sis until the
week he declared hi candidacy for the U .S. Co ngress
in 1976.
The claims were compiled fi-om a good friend of
th e Gore's and a lso th., man who supp lied the drug to
him, John Warneck e (the son of the architect who designed th e J FK gr'avesite). Yet, AI Gore is not the only
pres idential candidate who has had hi past scrutinized
for proof of dPUg use.
Governor and Republican pre idential candidate,
George W. Bush has al s o been dodging rumors of drug
use in hi past. He has claimed that he was once "young
and irresponsible," but not in the last fifteen year .

Obviously this is sue
crosses party lines considering
the front runners of both parties
are awash in controver.;y.
The DRC's problem with
the issue is that both frontnmncrs
have been extremely harsh to
nonviolent drug offenders when they we re once n nviolent drug offenders themselves.
But L-ven I have to admit when I heard about A I
Gore my subconscious said, "Who cares? A long a
he doesn ' t do it anymore ."
Sbouldwcbeallhotand bothered about it? l ias
presidential self-discipline really dimini shed so muc h
since President Reagan? Is this a generation thing? Is
this the new oonn?
For all of you whom I have ever taken a politi cal science class with, believe it or not, J do not know.
Please e-mail ""Y comments or que.Hions to jabryk@jcu. edu

Bush, Gore open 2000
campaign with wins in Iowa
Mark Z. Barabak

with one perce nt.
Los Angeles Times
Hatch , a 23-yea r Senate vetDemocrat AI Gore and Re- eran , could be one of the first caucus
publican George W. Bus h swept to
casualties. He pl anned a press convictory londay ni ght in the lowa
ference for Tuesday amid indications
presidential caucuses, solid ifyin g
he planned to quit the race.
their pos ition as the strong favorAs quirky as they are, less than
ites to win their respective party
l 0 percent of e li gible Iowa voters parnominations.
ticipated, the precinct caucuses ofVice Pres ident AI Gore had
fered the first meaningful test of canby far the ea ier time or it, besting didate strength in a presidential camhis sole rival, form e r New Jersey
paign that has been waged, out of
Sen. B ill Bradley, by 63 percent to
·ight and out of mind for most Ameri35 pe rcent, a result that propelled cans, for well over a year.
The balloting at neighborhood
Gore to a powerful send-off' in the
gatherings across the state marked
Democratic race.
Addrcssi ng a pumpe d-up both a beginning and an e nd: an end
to the spin and speculation that has
crowd at th e Io wa State Fa irgrounds, Gore repeatedly declared , filled the news void up until now. And
· the beg inning of a stepped-up cam"We'vejust begun to fight. "
paign calendar that will slingshot the
Bradley, with a rueful laugh,
candidates through a series of coasttold his supporters a t a downtown
to-coast conte ts at unprecedented
Des M oi nes hotel, "Tonight I have
a little more humility but no less speed.
The most im portant impact
' confidence that l can win and do
may be felt over the next few days in
the job...
New Hamps hi re , which holds the
Texas Gov. Bus h finish ed
a top th e ix-man GOP field with 41' nat ion 's lirst primary a week from
percent to 3 I percent for second - Tuesday. Iowa has been a notoriously
place Steve Forbes, who did better spotty picker of presidents. But that
than expected. Bush said he was didn ' 1 stop the top finishers Monday
ni ght , and some trailing far behind,
pleased with the outcome, but the
from cla iming a victory of some fashstrong showing of rival s drdwing
from the party's re ligious conser- ion.
On the Republican side,
vatives suggested some potential
problems as he tries to rally Repub- Bush's biggest worry was meeting the
high expectations he faced as the runlicans around hi candidacy.
Rounding out the GOP fi eld away front-runner, in every poll taken
both here in Iowa and nationally. His
were Alan Keyes, the Reagan a dministration diplomat, with 14 per- 41 percent showing was better than
cent; ocial activist Gary Bauer, the 37 percent record set in 1988 by
with nine percent; Arizona Sen. Bob Dole against a multicandidate
field . But it was ha rdly a blowout like
Jo hn 1cCain. who con picuous ly
ignored the caucuses, wi th five per- Gore 's strong fini sh.
" I am humbled and I am boncent , and Utah Sen. Orrin Ilatch
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ored by you r outpouring of su pport ,"
Bush said, draw ing a roar from partisans packe d into a downtown Des
Moines hotel with a dec laration that the
night "marks the beginning of the end
of the Clinton era." "Seven months
ago, I came to Iowa on a plane dubbed
'Great Expectations,"' Bush went on.
"Well ton ight , Iowa has exceeded
them."
But Forbes and Keyes a lso
found something to crow about. "This
is a great night," Forbc; told support ers at his hotel headquarters in West
Des Moines. "This is not a good night
for the power broker of Wa hin g ton
D.C . Thanks to you, they've met thei r
match a nd they're go in g 10 get their
comeuppance in the days and mon ths
ahead as w e the people take back po litics and restore it to its dignity."
In th e north end of Iowa's capital city, a joyous Keyes opened his remarks to supporters with a prayer.
uDear God," Keyes sa id, "we thank
you for the hearts that you have turned
in the great state of Iowa."
Then he gibed the one-two finishers : "Every t ime l go anywhere,
everybody ay Bush has this mo ney
and Forbes has this mon ey and so forth
and so on," said Keys, whose candidacy urged o n the strength of his riveting performances in several candi date debates.
"You put 1t on a per-vote ba is
and you tell me who has made the most
effective usc of the dollars given

tbem."
Asked whether he thought he
would get a bounce coming out of the
caucuses, Bush was cautious, and deferential. "That rcmair1s to be seen,"
he sai d. "The people of New I lampshire a rc indcpendcnd-mindcd voters."
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World Briefs
Grandmothers plead for boy's return
Eli an Gonzales, 6, was rescued from an inner tube on Thanksgiving Day afler the boat in which he had left Cuba while trying to reach
the Umtcd ta tes capsized . I lis mother, ncr boyfriend and nine others
peris hed . Since then , the boy has been at the center of a pol! tical sto rm.
Eli an has been ta ying in Mia mi with Lazaro Gonzales, his great
uncle, since he was resuced from the shtpwrec k.
1l1c U.S. lmmi gra ti n and Naturalintion Service has ordered the
boy returned to C uba but Gonzales has filed su it to stop the INS. Lawmakers in Cong rc s pla n an attempt this week to declare Elian a U . .
citizen. If s uc h legislation becomes law, the boy no longer would be
under INS jurisdiction.
The boy's grandmothers arrived in New York on Friday to plead
for E lian 's return . The pl anned meeting with Eli an fe ll apart in a dispule over where it would take place.
Raqucl Rodriguez, Elian's maternal grandmother, asked members of Congress not to give the boy U.. ci tizenship and to let him
return to Cuba.
Rodriguez said her daughter was pressured to get on the raft. by
her boyfriend, "a very violent person." She is convinced that her 30year-old daug hter's depa rture was a last minute deci. ion.

Avalanche traps 120 people in Romania
An a a la nche tmpped 120 people in a um nium mine be low gro und
afler heavy s nows blanketed Romania last week.
Snow piles up to 20 feet hi gh covered the ent rances of the BaitaPiai mine, and machmes needed to clear the cntmnccs were also buncd.
Ofrtcials at th e mine were able to ta lk to trapped wor~c" hy telephone. The miners said they had enough water and heat , but no food.
Specialists in the Civilian Protection CoqJs wen: CVCJ11 ually sent from
th e city o f Oradca to help free U1c miners.

Local Briefs
Mayor sentenced in mail fraud case
John Michael, 51, the mayor of Maineville. Ohio, a village of
I ,000 people, was sentenced lm,l week in U.S. District Court 111 Cincmnati to four months in a halfway house and five months of home confinement a ft er bemg convicted of mail fraud .
MH; had wa:-, abl)

~ .,;nt..,;nc..:d

to two,) y ..:o.\rs L)\
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and was ordered to pay 45,000 in reslltution to Prudential lnsUI'IIIICIJ
Co. and over $15,000 in fines.
Michael pleaded g Ltilty to one count of ma il fraud for submitting
fraudulent claims to Prudential wher~ he worked as an agent. li e res igned fro m his mayoral posiLion on l'riday.
Michael doesn't deny he committed a crime, b ut he aid the money
was hi s because J>rudential awarded him a $53,000 bonus for bringing
in new business.

Ohio in center of controversy over funds
for sex education
An Ohio legislative committee declined $974,000 of federal
health education grant money last week because parents were afraid
the money would be used to teach children about condoms and masturbation.
Controversy has ensued because other significant programs supported by the grant may be cut, including ones to prevent heart disease, cancer and diabetes.
r
The legislature reserved the authority to reject this year's grants
after a public furor last year over several AIDS-prevention programs
promoted by the Center for Disease Control. Teacher training manuals
from some of the programs falk explicitly about condoms and masturbation.
The stale agreed this year to fund on ly sex education programs
that talk exclusively about abstinence, however, some parents complained that the stale was abandoning safe-sex programs, while others
refused to believe that the funds would g o strictly to an abstinence
curriculum.

Newsbrieft were compiled by Jenflj' Rcrdivoj.
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Put it· n my cup
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Beer Pong emerges as party game of choice
Mark Boleky

Year:
Sophomore

Major: Early
Childhood
Education

Hometown:
South Euclid,

OH
Favorite
R estaurant:
The Cooker

Best time at

JCU:
My freshman
year the floor I
lived on got a
stripper for our
RA on her
twenty f~rst
birthday.

Favorite
store in the
mall:
The Sweet
Factory

Favorite
Dessert:
Strawberry
cheescake

Miss the
most about
home: The
food

Favorite
Movie: Dirty
Dancing

Favorite
Fairy Tale:
C inderella
Motto: "T hat
which does not
kill you will
only make you
stronger."

Senior Staff Reporter
The lead was tn Drew
McLoud 's favor. 4-1. and he knew he
had to go fo r the kill.
Getting l<J the champions hi p
game of a Beer Pong tournament last
weekend took blood, sweat and a lot
ofbeer>. McLoud came through in the
cl utch, smki ng the fi nal cup to give
him,elfand teammate (,reg Single the
title trophy.
'·Jt was us versus the worl d.
The crowd hated u ," said McLoud.
''They bring out you r past and everytiling, bu t 1t dtdn 't mauer. We killed
them ."
This intense att ttude shows a
competttivc spirit " not void in John
Carro ll studems. They j u. t need orne
libations to bring it out.
And it is displayed every weekend on pmg pong tabl es throughout
off-campu s houses. Beer Pong has replaced billiards and darts as the party
game students line up to play.
Ltke any other game, it takes
some practice to achiev e regular uccess at Beer Pong. The precision of
the throw depends upon proper rel ca. e,
arc and fo llow throu gh, simil ar to
shootmg a basketball.
Well ... maybe not all that similar.
There arc two different strategies for shooting the ball in 13cer l>ong.
One is the straight shot (back to the
ba ketball idea).
"1 like to throw it straight. bccau!.e when you bounce tt, it might
take a bad bounce on the table." said
j un ior L~wic Neill. " / j ust th lllk you
can ha ve more accuracy that wa y."
In a difference of opinions as
deep as "Ta tes great/Less fill ing," others prefer the bounce technique. With
this hot, the target to aim for becomes

How to play
/!ere:~

the mast common wa;- JCU
students ph1y beer.pong: ·

pholo by Mark Boltky

Junior Devin Hanna aims for the cup at a recent
party. Hanna's house on Cedar Road is one oi
many at JCU that have Beer Pong tables.
a spot on the table, about a foot in front
of th e cups.
"It's a lot ea,ie r," said senior Pal
lleublein . " If yo u try and throw
stra tght, you ha ve to worry about arc
and other thin g . [Bouncing] is softer,
and you don 'I have as high a probability of error."
While the proper throwing style
ultimately determines the final score,
other factors, such a momentum and
intimidation, can make a difference.
Confidence certainly worked to
the favor of McLo ud and Sing le,
whose team was named "We 'rc gonna
win.
Noted trash ta lker junior Devin
Hanna thinks the intangibles are most
important. "We played the firs t game
11

[of the doubl e-elimin ation tourna ment]. [didn 't say anything, and we
lo~ t ," he said. "I figured l had to start
talking [smack], and we'madc it to the
semifinals."
Though the game is most popular with males at John Carroll, the love
of th e game is startin g 10 grow among
women, as well. The tournament on
Saturday even had a Title JX rule that
allowed women a fair chance , and it
fea tu red two female teams .

I) 'Set up cups as shown below on a
regu lar-stze pmg pong table.
2) Pi II up each cup with about 3-4
oc. of your beverage.
3) Team$ of two then take rums trying to sml.. a ping pong ball into one
of the caps on the oppont'nt's side.
A made ball result~ in that cup being
consumed by a player on that side.
4) After a cup is drank, it is set a~ide,
and the remaining cups a<e regrouped in a triangle or diamondshaped fashion.
5) After a team scores in all of the
opponent's cups, the team that was
scored on gets one rebuttal shot. If
th~ rebuHal is made, the game continues with one cup remaining on that
side. If not, the first team is the win,
ner.
6) Losing team must drink any of the
winning ream 's· cups that were not
scored on.

Set-up your be1.1rpong tahle like tlris:
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Holiday Valley Resort
Ellicotrville, NY
Voted New York state's number
one ski resort by Ski Magazine 1999
Reader Resort Survey. OtTers 260 skiable acres. School groups and midweek groups are welcome .
Rates
Weekends
Any eight hours-$36
Weekdays
Any eight hours-$32
For further information about
the resort, call 716-699-2345 or access
Holiday Valley's . websi te at
www.ho lidayvalley.com.
Boston Mills/Bra nd ywine Ski
Reso rt
Penin uta, OH
Sagamore Hills, OH

Offering 79 skiable acres, Boston Mills/ Brandywine each have a
halfpipe and a terrain park. They also
boast six beginner areas and the steepest slope in Ohio.
Rates
Per eight hours-$30
Season passes are also available.
For further information, call 1&00-U-SKI-24 I or access the Boston
Mills/ Brandywine website at
www.bmbw.com.

Snowshoe Mountain Resort
Snowshoe, WV

$72 million in improvements
have been made this year at Snowshoe
Mountain Resort in Snowshoe, West
Virginia.
Snowshoe Mountain now features a new Outdoor Adventure Program that includes snow hoeing, horse
drawn sleigh rides, backcountry hut
trips, adventure dining, snowmobile
tours and cross country skiing . A
Snowshoe's Adventure Pass can be
purchased to enjoy each of these activit ies at one price.
Kids Night Out has also been
added. This inc ludes snow-sculpting,
bonfires, scavenger hunts, entertainers
and storytellers.
Rates
Monday- Thursday 8:30-4:30-$42
Friday-Sunday
8:30-4:3 0-$49
Night lift, twilight and extended day
passes are also available. Snowshoe
Mountain also offers special rates for
children, juniors, seniors, students and
active duty military personnel.
For further information about
the resor1 , ca 11 304-572-5252 or access
Snowshoe Mountain's website at
www.snowshoemtn.com

LIFE AFTER CARROLL

Eric Balish

Working World?
Check out.Leadership For
"Today -and Tomorrmv"
Sponsored by The Alumni and
Development Office. This event takes
place Saturday, February 12, 2000 from
lOam to 2pm in the LSC Conference
Room.
To make R eservations please call Angie at
x4346 or Tom at x4336.

Do you have
any other
weekend
activities that
you would
like to share?
Feel free!
Contact
Maureen at
x4398.

invc ligating

Activities at Ca rroll:

While at Carroll, Balish par-

Memorable Moment at Carroll:

"My freshman year. our .ball went to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and my
RA thought he could park the JCUvan in a parking garage. Needless to s~y. the va.n didn't fit and w scrdped the whole top of the
van in the garage.'" Also fini sh ing Second in the 200 meter dash
last year at the con Ference meet.

After Carroll: Bali h is applying to the United SWtes
Secret Service in June. l ie hopes to work for the Secret Service
and eventually Start a family.
-Compiled by Maureen Liller
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It's all downhill from here

"At the college level, it's an tJI!••~--~·-·fiH•MI
easy and competi tive way to ge t drunk,
and that 's what people wan t to do at
Carroll Thursday through Satu rday,"
said junior Colleen Garri ty. "Even.
though I'm not that good, they always ll.o---~'-ll(li;.,_.r...____,
let us play, and it's ju 1 a lot of fun."

Want to Know
what it takes to Be a
Top Leader in the

f E AT UR E S

A look at .wme o} the most
popular s ki resorts in Ohio ,
Pe•111s/yl'ania. Wesr Virginia , and New

York.

Hidden Va lley Resort
1-Jidden Valley, PA

Hidden Valley is the fifih largest ski resort in Pennsylvania. Eight
new slopes and tra ils have been added
this season for a total of25.
Rates
Monday-Friday
9:00-6:00-$30
Saturda)~Sunday
9:00-6:00-$40
For further information about
the resort, calll -800-458-0175 or access Hidden Valley's website at
www. h iddenvalleyresort .corn.
Peek n' Peak Reso rt
Clyme1; NY
This year round re ort offer
skiing, snowshoeing, snowboardi ng,
and snow tubing. Peek n' Peak also
has banquet and conference facilities.
This I 000 acne resor1 offers 27
downhill trails serve d by nine
chairlifts. A race arena is available
offering skiers the chance to race a
friend or against their own time.
Rate
Weekend~
Any eight hours-$34
Weekdays
Any eight hours-$29
For further information, call
716-355-414 1 or access Peek n' Peak's
website at www.pknpk.com.

Kissi ng Bridge
Glenwood. NY
Located in the Colden Snowbelt, Kissing Bridge has an average of
180 inches of now annually. The 700
acres include 36 slopes, two base
lodges, a ski and snow board shop and
two full rental faci lities. 75 percent
oftheir slopes are lighted for night sk iin g.
Kissi ng Bridge offers a season
pass inc ludi ng unlimited skiing and
snowboarding, a I 0 pack rate and a
fami ly package. Group ale areal o
offered.
~

Any eight hours-$32
Any eight hours-$25
Unlimited tickets arc available for $35.
For furthe r information. call
71 6-592-4963 or access the Kissing
Bridge web s ite at www.kis singbridge.com. Fora taped ski report, call
716-592-4961'
Weekends
Weekdays

Seven Springs Resort
Champion, PA
Other than the traditional outdoor acltvities such as skiing,
nowboarding and snow tubing, even
Springs offers a variety of indoor activities as well. These include handball and racquetball, swimmi ng, rollar
skating. bowling and sleigh riding.
Also inside the main lodge and
convention center are a massage center, a game room, a fi tnc s room and a
miniature go! f course.
~

9:00-7:00-$32
9:00-7:00-$40
Weekend specials are also
available from 4:30 Friday to 7:00 on
Sunday.
For further information, call
1-800-452-2223 or access the Seven
pring s Res ort web si te at
Monday-Friday
atwtlcry-Swulay

www. 7s prin gs. ~om .

-Compiletl by Maureen Liller
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Put it in my cup
Beer Pong emerges as party game of choice
Maril Boleky

Kristy Neelon
Year:
Sophomore
Major: Early
Childhood
Education

Hometown:
South Euclid,

OH
Favorite
Restaurant:
The Cooker

Best time at

JCU:
My freshman
year the floor I
lived on got a
stripper for our
RA on her
twenty fir t
birthday.

Favorite
store in the
mall:
The Sweet
Factory

Favorite
Dessert:
Strawberry
cheescake

Miss the
most about
home: The
food

Favorite
Movie: Dirty
Dancing

Favorite
Fairy Tale:
Cinderella
Motto: "That
which does not
kill you will
on l y<~.nake you
stronger. 11
-Compiled by Maureen Liller

Senior Staff Reporter
The lead was in Drew
McLoud's favor, 4-1, and he knew he
had to go for the kill.
Getting to the championship
game of a Beer Pong tournament last
weekend took blood, swea t and a Jot
ofb~~rs. 'A cLoud came through m the
clutch, si nking the final cup to give
himself and teammate Greg Single the
tnlc trophy.
"'It was us versus the world.
rhc crowd hated us," a1d 'AcLoud.
''They bring out your past and everythin g, but 1t didn't mauer. We killed
them."
This in tense alti tude shows a
competit ive sp 1nt 1s not void in Jo hn
Carroll st ud ems. They just need some
libations to bring it out.
And it is displayed every weekend on ping pong tables throughout
off-campus houses. Beer Pong has replaced billiards and darts as the party
game students line up to play.
Like any other game, it takes
ome practice to achieve regular success at Beer Pong. The precision of
the throw depends upon proper release,
arc and follow through, Si milar to
shooting a basketball.
Well. .. ma ybe nota// that si miJar.
There are two diflercnt strategies for shooting the ball in Beer Pong.
One is the straight shot (back to the
basketball idea).
" I like to throw it straight, because when you bounce it, it might
take a bad bounce on the table," said
junior L.:11 ic Neill. "I juot th mk you
can have more accuracy that way."
In a difference of opinions as
deep as "Tastes great/Less fi lling," others prefer the bounce technique . With
this shm, the target to aim for becomes

How to play
HC're :, the most common 1\'ay JCU
stude11ts play beer.pong: ·
I) Set up cups as shown below on a
regular-size ping pong table.
2) Fill up each cup with about 3-4
Ol. of your beverage
3) Team~ of two then take mms trying to sink a ping pong ball into one
of the cups on tbe <Jpponent's side_
A made ball results 1n that cup being
consumed by a player on that side.
4) A fi~r a cup is drank, it is set aside,
and tl1c remaining cups arc regrouped in a triangle or diaOJondhion.
shaped
5) AJI~r a team scores in all of the
opponent's cups, the team tbal was
scored on gets one rebuttal shot. If
the rebuttal is made, the game con·
tinues with one cup remaining on that
side. If not, the first team is the winner.
6) Losing team must drink any of the
wilming team 's· cups that were not
scored on.

ta

photo by Mark l!oleky

Junior Devin Hanna aims for the cup at a recent
party. Hanna's house on Cedar Road is one of
many at JCU that have Beer Pong tables.
a spot on the table, about a foot in front
of the cups.
"It's a lot easier," sa id senior Pat
ll e ublein. "If you try and throw
straight, you have to worry about arc
and other things. [Bouncing] is softer,
and you don 't have as high a probability of error.''
While the proper throwing tyle
ultimately determines the final score,
other factors, such as momentum and
intimidation, can make a difference.
Confidence certainly worked to
the favor of McLoud and Sing le,
whose team was named "We're gonna
win ."
Noted trash talker junior Devin
Hanna thinks th e intangibles are most
important "We played ihe ftrst game

[of the double-elimination tournament). I didn 't ay anythi ng, and we
lo~t," he said . "I fi gured I had to start
ta lk ing [smack], and we·made it to the
semifi nal s."
Though the game IS most popular with ma les at John Carroll. the love
of the game is sta rt ing to grow among
women, as well. The tournament on
Saturday even had a Title lX rule that
allowed women a fair chance, and it
featured two female team .

Set-up yrJur beer pong tahle like this:

f
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lloliday Va lley Resort
Ellicottville, NY
Voted New York state's number
one ski res011 by Ski Magazine 1999
Reader Re ort Survey. Offers 260 skiable acres . School groups and midweek groups are welcome.
Rates
Weekends
Any eight hotirs-$36
Weekday·
Any eight hours-$32
For fu rther information about
the resort, call 716-699-2345 or access
Ho l iday Valley 's . website at
www.holidayval lcy.com.
BoslonMills/Brandywine Ski
Resort
Peninsula, OH
Sagamore Hills, OH
Offering 79 sk iabl e acre s, Boston Mill s/B randywine each have a
ha~fpipe and a terrain park. They also
boast six beginner areas and the steepest slope in Ohio.
Rates
Per eight hours-$30
Season passes are also avail able.
Fo r further information, ca ll 1800-U-SK I-24 1 or access the Boston
M [lis/ Brandywine website a t
www.bmbw.com.

Snowshoe Mountain Resort
Snowshoe, WV
$72 million in improvements
have been made this year at Snowshoe
Mountain Resort in Snowshoe, West
Virginia.
Snow hoe Mountain now features a new Outdoor Adventure Program that include snowshoeing, horse
drawn sleigh rides, backcountry hut
trips, adventure din ing, snowmobile
tours and cross country skiing. A
Snowshoe's Adventure Pass can be
purchased to enjoy each of these activities at one price.
Kids Night Out has a lso been
added. This includes snow-sculpting,
bonfires, scavenger hunts, entertainers
and storytellers.
~

Monday-Thursday 8:30-4:30-$42
Friday-Sunday
8:30-4:30-$49
Nigh t lift, twilight and extended day
passes are also availab le. Snowshoe
Mounta in also offers special rates for
chil dren, jun iors, seni ors, students and
active duty military personnel.
For further information about
the resort , ca11304-572-5252 or access
Snowshoe Mountain 's website at
www.snowshocmtn .com

LIFE AFTER CARROLL

Eric Balish

Check out.Leadership For
"Today -and TomorrO<W"
SponsQred by The Alumni and
Development Office. This event takes
place Saturday, February 12, 2000 from
1Oam to 2pm in the LSC Conference

Do you have
any other
weekend
activities that
you would
Iike to share? ·
Feel free!
Contact
Maureen at
x4398.

Grad Year/Major:
the

Activities at Carroll:

V.'hile at

ti cipated in track arrd field, the MS
with the United States Secret

Walk 1111d ad an internship

c

rroll, Bali h par-

Memorable Moment at Carroll:

" My fresh-

man year, our ball went to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and my
RA thougnt he could park the JClj van in a parki ng ga rage. Needless to say, the van di dn't 111 and we scraped the whole top of the
van in the garage.'" A lso fini hing ccond in the 200 meter dash
last year at the conference meet.

After Carroll:

Salish is applying to the United Stoftes

Secret Service in June. He hopes to work for the Secret Service
and eventually start a family.
-Compiled by Mcmreen Liller

Room.

To make Reservations please call Angie at
x4346 qr Tom at x4336.
1,...._
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It's all downhill from here

"At the college level, it's an . . . .. .·--~-~~~·-~~~
easy and compet iti ve way to get dmnk ,
and that's what people want to do at
Carroll Thursday through Saturday,"
said junior Colleen Garrity. "Even .
tho ugh I'm not that good, they alway
let us play, and it 's just a lot of fun."

Want to Know
what it takes to Be a
Top Leader in the
Working World?

E AJ

Hidden Valley Resort
Hidden Valley, PA
lliddcn Valley is the fifth largest ski resort in Pennsylvania. Eight
new slopes and trails have been added
this season for a total of 25.
Rales
Monday-Friday
9:00-6:00-$30
Saturday-Sunday 9:00-6:00-$40
For further information about
the resort, call 1-800-458-0 175 or access lliddcn Valley 's website at
www. hiddenvalleyrcson.com.

Peek n' Peak Resort
Clymer, NY
This year round resort offers
skiing, s nowshoein g, snowboardin g,
and snow tubing. Peek n' Peak also
has banquet and conference facilities .
This 1000 acre resort offers 2 7
down h ill trails se rv ed by nine
chairli fts. A race arena is avai lable
offering skiers the chance to race a
friend or aga inst their own time.
Rates

Weekends
Any eight hours-$34
Weekdays
Any eight hours-$29
For further information , ca ll
716-355-4 141 or access Peekn' Peak's
web ite at www.pknpk.com.

Kissing Bridge
Glenwood. NY
Located in the Colden Snowbelt, Ki sing Bridge ha an average of
180 inches of snow annually. The 700
acres include 36 slope , two base
lodges, a ski and snow board shop and
two full renta l facil itie . 75 percent
of thei r slopes are lighted for night skiin g.
Kissing Bridge offers a season
pass inc lud ing unlimited skiing and
snowboa rdi ng, a I 0 pack rate and a
fa mil y package. Group sales are also
offered.
~

Weekends
Any eight hours-$32
Weekdays
Any e ig ht hours-$25
Unlimited tickets arc available for $35.
For further information. call
716-592-4963 or access the Kissing
Bridge website at www.kissingbridge.com. Fora taped ski report, call
716-592-496 1.

A look ar some oj rhe mosr
popular sJ.i resorts in Ohio,
Pi•nns~)·• ·ania. We.H Virginia, and New
York

Seven Sp rings Resort
lwmpion, PA
Other than the traditional outdoor activities such as skiing,
snowboarding and snow tubing, Seven
Springs offers a variety of indoor activities as well. These include handball and racquetball, swimming, ro ll ar
skat mg. bowling and sleigh riding.
AI o in ide the main lodge and
conve nt ion center are a massage center, a game room, a fitness room and a
miniature golf course.

Rltln
Monday-Friday
9:00- 7:00-$32
Saturday- u11day
9:00-7:00-$40
Weekend spec ials are also
available from 4:30 Friday t 7:00 on
Sunday
For fmthcr information. ca ll
I 800-452-2223 or access the Seven
Springs
Re so rt
website
at
www.7springs.co m.
-Compiled by Maween Liller
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l:lis Business is
Basketball
JCU prepares Boland well for NBA
ol

onnlimg l·aluc to thc·mthmugh all <>f
the rc,ourcc,. at Erm,t & Young.'·
.features ofJCU alumm wh~J
So do not blame htm for be·
hold pmminent positions in
ing he;itant when he re,;cived the ofthe Cleveland .sports world. fer fwm vordon (jund to join CvAC
"1 had ncl'cr thought uf that at
Rona Proudfoot
all," Boland said. "Bllt aflcr ~omc
S'perts Editor
period of time, I decided it was someProl'ideJ you d<> not hit rush
thing that I wanted to do.''
hour, Y<lu can probably make it fn>m
Bolahd's position with CGAC'
cent~..: 1· court at John Carroll
pttts him at the head of t he
Univcr~ity's Don Shula Sp<•rls C'cn. corporation's three entities: the
ter downtown to One Center Court. Cavalier~ NB1\ franchise, the Hock·
home of the Clcn'·
ers WNBA organizaland Cavaliers. intion and Gund Arena
sid~ a halfhour.
itself, which hosts
Jtm Boland
more than two million
mad a silnilar trip
people each year at ap·
&on, thegymatJCU
proximately two hun·
to the one at Gund
dred diiTcn:nt events
Arena.
ranging from basket·
H~tookaless
ball and hockey games
dir¢et route, how·
to concerts and WWF
ever.
wrestling.
Tn fact. 36
Going from
years elapsed from
pul>lic accounting to
the Tt~st time the Jim Boland, '62, is
the
professionnal
1962
graduate President of the
sports world was a
started a game tor Cleveland Cavaliers.
smooth transifiQn for
the Blue Streak bas- Boland started his
Boland.
ketball squad until senior season
"1 never gave it
be climbed into the JCU's basketball team. much · thought until
cond~tor's seal to
some.one said to me
lead the CAVS/Gund Arena Com- 'That must be a big transition,' and 11
pany ( C<iAC) as President and
wasn't." Boland said. "It
actu-

Th i.<. is the first in a series

r-------.............

on

ncv<."r pJ~nncd on a can•cr m ih<•
sports world.
"I didn't know what I wa.~ going to do when I got out of school,"
Boland said. "I liked accounting, ond
I liked the Business · ~hO<.'I at John

Carroll."
So business it was for Boland.
Upon graduating fwm John
Carroll with a major in accounting,
Boland spent two ~~ars ns an of!icer
in the: Anny after participating. in the
ROTC program at JCU. He alsl'
went on earn his l\4ast~r 's Degree at
Ueorge Washington University and
attend th~ Advanced M'linagement
Program at th<· Harvard Business

School.
But despite a little recreational
ball ht.• played in the urmy, Boland
prubiibly figur~-d he hud left his bas·
ketball days 1n University Heights.
In the m,·antinw he joined Ihe
international professional services
firm of Ems! & Fmst. later Ernst &

Young.
The majonty of his early ca·
rcer was ·pent working with ~ntre·
pn:ncurial tl~t.•nts. I k then begun
spectali;ring with lrnst & Young's
larg.:r tnulti n:tiHIIllll, multi-location
client.
I k b .amc a partner in 1976
and ,-cn.~d on the finn's Manage,nl."nt 'or illlti.:C ftom 1988101997.
.. , ncvct felt like I worked,"
B<>lan<.l l!Aid of his experience with
f·.rnst & Young. "Many of che cli,nt• tx,-came close personal mends,
and it was a lot of fun gettmg mv<•lvcd 10 their companies, under,tanding their business issues and

in any l>usiness, and while this has a
lot more public exposure than an in ternational professional services
firm, you're still dealing w!lh
people."
MYou're cons1anlly trying to
improve your product or service,
wht1her it's the parking attendants.
the people who help seat people or
the poople who work in the concession stands. It's amazing the disciphnt:·s and principles that apply to
almcst any industry, so the transition
was much et!<iier than I expected."'

In

adchti~

to bts parents,

Boland 'Cffilits ttie Jesuits at St.
Ignatius High School and JCU for instilling those principles in him.
"I was fortunate enough to be
given the opportunity to go to John
Carroll, which really provided me
with a very strong fvundation, .,
Boland said. ''I think Carroll and the
environment helps develop the ap·
precialion for how you deal with
other people. I think they have a
good influence in developing good
moral values and standards that help
guide you as you go through life."
And Boland would not change
a thing about the way he's gone
through his life.
"I've had a great timt. and
I've been luck.y," Boland said. "All
along. from the time I was raised to
today, I've been involved with people
who are truly outstanding people
with good sound values, alwavs want
to do the right thing. and a~ com·
mit1ed to the th~· highest intc~:rity and
honesty in everything they do. That's
a great environment to be in."

Writing sports for tne Carroll News.
It's your free ticket into JCU
sporting events.
call Rona @ x4398

Training trip warms spirits of women
Open second~semester season with three wins
Turner won both
Theresa Jurak
the one and threeStaff Reporter
me ter dtving comot only dod members of the
John Carroll Un rvcrs1ty women's pctJlton; in all three
meets.
swtmming and cliving team come back
Lenhart saw
from break lanncr and considerably
more of the same
warmer than others, they also came
back fired up to win.
succes' on SaturThe team spent two weeks in day when J U
Florida training for the second semestraveled acros
ter season, and it pa id off with three
town to face the
victories last weekend.
Yellow Jackets and
The Blue Str.caks (6-3, 2-0 Terriers in a triOAC) out-distanced Oberlin, 144-8 7
meet.
Once aga in,
last l·riday, and grabbed two rnor~
wins on Saturday with 75-38 and 98- Murphy was victo·
13 decisions over Baldwin-Wallace
nuus in the 50 and
and Hiram, respectively.
I00-yard Free.
Friday night a win by the 200Lenhart
ya rd medley relay team, consi ting of credi t part of last
ophomor es Angela Ruggieri, Sara weekend's success
Pie t, Andrea Budz ins ki and juni o r to the positive exphoto bJ Ron• Proudfoot
Carrie Scherger, put JCU out in front
perience s
over An exhausted Suzanne Matthews removes
T hey posted a time of I m inute , 56.23
break.
her cap after competing in the 100 Fly
seconds, beating Oberlin 's top team by
"Wedid alot against Wooster.
three second .
more work this
Senior Shannon Murphy, who, year, it was one of the best trips we've didn 't mi ss any practices," she sai d.
along with classmate Michelle Nigon . take n," said Lenhart, who made hi s
"Both meets [Friday and Sat·
was competing in her last home meet
14th trip to Florida with the sw imm ing
urda y] went as expected," Lenhart
of the regular season, e merged victoand d iv in g team .
said. "On Saturday Andrea Budzin ki
rious with wins in the 50 and I 00-yard
" We get a lot of work done in
did very well and Angela Ruggeri is
fr eesty l e
Florida, and psystarting to come around, he had areevents.
c ho logi ca ll y, the ally good meet."
Besides
te a m co mes toMurphy sa id the bigge t chal th at race head
. gether a lot more,"
lenge of the weekend was Baldwin coac h Matt
Len hart continu ed.
Wallace because Oberlin is not in the
Lenhart comMurphy also
(Oh io Athleti c) conference.
mended that
commented that the
" We are a! ways more excited
Scherger and
trip brou g ht the
about OAC meets in gene ra l," he
Piet for their
team
together,
said. "B-W is a friendly rival."
Next meet: Friday vs. Ohio
performa nces
which contribuled
"We have a very deep team, and
Northern
in the meet.
to this weekend's
there arc not many places where we
S ite, time: ONU. I :00 p.m.
Scherger wam
wins.
arc lacking ," she said.
Key fact: This is tire last dual
the 200 and
" We came
That bodes w e ll for future
meet of the regular season for th e
500-yard Free,
together a lot, bemeets, so Lenhart remains pos itive.
Bh1e Streaks.
and Pict swam
cau e we had opti" We ' re going to swim well,"
the butt e rfl y
mum conditionsLenhart said. "I've seen a big change
medley and the individual fl y.
a s ma ll hotel, so we spent a lot of time
coming off the trip and we have a good
ophomore diver Stephanie toge th e r, and great weat her, so we
shot at the OAC champio nsh ip."

women's
•
•
sw1mm1ng
~

Men grab three in tw'o days
Relays determine important OAC matchups
Erica Wilke

Blue Streaks did not lead throu ghout
Staff Reporter
the mee t. T he y trailed Ba ldwi n While most John Carroll stuWa llace 50-47 with only th e 200
dents enjoyed time with their families
Breast and the 400-yard Free re lay left
over the holidays, the JCU men 's
to swim.
swimming learn trained vigorously in
In the 200 Breast , Eric Rich ·
Florida.
mond and Ferketic fini hed first and
Next game: Friday vs. Oh io
"We were a litt le tired," junio r
seco nd respect ively, whi ch put John
Northern
John Ortlieb said . "We put in a lot of
Carroll on top 55-51.
Site, lime: ONU, 1:00 p.m.
yard s, but we're looking for it t0 pay
T he outcome of the meet th en
Key fact: This is .JCU'Sfinal meet
off at OAC Championships."
depended on the pe rfonnance of JCU 's
before the OAC Championships.
Head coach Mat! Lenhart
400- ya rd Free re lay team , which conagreed that the Florida trip paid divi sisted of Ortli eb , Spicer, j unior J.P.
dend for the team.
all y good s wim by all four guys."
Merc ha nt, and junior a nchorman
" I saw a lot of people sw imThe JCU men co ntinued on Gerry Shay.
ming better in Florida and since then
thei r winning streak as they scored an
"We just really wanted to beat
at practices a nd in the meets," he said.
easy vie'rory over II iram 93-10, in a them and win the meet," he aid.
The hard work in Florida has
tri-meet held at Baldwin- Wallace last
And win they did .
already paid ofT, a. the team captured
Saturday.
The fou rsome wo n the race in
three victories thts past weekend .
They also managed to ge t past 3:26.88 gliding past B-W by over two
The victorious weekend began
Baldwin-Wallace 62-51. However, the second s.
when the Blue Streaks (6-3, 2-0 OAC)
In addition to winning the 200
defeated the Oberlin YeoBreas t against Baldwinmen 141-90.
Wallace , Richmond , a
The quartet of freshsophomore, also won th e 200
men Rob Neundorfcr
and 500-yard Free:
Chris Fcrkctie and Brct ;
The men 's swim ming
Spicer and sophomore
team is now 2-0 in the O hio
David Whitman took first
Athletic Conference, and the
place in the 200-ya rd MedOAC Championship meetts
ley relay with a time of
just over two weeks away. It
I :33:17. T hey inched
will be held on th e campus
ahead ofO bcrh n 's lop team
of John Carroll from Feb. I0by .15 of a second.
12.
Len hart was happy
"They are on the right
with the results.
track ," L enhart said. "They
"That was good bcare confident, but not overly
ca u e relays are double
so. I think it will be between
points." he said. That was
Junior Gerry Shay swims the butterfly against
u s and Mount right now.
a close race, too and a reWooster earlier in the season.
We'll see."

men's swimming
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Women set for rematch with B-W
Gear up to play at GundArena
Gregory Murphy
Assistant Sports Editor
Coming off a season in which
they won only six games. nobody expected much from the JCU women ·s
basketball team. But they have begun
to prove people wrong.
And after notching their sixth
\ ictory of the season over vi ·it ing
Oberlin Monday night, the BltJe
S tre aks have matdled last sea on·~
victory total.
"The atlitudes are much bcller
this year," junior guard Katie Ccrvenik
saKI. "W~ are playmg much beller a
a te am and have been in a lot of clo e
games. Last year we wcrcn 'I in many
games at th e end ...
Win \Jo. 6, a 67-57tnumph, improved JCU 's rec rd to 6-11 overall
and 3-6 in the rugged Ohio Athletic
Co nferen ce. It al o rai ed John
Carrol l's home record to 5-1.
The Blue Streak tarted slow
against Oberlin, turning the ball over
in their Jirst four posses ions. I lead
coach Kristie Maravalli was concerned
after the slow start.
"We didn't have our heads in
the game to begin with,'' the first year
head coach said. " But we were able
to sclll e down ansJ get into a groove
both offensively and defen sive ly. We
kepi our focus the entire game and
made th e bi g shots at the end''
Sophomore Stephanie Gianni
paced the Blue Streak as she recorded
a double -do uble with 17 points and 13
rebounds. Senior Erin Jimi!On and
junior Meghann Hubach chipped in
with 16 points apiece.
JCU snap ped a th ree-game losin g streak wi th the wi n.
One of the main p r blems for
the young Blue Streak team has been
inconsistency on the road where they
arc only 1-lO.
"We have a very young team
and we don 't shoot the ball extremely
well , so those are som~ofthe factors
t ha t have co ntribu ted to our road
woes," Maravalli said. ''We have hung
tough in many of our road losses and I
thought we could have even won ome
of them . We just have to sta<t closin g
out games like we did agai nst Oberlin"
The most recent road coll apse
for the Blue Streaks look place last
Sa t urday a t Muskingum Co llege
where the Blue Streaks lost 6 1-52 .
llowever, according to Maravalli, it
was a game the Blue Streaks had a
chance to w in.
"We were 111 control the entire

pt •,

Sophomore LeAnn Uhinck (right) runs to grab a rebound
with teammate Jill DiPiero. Uhinck has found herself right
at home in a John Carroll uniform.

Uhinck right in·
her elentent
Ann Dolgan

pho&lo by Ron• Proudfoot

Freshman Katie Benjamin and junior Allison Brown hustle
after a loose ball in a recent victory over Ohio Northern.
gam e until they made a littl e secondha lf run , a nd we just didn ' t finish
s trong," Maravalli aid.
A fler going to the lock er room
leading 28-23, the Blue Streaks were
able to su rvive many Muskingum runs
in the second half. A lluba ch lay- up
with 6:58 remain ing pu t the Blu e
Streaks up by I 0. But it was all dow nh ill from th ere. as Muskingum
outscored John Carroll 24-5 over the
final 6:58
Gianni was the only Blue
St reak to reach double figures with 14
points.
The win also helped
Muskingum avenge John Carroll' 6965 home vtctory earlier thts season.
The loss to Muskingum was
tough to swallow sin ce Jolm Carroll
was com ing off its first home lo s of
the season. a 68-55 setback to Mount
Union last Wednesday.
" It was our seco nd game in
three nights [follow ing a 74· 7 1 lo at
Wooster]. so we were a littl e tired
physically," Maravalli aid . "But we
rea ll y lacked a lot o f heat1 and emo·
tion on the court ...
Freshman Kat ie Benjamin and
Cervenik helped keep the score respectable by scoring 15 and 14 po in ts

respectively.
Benj amin has provided a nice
spark offMaravalli's bench in recent
games.
Said Maravalli of Benjamin,
"We knew s he could play, it was just a
matter of her getting used to the college game."
The Blue Streaks return to action on Sa turday aftemoon when they
travel 10 Gund /\rena to lake on

nationlly- ra nkcd con fercncc-lcader
Baldwin-Wallace (16-1, 9-0) in the
third and fin al gan·te of the inaug ural
Women's Col lege Basketball C ia. sic .
Ma r avall i and her team arc
looking forward to the game in hopes
of avengi ng a 73-57 loss to the ir crosstown rival ea r lier thi s season. The
game had been tied 30-30 a t ha lft ime.
"We showed that we could play
with them the first time. which gave
u a lot of confidence;' she said. They
have two great post players in (Anjee)
Beard and (Je n) ance. We arc going
to have to double them do wn low on
th ose two and make them beat us from
the outsid e."
It is also a game John Carroll
will try to win out ide the friend ly confi nes of th e Don hula Sports Ce nter.

Staff Reporter
1 o some it was just a non conference match-up with a orth Coast
Athletic Conference.
But th,· Jan. 17 game b~tween
the John Carroll Univen.ity wom<n's
basketball team and The College of
Wooster held a special significance

to one Blue Streak player.
For sophomore LeA1111
Uhinck, it was the first lime she bad
faced her fonner teammates stnce
transferring to John Canoll at th~
end oflast year.
Following a stellar basketball
season in her fr.: shman y~a r at
\Voo$\Cr, Uhinc\., dcciclcd to traM fer

sho.> feels the program is stronger at
John Canoll.
'·My choice was between
John Carroll and a chool in Massa·
chusetL~." Uhinck said. "My older
brother [a Case Western Reserve
University student and football
player] encouraged me to look at
John Carroll. I had o visit here with
Coach Dicillo and Coach DeCarlo
and reaUy liked the people.! m.;>t and
the campus."
A later meeting wtth first year
women 's coach Kri~tie Maravalli in
June affirmed her decision.
"L~Ann has don"' a wonderful job with the transfer,,. Maravalli
said. "She gets along v.ith the team

beautifui!J...

SPORTS F ·L ASHES
MAKI ' G HIS MARK •
John Carroll University freshman
quarterback Tom Arth ha s been
named to the 1999 USA Football Divisio n Ill Freshman All-America
team as a honorable men tion.
Arth started eight games and
played in nine for the Blue Streaks
this past fall , throw in g for I , 736
yards and 13 touchdowns. Arlh's
I ,736 yards amounted to the eighth
best singl e season total in school hi story, as did hi s I,802 yards total offen c.
HILL 'POSTS' IIIGIJ
MARKS· Junior center Michae l
H ill was named OA Men's Basketball Player of the Week fo r his per·
fonnancc last week.
1n leading .I CU to a 78-69 win
over preseason conference favorite
Ohio orthern, Hill scored h is 20
points by making 7-9 from th rlit'!ld
and 6-6 from the free throw line.
Hill was also named OAC
Player of the Week back on Dec . 13.
MORE ALL-AMERICANS

~TIWNit<>~

FOR fOOTBALL - Seniors David
Ziegler and Tom Rini both add ed tv/o
more awa rds to their belts when each
received the Div ision [II All-America
nod from both Football Gazette and
d3.football.com.

TR. CKS'r"JLRS
GET
EARl; START • With less than a
we It to pr pare, sc,eral individuals
fr the JCU track and field program
kicked off the cason by competing at
the Baldwin-Wallace College MidJan uary Meet last Friday night.
Junior Richard Johnson
turned in a fourth place finish in the
hot put with a mark of 47-7 3/4 a nd

sophomore George Sample finished fourth in the 400-meter dash
in 52.65 to lead the team.
Also placing were senior A.J.
Waide, sixth in the long jump, and
shman Megan Wilson , liflh in
the 55-meter hurdles.
FOOTBALL
A •
OUNCES TEAM AWARDS •
ak ing home awa rds from the football banquet were senior Brian
Considine, MVP on the Defensive
Ltne, sen ior Brian Zielaskewicz,
YP Linebacker. seniors Tom Rini
and Mike Soeder, MVP Defensive
Bac_ks, senior David Ziegler. Specia l Team· MVP, junior Larry
Holmes , MVP Rece1ver. senior
Bobby Kr11ft , MVP Offensive
Back, and senior Jim Ross . M VI' on
the Offcns1ve Line.
Seni rs Torn McCrone and
Gregg Kissell received the Unsung
II eros awa rd. seni r Pat Robinette
took home the Loyalty Award and
freshman Tom Arth was MVP
Freshman.

The graduate of Danbury

High School oear Pon CliDton. Ohio.
relished the opportllatty to go back
to W006tetwith her new Blue Streak

tellll1IJWeS.
"Being in a different tmifonn.
on the other side was an out of sight.

out of mmd e-xperience," Uhmck
sutd. "It was really gO\lC to ~ee c:vcryonc."
Comcidenlally. \\hen Uhint·k
was chcd.ing into the gam<·. so wa'
her termer team mat~ who wa~ supposed to be her roommate tlus year.
were joking around while
sitting there," Uhinck said. "I still e.
mail and l8lk on the pbone with a lot
ofthegirla. They were very upponive of my decision."
During ber one season at
Woo~1er, IJhi nck racked up se~cral
honors. She wa..; named Newcomer
of the Year, wa.o; an N(AC honorable:
nt<:'J\Lion and k.'Li the team in rebound-

··we

a lot of opportunity for me. My role
tm tills team i,; <hiTcrenl."
1\s ofSaturday's game Uhin~k
ts averagingjusl 15 minuks )l<.'r garne
and 4 .6 rebounds. However. she has
led JCU in the latter category on live
different occasions.
Maravall i believes Uhinck is
the best rebounder on the team.
"She is our most physical post
player as wdl :~ one of the httrdest
workers," Maravalli sa td. "She
spends th~ extra time to improve anything she is stmggling with.~
But statistics are not important
to Uhinck who is pleased with her
decision to transfer.
"I don •t regret it," Uhinck
said. "' am mucb IJat'l>ic:t bere. Everyone on thei team is greatUbim:k is also enjoying the
more competitive, more physical
OAC compared to the NCAC.
"'There is not mucb difference
between the first place and last place
teams in this league,~ Uhinck said.
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Training trip warms

~is

Business is
Basketball

Open second,semes ter season with three wins

.JCU prepares Boland well for NB4
br in~ing •aluc to them thr<1ugh i.!ll of
the rc,o urC<:$ al Em!>t & YQu ng "
features (?l.!CU alumm 11l10
So do not blame htm for behold prominen/ positions in
tng hesit~nt when he received the oftire C!e vcla11d .1port.1 world. f.:r fmm Gordon Gund to jotn CGAC.
"I had nC\ Cr thought oflhat at
Rona Proudfoot
all, " Boland said. '"But after svml!
~P<>rts Editor
pcrit>d oftime, l decided it was som.:Pro\·ulcd you d,, not hit rush
thing that I wantc<l to do."
hour, you can probJbly make it from
Holahd's position with CGAC
center tllurt at John Carroll pots him at the head of the
Univcr~ity's Don Sbula Sport~ Cen- corporation 's three enttties: the
ter downtown to One Center Coun . Cavaliers NBA franchise, the Rockhorne of the Cleveers WNHA orgamzaland . avallt•rs. inlion and Gund Arena
side a halfhour.
itself. which hosts
J1m Boland
more than two million
tnade a situila~ trip
people each year a~ apfrorn the gym at JClJ
prc>ximately two hunto the one at Gund
dred different events
Arena.
ranging frorn basket·
r:k took a less
ball and hockey games
direct route, bowto concerts and WWF
ever.
wrestling.
In fuel. 36
Going
from
years elapsed from
public accounting to
the last time tile Jim Boland, '62, is
the
professionnal
1962
graduate President of the
sports world was a
started a game for Cleveland Cavaliers.
smooth transition for
the Blue Streak bas- Boland started his
Boland.
ketball squad until $enior season on
"I never g;we it
he climbed into the JCU's basl<t~tball team. much· thougiJt until
conductor's seat to
some.one said to me
lead the CAVS/<Jund Arena Com- ·nat must be a big transition, • and it
pany (CGAC) as Pr~;dent and CEO.
•id. "It

Thi.'> is lhe jinl in a saies of

r-------.,..

nev" ,. p J ~nned on a carter 10 r h~
sports world.
"I didn't know what I was going to do when I got {lUI of school,"
Bohmd said "I liked accowJting. and
I Iiked the Business sd1ool at John

Carroll.•'
So business it wa~ for Boland.
Upon graduating from John
CaiTo II "'ith a majot' in accounting,
Boland spent two years as Bl1 ofticer
in the Anny aft<-r panicipating in the
ROTC program at JClJ. He alS<!
went on earn his Master's Degree at
Ueorge Washington ll nt versity and
anend the Advanced M11nagement
Prograu• ul lh..- Harvard Business
School.
But despite a little recreational
ball ht: played in the army, 11oland
probably tigun.'d he had left his basketball duys in University Heights.
In the m,·antim.: he joined the
international professional services
t.lf Emst &
later Ernst &

firm

rm,t.

Young.
l'ltt• majonty tlf his early career ·was spent workmg with cntrep~ncurial clu.-nts lie then began
spcciali;~ing w11h Fm>t & Young's
larg.:•· muh i-n ttl llllul, mulh-location
ch.:nh.
I fc hl ·u mc a partner in 1976
and ~L· t-vtd ,,n Lhe firm's Manage..
m..-nt Co t nn11~eltom 1988tol997.
-I nc\ cr felt like I Wl'rkc:d."
Holand :;aid of bill experience with
hm"' &. Young. ~Many of tbe cli~'llt"

hccame close pel'SOIUII friends,

and 1 t was a lot of fun getting ur
volvcd in their companies, understanding their business issues and

in any busi nes.>, and while this ba ~ a
lot mon.· public exposure than an in·
ternational professional services
firm, you're still dealing with
people."
"You're c:onstanlly trying to
improve your product or service,
whether it's the parking attendants.
the people who help seat people or
the people who work in tht: concession stands. It's amazing lhe disci.
plines and principles that apply to
almost any industry, so the transition
was much elfsier than I expected.''
In addition to his parents,
Boland ered1ts the Jesuits at St.
Ignatius High School and JCU for in·
stilling those principles in hitn.
"I was fortunate enough to be
given the opportunity to go to John
Carroll, which really provided me
with a very strong foundation,''
Boland said. "I think Carroll and
environment helps de1•elop the appreciation for how you deal with
other p ople. I think th y have a
g01.1d influence in developing good
moral values and standards that help
guide you as you go through life."
And Boland would not change
a thing about the way he's gone
through his life.
"I've had ll great time, and
I've been lucky," Boland said. "All
alona. from the time Twas raised to
today, I've been involved with people
who are truly outstanding people
with good ~ound values, always want
to do the right thing, and are commit1ed to the rl),• highest integrity and
honesty m everything they do. That's
a great ~vironment to be in."

me

Writing sports for the Carroll News.
It's your free ticket into JCU
sporting events.
cal I Rona @ x4398

spirits of women

Turner won both
Theresa Jurak
the one and threeStaff Reporter
meter d1 ving com\lot only d1d members of the
John Carroll Untverstty women's
petthon' in all three
swimming and (jiv ing team come back
meets.
from break tann er un d constd erably
Le nhart saw
mo re of the sa me
warmer than others, they also came
hack fired up to wm.
success o n Sat urThe team spent two weeks in
d ay w h en J CU
Florida training fo r th e seco nd se mestr ave led ac ro ss
ter season, and it paid off with th ree
tow n to face th e
victo ri es las1 weeke nd.
Yellow Jackets an d
Te rr iers in a tr iT he Blue S tr-ea ks (6-3. 2-0
OAC) out-distanced O berli n, 144-87,
meet.
Once again .
las t Friday. and grabbed two more
w in. on at urd ay with 75-38 and 98Murph y was victo13 dec is ions ove r Bald wi n-Wall ace
ri o us in the 50 and
and l liram, respectively.
I00-yard Free.
Friday ni ght a wi n by the 200Lenhart
yard medley relay 1eam, consi ting of credits pan of last
so phomore Angela Ruggieri, Sara
weekend 's success
Piet, Andrea Budzinski and junior
to th e positive exphoto by Rolli Pro..d (oo!
Carrie Scherger, put JCU out in front.
periences
over An exhausted Suzanne Matthews removes
They posted a time of I minute, 56.23
break.
her cap after competing in the 100 Fly
"We didalol against Wooster.
seconds, beating Oberlin's top team by
three seconds.
m o re work thi s
Senior Shannon Murphy, who, year, it was one of the bcs tlr ips we 've
didn 't miss any practice ," he said.
along withelassmate Michelle Nigon,
taken ," said Lenhart, who made Iris
"Both mee ts [Friday and Satwas competing in her last home meet
14th rrip to F'lorida with the swimm ing
urd ay] went as expected," Lenha rt
of the regular season, em erged victoand diving team.
said . " On Saturday Andrea Budzinski
rious with wins in the 50 and I 00-yard
"We get a lot of work done in did very well and Angela Ruggeri is
freestyl e
Florida, and psystaning to come around, sh e had areevents.
chologically, the ally good meet. "
Besides
team comes toMurphy said the bigge t chalthat race head
. gether a lot more,"
lenge of the weekend was Baldwincoach Matt
Lenhart continued.
Wall ace because Oberlin is no t in the
Lenhart com(Ohio Athletic) conference.
Murphy also
mended that
commented that the
"We are always more excited
Scherger and
trip brought th e about OAC meets in gen era l," he
Piet for their
team
together,
said. "B-W is a friendly rival."
Next meet: Friday vs. Ohio
pe rfo rm a nces
whi ch con tributed
"We have a very deep team, and
Northern
in the meet.
lo this weekend's
there arc no t many places where we
S ite, time: ONU, !.OOp.m.
Scherger swam
win s.
are lacking," she said.
Key fact: This is th e las t dual
the 2()0 and
"We came
Th at bodes well for future
meet of the regular season for the
500-yard Free,
together
a
lot,
bemeets,
so Lenhart remains positive.
Blue S1reaks.
and Pict swam
cause we had opti"We're going to swim well,"
the buuerny
mum conditions- Lenhart said. "I ' ve seen a big change
medley and the individual ny.
a small hotel, so we spem a lot of time coming off th e trip and we have a good
Sophomore diver Stephanie togetncr, and great weath er. so we
shot at th e OAC c hampionship."

women's
•
•
sw1mm1ng
~

Men grab three in tli\To days
Relays determine important OAC match ups
Erica Wilke

Blue Streaks did not lead throughout
Staff Reporter
th e meet. They tra iled Baldw in While most John Carroll stuWallace 50-4 7 with onl y the 200
dents enjoyed time wtth their families
Breast and the 400-yard Free relay left
over the holidays, the JCU men's
to swim.
swimming team trained vigorously in
In the 200 Breast, Eric RichFlorida.
mond and Ferkelic finished fir 1 and
Next game: Friday vs. Ohio
"We were a little tired," junior
second respectively, which put John
Northern
John Ortlieb aid. "We put in a lot of
Carroll on top 55 - 51.
Site, time: ONU, 1:00 p.m.
yards, but we're looking for it to pay
The outcome of the meet then
Key
fact: This is JCU 'Sfinal meet
off at OAC Championships."
depended on the performance of JCU's
before the OA C Championships.
Head coach Matt Lenhart
400-yard Free relay team, whi ch conagreed that the Florida trip paid divi sisted of Ortlieb , Spicer, junior J.P.
dends for the team.
ally good swim by all four guys."
Merchant , and junior an c horman
"I saw a lot of people swimThe JCU men continued on
Gerry Shay.
ming better in Florida and since then
their winning streak as they scored an
"We just really wanted lo beat
at practices and in the meets," he said_
easy viC1try over Hiram 93-10, in a them and win 1he meet," he said.
The hard work in Florida has
tri-meet held at Baldwin-Wa llace last
And win they did.
already paid off, as the team captured
Saturday.
The foursome won the race in
three victories this pa t weekend.
They also managed to get past
3:26.88 glidin g pas t B-W by over two
The victorious weekend began
Baldwin- Wallace 62-51. However. the
econds.
when the Blue Streaks (6-3, 2-0 OAC)
[n addition Lo winning the 200
defeated the Oberlin YeoBreast against Baldwin men 141 -90.
Wallace, Richmond, a
The quanet offrcshsophomore, also won the 200
men Rob Neundorfcr,
and 500-yard Free:
Chris Ferkcli c and Brett
.
Themen 'sswimming
Spic e r and so ph o more
team is now 2-0 in the Ohio
David Wh itman too k first
Athletic onference and the
place in the200-yard MedOAC Championslti~ meet is
ley re lay wi th a tim e of
just over two weeks away. It
1:3 3 : 17. Th ey inched
will be h e ld on the campus
ahead of Oberlin 's top team
of Joh n C arroll from Feb. I0by . 15 of a second.
12.
Lenhart was happy
" They arc on the rig ht
with the result s.
track." Lenhart said . "They
"That was good beare confident, but not overly
cause relays arc double
photo bf il.or~~~
so. I think it will be between
point ." he said. That was
Junior Gerry Shay swims the butterfly against
us and Mount right now.
a close race, too and a reWooster earlier in the season.
\oVe'JI see."

men's swimming

A'
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Women set for rematch with 8-W
Gear up to play at GundArena
Gregory Murphy
Assistant Sports Editor
Commg off a s~ason in which
they won only six ganw!>, nobody expected much from the JCU women ·s
baske tbal l team. But they have begun
to prove people wrong.
And after notching thei r stx th
,·icto ry of the season ove r v isit ing
Oberlin Mo nday ni gh t, 1h e Blu e
Streaks have matc hed last ,eason 's
victory 1otal
'The au itudcs arc much be Iter
this year," junior guard Katie Ccn •enik
said. "We are p laying much bette r as
a learn and have been in a lot of cl ose
ga mes. Last year we weren 't in many
ga me at the end."
Win No.6, a 67-57 triumph . improved JC U 's record to 6-11 ove rall
and 3-6 m the rugged Ohio Athlettc
Co n fe rence. It a lso raise d John
Carro ll 's home record to 5- 1.
The Blue Streaks started low
aga inst Oberl in, tuming the ball over
in their first four po sessio ns. I lead
coach Kn tic Marava lli was conccmed
after the slow start.
" We didn't hav e our head in
the game to begin with," the firs t year
head coach said. " But we were able
to ettle do wn an)l get into a groove
both offensively and defensively. We
kept our focu the entire game and
made the big shots at the end ."
Sophomore Stephanie G ianni
paced the Blue Streaks as she recorded
a double-doub le with 17 points and 13
rebound . Senior Erin Jimiron and
junior Megbann Hubach chipped in
with 16 points apiece.
J C U snapped a three-game losing streak with the win.
One of I he main problems for
the young Blue Streak team has been
inconsistency on the road where they
areo nl y 1- 10.
" We have a very young team
and we do n' t shoot the ball extremely
well, o those are s om ~ of the fac10rs
that hav e contributed to our ro ad
woes," Maravalli said. ··we have hung
tou gh in many of our road losses and I
thought we could ha ve even won ome
of them. We just have to start closmg
out games like we did against Oberlin'·
The mo 1 recent road collapse
for the Blue S tr eaks took place last
Saturd ay at M us kin g um Coll ege
where the Blue Streaks lost 61-52 .
However, according to Maravalli , it
was a game the Blue Streaks had a
cha nce to win .
" We were in control the entire

pi

Ann Dolgan

pho1o by Ron.• !'roudfool

Freshman Katie Benjamin and junior Allison Brown hustle
after a loose ball in a recent victory over Ohio Northern.
game until they made a little secondhalf run , and we just didn ' t finish
strong," Mara valli said.
A ner going to the locker room
leading 28-23, the Blue Streaks were
able to survive many Muskingum runs
in the second half. A llubach lay-up
with 6:58 remaining put the Blue
Streak up by I 0. But it wa all down hill from th e r e, a s M us k ing um
outscored John Carroll 24-5 over the
final 6:58.
Gianni was the only Blue
Streak to reach double figures with 14
po int s _ Th e w in al so he lp ed
Mu kingu m avenge Jo hn Carroll' 6965 hnme victo ry earlie r thi s seas on.
The los to Musking um was
tough to swallow since Jolm Carroll
was coming off its first home loss of
the season , a 68-55 setback to Mount
U nion last Wednesday.
" It was our second game in
three nights [following a 74-71 los at
Woost er], so we were a Iittle t ired
physically," Maravalli aid. " But we
really lacked a lot of heart and emotion on the court.''
Fres hma n Katie Benjam in and
Cervenik help ed keep the score respectab le by co ri ng 15 and 14 points

respectively.
Benjamin has provided a nice
spark off Maraval li's bench in recenl
games.
Said Maravalli of Benjamin ,
"We knew she could play, it was just a
matter of her gett ing u ed to the college game ."
The Blue St reaks return to acti on on Sat urd ay afternoon w hen they
travel to Gund Arena to

t:..~kc

on

nationlly-rankcd conference-le ader
Baldwin-Wallace (16-1, 9-0) in the
third and final ga-me of the inaugural
Women ' C oll ege Basketball Classic.
Mara va lli and her team are
look ing forward to the game in hopes
of avenging a 73-57 loss tothe ircro town rival earl ie r thi seaso n. The
game had been tied 30-30 at halftime.
"We howed that we could play
with them the first time, which gave
u a Jot of confidence;• she said. They
have two great post players in (Anjee)
Beard and (Jen) Nance. We arc going
to have 10 double them down low on
those tw o and make them beat us from
the o utside. "
It is also a ga me John Carroll
will try to win o utside the friendly confines of the Don Shula Sports Center.

SPO.RTS F ·L ASHES

HILL 'POSTS' HIGH
MARKS - Junior ccn1er Mi chae l
Hill was named OAC Men's Basketball Pla ye r of the Week for his performance last week.
In lead ing JC U to a 78-69 win
over preseason cnnferencc favo rite
Ohio Northern. Hill scored his 2{)
points by makmg 7-9 from th
ld
and 6-6 from the free throw line.
Hill was also named OAC
Player of the Week back on Dec. 13.
MOREALL-AM E RICANS

Tf..J\V

Uhinck right in·
her elentent
Staft Reponer
To some it was jn>t a non (Onference match-up with a North Coast
Athletic Conferem:e.
But dJ<' Jan. 17 game ~tween
tiJeJohnCarroU Univenitywom.:-n's
basketball team and The College of
Wooster held a special significance
to one Blue Streak player.
For sophomore LeAnn
Uhinck, it wulhe first time she had
faced her fanner teammates sme
transferring to John Carroll at the
end of last year.
Following a stellar ba.•ketball
season in her fr.,shman year at
Wooster, Uhi t\CI.. decitled to t ranqfer

sh.: feels the progrdm is stronger at
John Canol!.
''My choice was between
John Carroll and a school in Massachusetts," Uhinck said. "My older
brother [a Case Western Reserve
University student and football
player) encouraged me to look at
John Carroll. I had a visit here with
Coach Dicillo and Coach DeCarlo
and really liked the peopleJ met and
the campus."
A Iuter meeting with first year
women's coach Kristie Maravalli in
June affinned ber decis10n.
''LcAnn has done a wonderful job with the transfer," Maravalli
said. "She gets along with the team

beautiful!J....

MAKl G HIS MARK John Carroll University freshman
quarterback Tom Arth has been
named to the 1999lJSA Football Divi s ion Ill heshman All-America
team as a honorable mention.
Arth started e ight games and
played in nine for the Blue Streak
thi past fall , throwing for l , 736
yards and 13 touchdowns. Arth 's
1,736 yards amounted to the eighth
best single season tot al in school histo ry, as did his I ,802 yards tot a l offen se.

lo l y ~..

Sophomore LeAnn Uhinck (right) runs to grab a rebound
with teammate Jill DiPiero. Uhinck has found herself right
at home in a John Carroll uniform.

FOR FOOTBALL · Sen iors David
Ziegler and Tom Rini both added two
more awards to their belts when each
received the Division Ill All-America
nod from both Football Gazette and
d3 .football.com.
Ziegler, who is one of only three
JCU foo tball playe rs to garner AllAmeri can honors thrG ttmes, w as
named to the s~cooa Team by each
publication.
Rim, who represented JCU ·11
the Aitec owl on ()eC. 18 aftc;oocing
selected as a B\lll!Cr King~~ -Ameri1rd Teatn QY
can. was nallled to the
bo th the Football {,azelte and
cj,3.football.co.u1.
TRACKST&RS
GET
EARl,; START - Wi1h les than a
w ek lo p~ pare, se veral indi,·idu als
fr
the JCU 1rack and field program
tcked offlh sea on by competing at
the Baldwin-Wal lace College MidJanuary Meet last Friday night .
Junior Richard Johnson
fumed in a fourth place fin is h in the
hot put with a mark or 47-7 3/4 and

sophomore George Sample finished fourth in the 400-meter dash
in 52.65 to lead the team.
Also placing were senior A.J.
Wl$jde, sixth in the long jump. and
shman Megan Wilson, fifth in
the 55 -meter burdle .
FOOTBALL
A 'OU CES TEAM AWARDS ak ing hom e awards from I he football b anquet were seni o r Brian
Considine, MVP on the Defensi ve
Ltnc, senior Brian Zielaskewicz.
MVP Linebacker, seniors Tom Rini
and Mike Soeder, MVP Defensive
Bac,ks. senior David Ziegler, Special reams MVP. junior Larry
Holmes , MVP Rec eiver, s~n i or
Bobb; Kr:)ft, MVP Offen si' c
Back. and senior Jim Ross, MV P on
the O ffensive Line.
Se nior Tom McCrone and
Gregg Kissell rece ived the Un sung
Heros award, senior Pat Robinette
took home the Loyall y Award and
fre s hman Tom Arth was MVP
l'reshman.

The graduate of Danbury

High School near Pott Clinton, Ohio.
relished the opportunity to go back
to WOO&let with bor lle'IV Blue Slrealc
teammates.
"Being in a different unifunn.
on the other side was an out ofsight.

.com
The Carroll
News
Online with you.
Email us at
carro/lnews@jcvaxa.jcu. edu.

out of mind experience:· Uhinck
said. "It wa> really g<)\>d to see everyone."
Coinct,lcnlally. when Uhinck
was checking. into the gaml', S\l wa~
her lbrmcr tcammut~ who wa~ sup(ll>Sed to he her nmmrnate th1s yea:r.
"We were joking amood while
sitting there," Uhinek said. "I still email and talk on the phone with a lot
ofthe girls. They were very supportive of my decision."
During her one season at
Wooster, Uhtnck racked up seve111l
honors. She wa.< nam•'d Newcomer
oflhe Year, was an NCAC honorable
m~ntion :tnd led the tc:tm in rebound-

form~ My role
on this team is dtlh:rcnt."
As of :~turday"$ game Uhinck
ts averaging just 15 minutes per game
and 4.t> rebounds. However, she has
led JCU in Lhe latter category on live
di tferent occasions.
Maravalli believes Uhinck is
the best rebounder on the team.
'"She is our most physical post
player as wdl as one of the hardest
\\ orkcrs," Maravalli said. '·She
spcnc:b the extra time to improve anything she is stmggl mg with ...
But statistics are not important
to Uhinck who is pleased with her
decision to transfer.
"J don't regret it." Uhinck
said. "lammuchbapt>ierhere. Ev·
eryone on the team is great."
Uhinek is also enjoying Lhe
more competitive, more physical
OAC compared to the NCAC
"There is not much difference
between the first place and last place
teams in this feague." Uhinck said

a lot of opportunity
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&'He's to our defense what Kurt
Adversity the name of the game forSt Louis, Fletcher
ber of anyone else's school. I am
proud to have played col lege football
at John arroll University."
" I might feel left out when the
guys lalk about their teams playing on
TV, but we were ranked fourteenth in
the counlry by USA Tr1day."
oncthclcss, Fletcher admits
that playmg at JCU probably was not
the most logic a l roulc to the Super
Bowl.

photo b)· And1~ Cu!taro of lht Sl. Lou.is Post-DISpt lc h

Rams' middle linebacker London Flectcher (No. 59) celebrates with teammate Ore Bly after Bly's
53-yard interception clinched the NFC West Division title for the Rams.
Rona Proudfoot
Si)Orts Edit&

Louis.

II wou ld probab ly be fr11r to "agcr I hal middle linebacker London
Flelchcr feel · right al home wilh his
ream males on Ihe St Louis Rams.
Nevcnnind that he hails from a
less notable alma mater lhan 1hc rcs1
fhis teammates. evem1ind that at5
feet, I I inches tall, he is not exactly o n
eye level with many of lh em. And
ncvcnnind that he 's overcome a c hildhood that many people would shudder
just t o think about.
Actually, defying the odds jusl
may be a qualification to play in Saini

After all, no one would have
thought lea gue MVP Kurt Wa rner
would start out stocking shelves in a
grocery store, move up throu gh the
ranks of Arena League football and
NFL Eu rope to throw for more than
forty touchdown passes in a seaso n.
In fact, the Rams lh e mse lves
may be the biggest example of adversity overcome. How many people can
honesl ly say they expected to sec St.
Lo uis in uper Bowl XXXIV .. even
before starting quarterback T r ent
Green was injured?
S~ Fletcher certainly is not

FLETCHER
This senior feature on
London Fletcher. written by

Mark Boleky, originally ran in
The Carroll News
Nov. 13, 1997.
I'he Manella J>ioneer~ were
with first-and -goal from
the Jnhn Carwll4·yilnllinc. A !ouch
d<'~ ·n c·vuld gt1 c thc·m '' seemingly
ul~c:ad, IJ.I),

lrt~Lnmountable

adHtnlae.:e

(\\'1."£

the

h>hn ( arroll UntH·r>tty foothJII
lea tlt.
'I hrec runmng plays did not
rca"h the end zone.
~t·ninr I incback ..'l Londo n
fletcher was in on all thrcoc tackk:.
preventing a Marietta touchdown anti
cn;:ut ing a giant mootentWlt shift in
tiJvor of the Blue Streaks. who came
back to win the game 18-12.
"The goal-line stand was, in
rny opinion, a subtle turning point in
that game," said head coach Tony
DeCarlo. "Had they scored a to~h

down. wbo know what the: outcome
would have been.''
On the sll'ellgth of Fletcher's
play, !he stand not only turned the

game around. but quire possibly the
whole season. Previously, JCU was
Jess than domillllling in its
two
wins and in the fir t half against

rll'SI

a by contrlbu~
. . .ilihip
. basket-

way.
"On his first play, we pitched
to him, and he ran 80 yards for a touchdown," said Storey. "lt w;Lq bas really
that once he got ou tside, rt was a foot
race, and he ran by 5ome pretty good
kids."
·
Fktcher followed up with a seaSIJII of All-District and All-State football honors. Vv 1th options to play both
sports a1 tl~ Division I lt>vd. he decided upon a b11skctbatl ~cholarshtp to
St. l'ranci,Collegc. Aflerthrcc sctnes·
tcrs, lw transten·cd to Joh n Can·oll anJ
has put tog.:ther one of the most storied athletic care~'T'i in recent JCU history.
'·football played a pan [in
transferring]. along v. ith the academic
~spcc·t," said Fletcher, a sociology
major. "All those, with the proximity
ofbeing 15 minutes from where! grew
up, were key factors in my decision: ·•
As imprellsive as his athleltc
feaU; are, they pale in comparison to
what he has struggled throllilh oft' the
field. Growing up'in the Cleve~
inner city. Fletcher bas experienced his
share of trials. and feels he is a better
person for it. He has seen crime, tragedy, and even death among his family

111ember.l. His mother currently battles
a drug addiction.
Fletcher bas been a role model
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Womer is to our offense. '' SuperCNBowl
Pidls

and I am ju st excited about the opportun ity that J have been given here in
St. Louis by Coach Vermeil."
Despite Fletcher 's many hon·
ors. he can not help but feel sl ighted

in one area.
"He is to our de fen· c what Kwt
Wamcr is 10 our offense,:' Rams head
coach D1ck Vermci I sai d following
Fletcher being named as a Pro-Bowl
alternate. " lie is a fine foo tball player.
.. l. d
I ben I over and
thou gh t they
gave htm a hug
were prob"/ definitely just hope to toda y and he
ably on some
said; ·coach, I
look at myself as a role belong in the
d r u g s , "
Fle tcher said
ball game.'"
model to people who
of anybody
"And I
who might
have been told that they be lieve it too,"
ha vc sugVermeil conlincan't do something. "
gested
he
ued. " He plays
-London Fletcher wilh that kind
would be a
tarting lineof confidence,
backer in the
and I have nol
Super 13owl.
seen , other than the middl e li neback er
" I definitely wouldn't say I
from Baltimore, anyone play the game
would ha ve bcltevctl them. Playi ng at middle linebacker like London
in a Division Ill school, your aspiraFlelcher plays il. lie is a very fin e
tions aren ' t really at the National Footplayer."
ball League. You are playing the game
The Pro Bowl aside, thi ngs
simply for the love of it."
seem to be looking up for Fletcher
But playing football just for the
these days. The Ram arc on fire, and
lo ve of the sport clid not stop Fletch r it cems as if the only adversit y he has
from making his pre ence known right to overcome is playing in the shadow
off the bat.
of Kuti Warner, Marshall Faulk and
A ftcr being signed by the Rams
the re st of the Rams' phenomenal ofas an undrafted college free agent Apr. fensive line.
23, 1998, he went on to be voted speFletcher does nol sec thai as a
cial team captain, lead the team in prob lem, however.
special teams tackles , and gamer the
"We had a great game plan
Carro ll Rosen bloom Memoria l Award co min g in fro m a defensiv e standas the team ' rookie ofthc year.
point,'' Fletcher sa id following last
And he isn 't surprised about the weekend 's win over Tampa B~y !hal
ucce s he's seen.
wi ll end them to Super Bowl XXXIV
"The thin gs that have happened
in Atlanta, Ga. " I fee l like when you
to me so far don't really surpri e me,"
talk about elite defense , you had betFletcher said in a press conference Jan.
ter start w ith the Sr. Louis Rams defe nse.',
14. " I have set uch high standard
for myself tha t any thing under ten
And when you lalk abou t eli te
tackles in a ball game i a bad ga me defenders in the NFL, you w ill be talkfor me in my own estimat ion."
in g about Fletcher.
" Wh at ha s happened as far as
Nol bad for someone who was
my success so far is not a surprise. I playing at Wasmer Field two yea rs
want more and J feel like I can do more
ago.

TilE BOB AND WEAVE

Marietta. ibe0'1hen. the defense bas
posted four scoreless ga111es. and the
Slreaks are noW 8-1 with 'l\ chauc.e to
make the playoffS.
And fletcher has been leading
I he way the whole time.
The stand was ju.~t a small part
of the monstrous season the A flAmerican has put together. Ue hu~ set
the s~:hool record for tackles ina game
(19 vs. Ob.io Northern) and only needs
~ev~n tacl-.ks in the final game lo break
th~. ch'"'' record of 167 in a •¢ason.
"I had set goolscoming into this
year to try to make every play I was
~npable of making," said the JCU coCAptain. "Statistically, I wan led In be
up arL>UmllS or 20 tackles a game."
All front a guy who's be~n
play itt[! football for just four yc!lr'S.
FMchcf' bll6 been an instant
su~-cess in evcQ! 'lipPrt he's touched.
After e~
Angela..St Joseph lti,gb
bi8 sophomore
year, Fleto

alone if he feels like he has been
through a lot. And he hopes to make
good of that fact.
" I definitely jus t hope to look
at myself as a role model to people
who have been told that they can't do
something," Fletcher said. "I know
there are always going to be criti cs and
I know there are people that sti II doubt
my abi liti es on the footbal l field. But
I think I am an exampl e if you can play
th e game of football it doesn't really
matter where you play."
"f am nol ashamed of wbere I
played college football," Fletcher said .
" I do not need lobe an honorary mem-
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for his liunily and
serves as an inspiration to all those with
odds stacked against

them.
''Wi th
lhe
perseverance to
overcome the thi1\gs
that he has, he is always striving to obtain hi gher things,"
~aid Storey. "You
look back al his car..:cr throughout. he\
C<.lll1C a long way.''
·Fletcher is
hoping his can·e r
c<m lead to the pinnacle of achieveruent, nam$!1y llH:
ational Football
League. The pros
are indeed a reality
tbr the ().foot. 235London Fletcher
powtder with a 4.4
time in the 40-yard dash. Although road, but I didn't really see it," said
Division l1l players do not usually at- Fletcher. "Now with each game,
tract much NFL attention, a scout rep- each practice, I feel like I'm getresenting II teaiUS bas visited JCU and ting better. I feel like I've only
wiU probably be in attendanco when scratched the surface, as far as my
the Strcah host Baldwin-Wallace this potential g0¢s. A couple years
down the line, I think I can devdop
Saturday.
"People have always told me into one ofthe better footbaU playwhat I was capable of doing down the ers in the nation.''

Rona Proudfoot
Sports Editor
Rams 31-10

Gregory Murphy
Assistant Sports Editor
Titans 27-20

Mark Boleky
Past Sports Editor
Rams 24-13

Rams' middle linebacker London Fletcher listens to the roar of the crowd as he lea ves the field. Fletcher and company have
given the traditionally quiet St. Louis football fans a lot to scream about lately.

The 'dot com' file: The year that was
Week 1:
Rams over Baltimore, 27-10
ln his second start at middle linebacker
for the Rams, Fletcher leads all
1inebackers with fi ve tackles.
Week 2:
Bye Week
Week 3:
Rams over Atlanta, 35-7
Flclcher ti es Mike Jones' tackl e total
ip the game with nin e.
Week 4:
Rams over Cincinnati, 38-10
Fle tcher records 12 tackles, hi fir t
career sack, his first career fo rced
fumble and one pccial teams tackl e.
He now leads the team in tackles with
26 and is tied for the team lead in sacks
and fo rced fumble wilb one of each.
WeekS:
Rams over San F.-an cisco, 42-20
Fletc her ma~es a seaso n high 14
lucklcs, including two for a loss. The
14 tackles is a Rams' season-high.
Fletcher on the wm:

"/feel so good for guys like
Todd Lygl11, Keith Lyle. and /J 'Marco
Farr. Those guys haw: heen here
lhrough lhe losses andfor them to finallr get a JVin over 1h e 49ers makes
me excired for !hose gu}". But. this is
jus r one game, JVe ha1·e a whole season lefi to play; this win is going ro
make the rest ofrhe sea. on much more
exciting"
Week 6:
Rams OYer Atlanta, 41-13
Flelchcr leads th e Rams in tack les for
the th ir d straig ht week, this time
registering _eve n and one pa ss
defensed. He has averaged l l.6 1ackles
per week over the last three weeks.

Week 7:
Rams over Cleveland, 34-3
Fletcher helps to make a liar out of
Cleveland Browns rookie wide receiver
Kevin Johnson who had guaranteed a
victory over St. Louis. Be reco rds 11
tackle s aga inst his boyh ood favorite
team to continue his four-week reign a
team leader in the category.
Fletcher on Kevin Johnson's guarantee:

"Thar was a srupid play by a
rookie. You jus/ don't make comments
like rhar especially when you going
into sonreone else ~·field We took that
as a challenge. You doni guarantee
rruthing, especially in aur house.
WeekS:
Rams fall to Tennessee, 21-24
Fletcher records ten tackles, including
one for a los , for Ihe losing cause in
the Rams ' first loss of the season.

for the morale and confidence of the
team . With every win you have /o build
off of it.
Week ll:
Rams over San Francisco, 23-7
Fletcher ma kes seven tack les and
re co rd s o ne pass defensed , one
quarterback pressu~:e and one ack as
the Rams tum in their fJTStscason sweep
of 49ers since 1980.

Week 12:
Rams over New Orleans, 43-12
Fletcher makes five tackles and one pass
defensed.
Week 13:
Rams over Carolina, 34-21
Fletcher makes a team h.igh eight tackles
and two quarterback pressures lo help
the Rams capture the FC West title.
Fletcher on win ning the NFC Wes t:

"It feels wondl!rful to win the
Week 9:
Ram s fall to Det roit, 27-31
In the Rams' ·ccond straighl loss.
f'lelchcr registers ten tac kles, which
once agmn includes one for a lo s, for
the second game in a row. He lums in
one qua r1erback press ure as well. The
real news is Fletcher\ safety, his firsl
points and the first afety 'Cored by the
Rams ince Nov. 24. 1996.

Week 10:
Rams oyer Carolina, 35-10
For the sixth time in seven games, and
the fourth consecutive game, Fletcher
makes at least ten tackles, this time with
a team-high II (one for a loss). li e
registers one sack and o ne quarterback
prcssu re as wei I.
Fletcher on the ga me:
'This win definirely got us going back on the right track, when you
are coming offtwo 10ug!t losses, ir feels
great to gett!te win. This will do a lot

Week 15:
Rams over ew York Giants, 31-10
Fletcher leads the Rams with 12
tackles, including one for a loss, as the
Rams eli ncb home(ie ld advantage for
the playoffs and a first-round bye. This
is his seventh time Fletcher has posled
ten or more tackles this season.

Week 17:
Rams fall to Philadelphiu, 31-38
With the regul a r seaso n virtually
wrapped up and many starters resting
on the sideline, Fletcher s till registers
three tack les as the Rams tall.
Post-Season Week I:
Bye Week
Fletcher on the bye week:

.. It Ita.\' been Iough on me last
edend during the playoff\. I was
rf!adJ to hit somebody last Tlwrsda}. "

:ation. !hes<' guys come lo play e\'erydayantl doni miss a hear. Thi1 di,.i.,;ion cnmn goes ou/ IO those gup.·. "

Post-Season Week 2:
Rams over Vikings, 49-37
In the first post-season ga,mc ever
played in St. Louis, Fletcher wa~ second on lhe team with 11 tackles and
one of the Ram ' four sacks.

Vermeil On Fletch e r:
"The best" ay 10 describe London Fletcher is that he is Kurt Warner

on defense. He is a heck ofa foo tball
player. I fe lo ves to work and ilas a
tremendo11S level of confidence, not
ego, but confidence. J have tremendous respect for London. From a
coaching standpoml I have always appreciated !hal kind ofguy who comes
up as a free agent. "

Rams28-20

Week 16:
Rams over Chicago, 34-12
Fletcher has eight tackles, two
quarterback pressures and one special
teams Iackie.

NFC West especiaNr afrer going 4-12
last seawn. l feel goodjiJr the guys
trho ha1·c endured rhrough 10 many
losing sea 1om wirh lh<' Rams 'organi-

Week 14:
Rams over New Orleans, 30-14
Flelcher regi sters three tackles as he
continues to lead the team wilh 112.

Bob McCarthy
Sports Staff

Kristy Calabria
Forum Editor
Rams 26-17

11

Post-Season Week 3:
Rams over Tampa Bay, 11-6
Fletc her ge ls a team- hi.gh nine tackles
enroute to becoming tbe fir 1 Blue
Streak in 40 years to play in the
Superbowl. The last JCU alum to do
o was Carl Tase ll~ '5 1, who played
on the Baltimore Co iL~ ' NFL Championship team in 1958 and 1959.

All informal/on from
www.stluuisrams.com and

ww...~cnnsi.com.

Carrie Mack
Campus News Editor
Rams 17-10
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Womer is to our offense.

II

Adversity the name ofthe game forSt Louis, Fletcher
bcr o f a nyo ne else's sc hool. I am
proud to have played coll ege footbal l
at John Carroll Uni ve rsity."
"1 mi ght fccllefi our when the
guys ta lk about their teams playing on
TV, but we were ranked fourteenth in
th e country by USA Today."
Nonethe less. Fle tcher admtt
th at playing at JCU probably was not
th e mos t logica l route to th e Super
Bowl.

and I am j us t excited about the opportuni ty t hat I have been given here in
St. Louis by Coach Vermeil. '"
Despite Fletc her's many honors, he can not help bu t feel s li ghted
in one area.
" He i. to our defense what Kurt
Warner i. to ou r often c.~· Rams head
coach Dick Vermeil said followi ng
Fletcher be in g named as n Pro- Bowl
ahematc. " l ie" a ti ne football playe r.
'·I. d
J ben t over and
though t they
gave htm a hug
were probtoday an d he
ablyon some
said; ' Coach. I
drugs , "
belong in the
Fle tcher said
ha llgame."'
of anybody
" And I
w h o mig ht
be li eve it too,"
have sugVermeil continge s te d he
ued . " He pl ays
-London Fletcher wi th that kin d
wo uld be a
starting lineof confide nce,
back er in th e
and I have not
Super Bow l.
seen, other t ha n th e midd le lin ebacke r
" l defin itely wou ld n' t say l
from Baltim ore. anyone pl ay the gam e
would have bel ieved them. Play in g
at m iddl e l inebacke r like London
in a Division J!J chool, yo ur asp iraFle tch er plays it. He is a very fi ne
ti ons a re n ' 1 really ar the arional Footplayer."
ba ll League. Yo u are playing the game
Th e Pro Bow l asi de , thin gs
simply fo r the love of it."
seem to be lookin g up for F letcher
But play ing football just for th e these day . T he Rams are o n fire, and
love of the s po rt d id not top Fletche r it seems as if the o nly advcr ity he ha
fro m mak in g his presencu known right
to overcome is playi ng in th e shadow
off the bat.
of Kuif Wamer, Mar hall Fa ulk and
A ft er be mg signed by the Rams
the rest o frh e Rams' ph enomenal o fas an undraft cd coll ege free agent Apr. fensive line.
23, 1998, he went on lo be voted speFletc her does not sec that as a
cial teams captain, lead the team in
problem, however.
special teams tackles, and gamer the
"We had a great game plan
Carro ll Rose nbloom 'vf emo rial Award
coming in from a defens ive standas the team's rook ie o f the year.
po int, " Fletche r sa id fo ll ow ing last
And he is n't surprised about th e weekend 's win over Tampa Bay that
uccess he's seen .
will send them lo Super Bowl XXXIV
"The things that have happened
in Atlanta, Ga. "I feel like when you
to me so far don't really urpri se me, " talk about elite defen ses, you had betFletcher said in a press conference Jan . ter start w ith th e St . Loui s Rams de14. " I have set uch high sta ndard
fen se ."
for mysel f th at anythin g un.der ten
And wh en you talk about elite
tackles in a ball game i& a bad gam e defenders in the NFL, you will be talkfor me in my own e rimation."
ing about Fletcher.
"What has happened as far as
Not bad for someone who was
my success so far is not a surprise. I playin g at Wasmer Field two years
want more and f feel like I can do more ago.

CN
Super Bowl
Pidls

Rona Proudfoot
Sports Editor
Rams 31-10

"I definitely just hope to
look at myself as a role
model to people who
have been told that they
can't do something."

Rams ' middle linebacker London Flectcher (No. 59) celebrates with teammate Ore Bly after Bly's
53-yard interception clinched the NFC West Division title for the Rams.

Rona Proudfoot

Louis.

Si)Of\s @d\\or

After all, no one would have
thou g ht league MVP Kurt Warner
wou ld sta rt o ut s tockmg shelves in a
grocery store, move up through the
ranks of Arena League football and
NFL Europe to throw for more than
forty touchdown passes in a season.
In fact, the Rams themselves
may be the b iggest example of adve r sity overcome. r low many people can
honestly say they expected lo see St .
Louis in uper Dow! XXXIV. .. evcn
before starting quarterback Trent
Green WJlS injured?
So Fletcher certainly is not

It would probably be lf11r to wa-

ger tha t middle line backe r Lon don
Fletcher fe els right at home with hi s
teammates on the 1. Louis Ram s.
Nevennind that he hai Is from a
less notable alma mater than the rest
of his teammates. Nevennind that at 5
feet , II inches tall, he i. not exactl y on
eye level with man y of them . And
nevcnnind that he 's overcome a childhood that many people would shudde r
just to think a bout.
Actually, defying the odd just
may be a qualificatiOn to play in Saint

FLETCHER
This senior feature on
London Fletcher, written by
Mark Boleky, originally ran in
The Carroll News
Nov. 13, 1997.
J"hc Manetta Pion.:-ers were
ahead, 9-0. wtlh tirst -nnd-goal from
the Jt)llll Carrnll-1-y~rd line. A wuchdt>Wn could gt\c them ,1 SL'Cmingly
ins tmnourllabk adv:mt:tgc on·r th..:
John Carroll Untv,·rsitv football
teanL

·rhr.:c running play~ did nut
the cntl Lone.
Senit>r lineback.:r I ondon
I letcher wa'> rn on allrhr~ • tadk,,
preventing a Marietta touc.:bd011 nand
cr~ating a gtant momentum shill in
favor ofth Blue Streaks. wh•l came
back to win the game 18-12.
"The goal-line stand was, in
r~ach

my opinion, a subtle tummg poll\1 m
that game," saJd bead coach Tony
DeCarlo. "A ad they scored a touchdown. who knows what lhc \llltconle
would bave been."
On the trength of Flctcher"s

play, the stand not only turned the
game around. but quite possibly the
whole 5CaliOIL Previously, JCU was
less than dominating in its fUlil two
willll and in lhe first half agaimt

alone if he feels like he has been
through a lot. And he hopes to make
good of that fa ct.
" I deti ni tely jus t hope t o loo k
at myse lf as a role model to people
who have been told that th ey can 'l do
something," Fletcher said. "I know
there are always going to be critics and
l know there arc people that till doubt
my abilities on the football field . But
!think I am an example if you can play
the game of footb all it doesn ' t really
matter where you play."
" [am not a hamed of where 1
played college football," Fletcher said.
"l do not need to be an honorary mem -

rilE BOB AND WEAVE
way.

"On his frrst play, we pitched
to him, and he rnn 80 yards for a touchdown,"' said Storey. "ll was basically
that once he !!Ot otJisiJc, il was a foot
race, and h~ ~an by some pretty good
kids."
_
Fletcher lbllowoo up with. a scas"n of All-District and All-State foolball honors. Wtth opttons to pla:v both
sports at llt<!-Divisioo I [ew-1, he decided upon a ba~k.:tball scholarship to
St. rrancis C'ollet:e. Aller lhrce semesters, h~ transfen·;d to John Can·oll aod
has put togt'ther one of the most sto nd athletic care.:rs in re~entJCU history.
·•J-ootball played a part [in
transf~rriug]. along wilh the academic
aspect," said Fletcher. a sociology
major. '"All those, with the proximity
ofbeing 15 minutes from wtu:re I grew
up. were key factors in my decision:"
As impressive us his athle!lc
feats are, they pale in wmpa rison to
what he bas S1ruggled through off the
field. Growing up'in the Cleveland
inner dty, Fletcher has experienced his
share of trials, and feels he is a better
person for it. He has seen crime. tragedy, lllld even death among his family

members. His mother curreodY battles
a drug addiction.
Fletcher bas been a role model

for his family and
serves as an inspiration to all those with
odds stacked against

them.
''With
the
perseverance to
overcome rbc things
that he has, he is always striving to obtain higher things,"
said Storey. "You
look back at his care rthroughout, he's
C\11llC a long way.. ,
Fletcher is
hoping his car~er
can lead to the pinnacle of aehievemem, nam~ly the
Nt1tional Football
League. The pros
are indeed a reality
for the <>-foot. 23 5powlder with a 4.4

time in the 40-yard dash. Although
Division Ill players do not usually attract much NFL attention, a scout representing II te8U1S has visited JCU and
will probably be in attendance when
the Streaks host Baldwin-Wallace this
Sawrday.
"People bave always told me
what r was capable of doing down the

Gregory Murphy
Assistant Sports Editor
Titans 27-20

Mark Boleky
Past Sports Editor

Rams 24-13

ptw:lto br 18

Week 1:
Rams over Baltimore, 27-10
In his second start al middle linebacker
for the Ram s , Fletcher leads all
linebackers with five tackles.
Week 2:
Bye Week
Week3:
Rams over Atlanta, 35-7
Fletcher tie Mike Jone ' tackle total
ip the game with nine.
Week4:
Ra Ills over Cincinna li, 38-! 0
Fle tcher records 12 tackle , hi s fi rst
ca reer sack , his first caree r forced
fumble and one spec ial teams tackle.
lfe now leads the team in tackles with
26 and is tied for the team lead in sacks
and fo rced fumbles with"onc ofeacb.

Fletcher on th e wm:
"'I feel so good jor guy s like
Todd Lyght. Keith L1•le. cmd D "Mmw
Fa n : Th ose g lfi 'S h a l'e been h e re
tlmmg h th e losses and for th em ro fi n ally g et a "in 0 1 er the 49ers makes
m e e:tcited for those guys. Bur. this is
just on e game, we ha ve a who le sea so n le ft to play; tl11s win is g oing to
make the rest vfth e season much more
exciting. ..

ting better. I feel like I've only
scratched the surface, as filr as my
potential goes. A couple years
down the line,l think I can dcvdop
into one of the better football play·
m in the nation."

or th~ s• Lot11s Pot•

Ui ~ p..u .. h

The 'dot com' file: The year that was

Week 5:
Rams over San Francisco, 42-20
Fl et cher m a kes a seaso n ht gh !4
rocki es . inc lud ing two for a loss. T he
14 tac k les is a Rams ' season-high.

road, but I didn'treally sec it," said
Fleteber. "Now with each game,
each pmctice. I feel like I'm get-

~.

Rams ' middle linebacker London Fletcher listens to the roar of the crowd as he leaves the field. Fletcher and company have
given the traditionally quiet St. Louis football fans a lot to scream about lately.

Week 6:
Rams over Atlanta, 41-13
Fletcher leads the Rams in tackle for
the third s traight week, this lime
regi s tering s.evcn and one pass
defensed. He has averaged 11.6 tackles
per week over the last three weeks.

Week 7:
Rams over Cleveland, 34-3
Fletcher helps to make a liar out of
Cleveland Browns rookie wide receiver
Kevin Johnson who had guaranteed a
victory over St. Louis. He record 11
tackles against hi boyhood favorite
team to continue his four-week reign as
team leader in the category.
Fletcher on Kevin Johnson 's guarantee:
"That was a stupid play by a
rookie. You jus / don) ma ke comm ents
like tha t especia lly when y o u going
into someone e lse field We took that
as a challenge. You don "t guarantee
nothing , especially in our house.

s

Week 8:
Rams fall to Tennessee, 21-24
Fletcher record ten tackles. including
one for a loss, for the losing cause in
the Rams' first loss of the season.
Week 9:
Rams fall to Detroit, 27-31
In th e Ra ms' seco nd straig ht loss.
Fletcher registers ten tackles, winc h
once again includes one for a loss, for
th e seco nd game in a row. He turn s in
one quarterbac k pre sure as we ll. The
re al news is Fletcher's salety, hi s ftrst
poims and the first ' afety scored by U1c
Ram since ov. 24, 1996.
Week 10:
Rams oyer Carolina, 35-10
For the sixth lime in seven games, and
the founh consecutive game, Fletcher
makes at least ten tackles, this time with
a team-high l 1 (one for a loss). He
register.; one sack and one quarterback
pressure as well.
Fletcher on the game:
'This win definitely g ot us g oing back on th e rig/11 track, when you
are coming ojJtY>'O tough losses, it feels
great to get the win. This will do a lot

f or th e morale and co nfidence of th e
team . With e••ety win y ou have to build
of! of it.

Week IS:
Rams over New York Giants, 31-10
Flet c her leads the Rams with 12
tackles, including one for a loss, as the
Ram clinch homefield advantage for
the playoffi; and a first-round bye. This
is his seventh time Fletcher has posted
ten or more tackles this season.

Week II:
Rams over San Francisco, 23-7
Fletcher make s even tackle and
records one pass defensed , one
quarterback pressure and one sack as
the Rams rum in theirftrSt season sweep
of 49ers since I 980.
•
Week 12:
Rams over New Orleans, 43-12
Fletcher makes live tackles and one pass
defensed .
Week 13:
Rams over Carolina, 34-21
Fletcher makes a team high eight tackles
and two quarterback pressures to help
the Rams capture the NFC West title.

Week 16:
Rams over Chicago, 34-12
Fletcher has eight tackles, two
quarterback pressures and one special
teams tackle.
Week 17:
Rams fall to Philadelphia, 31-38
With the regular sea on virtually
wrapped up and many stances resting
on the sideline, Fletcher still regi lers
three tack It.'S as the Rams fall.
Post-Season Week I:

Fletcher on winning tbe NFC West:
"It feels wonder(id to wi ll the
N FC West esp ecially u{ter gomg 4- 12
las t season. I fee l good for the g u_vs
w/10 fwre endured th rough .\0 lilllll_l'
losing sect.IOIIS ll'ith the Rams 'o rga ni~ul ion. Th<;.>e guy s come to plav e•·er) day and don r miss a heat. This didsion crOl L'n goes 0111 to t ho~"'e gu_vs. "
Week 14:
Rams o••er New Orleans, 30-14
Fletcher registers three tackles as he
continues to lead the team with 112.

Vermeil On Fletcher :
" The b est way to d escribe London Fletcher is that he is Kurt Warn e r
on defense. He is a heck of a football
player. He loves to work and fws a
tremendous le ,•el of c onfidence, not
ego, but confidence. 1 ha ve tremen dous respe ct for London. Prom a
coaching standpoint Jlwve always appreciated that kind Q(guy who comes
up as a free agem ."

Bob McCarthy
Spotts Staff
Rams28-20

Bye Week

Fletcher on the bye week:
.. If has been toug h orr me last
wee~c nd d uring the play off•. I wa ·
read ~ to hit somebody las t 11wrsday . ..
Post -Season Week 2:
Rams over Vikings, 49-37
fn t he fir s t post-season ga.~nc ever
played in Sr. Louis, Fletcher was second on the team with I I tackles and
one oftbc Rams ' four sacks.
Post-Season Week 3:
Rams over Tampa Bay, 11-6
Fletcher gets a team-high n ine tackl es
en roulc to becollling the fir st Blue
Streak in 40 years to play in the
Supcrbowl. The last JC U alum io do
so was Carl Tasetf, ' 51 , who played
on the Baltimore Colts' NFL ChampiOnship teams in 195g and 1959.
All iriformationfivm
wMv.stlouisrams.com and
M'ttiw. cnnsi.com.

Kristy Calabria
Forum Editor
Rams26-17

Carrie Mack
Campus News Editor
Rams 17-10
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Wrestling team finds
itself in new situation

Quiz show craze
still on the rise

Could turn in first ever losing season
Bob McCarthy

g1ven the Blue Streaks experience and
there have been signs of1mprovcmcnl.
Staff Reporter
Despite compiling a 4-6 record
The Jolm Carroll Uni\er~ity
m the Honda College Dual Meet and
wresthng team could make history this
the at1onal Colseason. l-nfortulegiate A lh lctic
natcly, the mark
l\ssociat10n Divithe Blue Streaks
SIOn Ill 'ational
arc chasing is not
Dual 'vleet over
a poSih\c one.
Christmas Break,
a
Add
the team has
tough holiday tnp
made poSJti vc
to Florida to a
!\ext mulch: Tue~elay. Feb. I vs.
~Irides.
loss to Wco.t LibJunior Jun
Bahl>tin- Wallace
erty State UmvcrKessen improved
Site, time: B- w: 7 30 p.m.
sny last Thur>day
IO I 2 5 at 157
Key fact: JCU tr01mced the Yelloll'
and JC finds itpounds
and
Jackets, .lli-4 last1·cason and le{l(/1
self m the m1dst
sophomore M 1kc
the a/1-timr .1·erie.1· !9 !.
of a severe do\vllMarkovic is I 1-5
ward sp~ral.
at 149 pounds .
With
a
Sophomore Eric Urzik is 13-4 in the
record of 5-9 and only s ix dual meets
heavyweight divi,ion.
remaining pefore the Ohio Athletic
In the National Dual ChampiConference Champion~ hips, the Blue
S1rcaks are in danger of suffe ring their onships, J U came witltin five points
of defeating tenth-ranked Springfie ld .
first losing ea. on since 1965.
In their second match, tbe Blue Streaks
"We've got a lot of pride in our
program and our guys have a great shocked the then No. 25 Ithaca Bombers, 22- 15.
work ethic," head coach Kerry
"We felt good about our perforVolkmann said. J !e added , however,
mances agai,nst them [S pringfield and
"We haven't been in this situation in a
Ithaca)," Markov ic said. "It is an inlong time."
The news is not a ll bad, as sev- dication ofourcapabiliticsand potential. We worked very hard in Florida
eral freshman h11vc stepped into large
and travelling as a team brought us
con tributing roles. Fre hman Joe
together."
Benham, wres1ling at 157 pounds, IS
So, now the task at hand is to
now 7-3 after scoring a win at West
pu t the fir t half of the ea on in the
Libeny State.
pas1 and continue to move forward
Classmate Dan Kull. now 11with a growing cnsc of confidence.
7, has been olid while w restling at
"The con fercnce is up for
l65 pounds. Kull bCOrc;d the team's
rabs," graduate assistant Seao Grosz
1
m
mn m the 25-161o s
'iaid. "We need 10 sr.ay fOcused and
to Wc>l Uberty State.
1\ major problem that comes cam high seeds for the OAC's."
The Blue trcaks are hoping
with youth is inexperience, omcthi ng
this road will not lead to a historythat runs throughout the Blue Streak
making losing cason.
line-up. The team appears to be sufThe Blue Streak returned to
fering now, at least with inexperience,
due to the succcs> of the entire pro- action Ttlcsday night, travell ing to
Tiffin to lake on llcidclberg for the
gram over the past two seasons.
first of a two- mat ch road tnp.
··we lost ten scn1ors last year."
JCU defeated the 'Berg, 34-4,
Volkmann said. "Couple tha t with
last cason on the first day of compeinjuric> and you are forced to n•sh six
tition in the OAC Duals Champw nor. even freshman mto action_"
o, th~ la~t few 'WC~ks have ship and has never lost to Heidelbe rg.
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Laura Elia

wrestling

Senior Luke Dautovic drives around two Otterbein defenders. JCU lost by two to the Cardinals.

Win in Ada ·spurs turn around
Men win three of last four to climb back above .500
Rona Proudfoot
Sports Edilor
There is nothing like a big win
to lift a team's pirits. ·
On the other hand, there i nothing like a big loss to dampen th ose
spirits.
Just ask the John Carroll University men's basketball team. The
Blue S1rcaks experienced a lillie o f
both in the past several week .
On the positive ide. they pulled
out a 78-69 upset over league neme is
and preseason favorite Ohio Northern
Univer ity in Ada.
Prior to John Carroll's stunning
88-83 overtime upset of ONU in the
second round oflast year's NCAA Division Ill Champion hip. the Blue
treaks had been winless on the Polar
Bears· home court.
"The win over Ohio Northern
was a huge confidence boost esp~
cially becau ewe went down there and
took it away from them," sen ior Luke

::

Soph., Swimming
Came through with

a big victory in t he 200
Breast las t Sa tu rday at
Baldwin-Wallace wi th a
time of2: 17.73. JCU entered the event trailing 5047, and his win a llowed
the Blue Streaks to secure

Junior, Basketball
Scor d 19 points in
JCU 's
win
over
Muskingum last weekend,
including hL first career
thrcc-poinler at the buncr.
which would be the team's
only tri-fecta again. t the
Muskics. Also gamcrcd
OA Player of the Week
honors twice over break.

Senior Scott Beran goes up for
against Otterbein last week.

men's hoops

ft]
Next game: Saturday vs_ BaldwinWallace
Site, time: B-H·-: 3:00p.m.
Key fact: A win over B-W lvould
give coach Mike Moran a school
record /38th victory at JCU

Dautov ic aid.
The boost would not be enough
to keep JCU in the win column, however.
Three days late r, the Blue
Streaks were unable to wrap up what
should have been an easy win as they
fell to Mount Union, 68-61.
"Every win IS 1mportant." head
coach Mike Moran said. "\Ve lo t to
Mount Union and obviously they were
in the ba em en t of
th e league. There's a
realization that we've
got to bring the 'A·
game every time out.
If you forget to bring
a few componen ts
with you, yo u're going to find yourse lf
weeping an d crying
over the spilled milk
that you've created. "
"Agains t
Northern we pr esented the kid s w ith
a game plan, and they
were really ab le to
carry those things
out."
And ca rry it
out they did. John
Carroll took advantage of a host team
that shot under 27
percent in the first
half to jump out to a
36-24 lead at intermission.
"We came out
of the block , and we
shot the ball well
right off the bat, and
we executed some
th ings well nght
ph~;~to b) Ron• ProOOfoo1
away, and I think that
a jumper
was a big help to u
confidence-wise,"

Moran said. !'And then every thing
kind of blossomed for us. We started
working on our game and some things
we did defensive ly, and it kind of
snowballed from there."
"We went into the half with a
nice lead, and everything kind of fell
in pl ace, which has to happen if you
want to beat a team like Northern, espec ia ll y up 1here."
" It 's like we ' re playing to our
competition," aid Dautovic who was
one of four starters in double digits
against 0 U . " It helps against the
team like Northern, but Mount wasn ' t
a great team and we played to their
level."
Join ing Dautovie in double figure against the Polar Bears were j uniors Mike I Iill and Larry llolmes and
sophomore Paul Niermann.
Hill, who has averaged over I
pomts a game in the last two weeks,
put up a team-high 20-point effort
while Holmes registered a doub ledouble with 15 points and ten boa rd ~
against ONU. I Io hnes is currentl y on
a treak of seven double-figure rebounding game and leads the OAC
in rebounding wit h I 0.5 per game.
Niennan n chipped in 15 points
as well.
The Ohio orthern wi n was no t
the only bright spot for Joh n Carroll
lately.
Two weekend s ago the Blue
Streaks were strugg li ng to stay above
.500. Probably not-what anyone had
ex pected after they were picked to finish second in the Ohio Athletic Conference in both th e Coaches and Media polls.
But a win over Heidelberg and
last weekend's 65-49 decision over
Muskingum have helped the Blu e
Streaks to look a bit more like the team
that made the NCAA Division lll National tournament in each of the past
four year .
"We' re not jumping any higher,
we'rcnQt nmning any faster, and we're
not playing any different people,"
Moran said. "We'v~ just probably
been executmg a little bit better. The
kids arc a little bit more focused ."
"The big difference (against
Ohio orthern] was just that we
wanted it more,'' said Dautovic.
"That ' what "will matter for th e
postsea on. When the tournament
come , the learn with the best record
can lose right away and it's over."

D1ck Clark and Jircd Jan. X.
"1\bsolute Cobblers" is the
third. and most likely not last, quiz
~how that is being exported to
Am~rica f{om the U.K. Accordmg to
i'clrit<(l. the ~how will a ir on either
cable or in synd ication.
However, the more packed
tckv"ision schedules become w1lh
these quiz shows, the likelihood ~ r

Arts Editor
ABC's "Who Wanh to Be a
Millionaire" spawned a frenzy of
new quiz shows, popping up C\·erywhere. From "Greed" to "Twenty
One·· to a new rendition f ihe old
"$64,000 Question," this category of
tclevi>ion is topping the charts.
According to the '\lit:lscn Rcsucc.:ss Jccreases.
earch' Media, '·twenty One" Tl!·
'"In television, typically th e
ceived DC 's largest audience in the
first one in is the big one, 1hen one or
Sunday 8 to 9 p.m. t11ne lot. ft also
two, out of many, many that follow,
generated the h igbest ratings for a
share orne of the success," said
quiz show since the recent resurrecTauber. ·
tion of this genre of tele is ion.
The succe s of these programs
With e ery major te levi ion
has not been contained to television,
network trying to capitalize off of this
it has also s pread to the internet.
latest craze, it's a wonder that viewABC.f:Om, the official website for
ers continue to stay tuned.
ABC Television elwork. has accu''Whal 's interesting about te l"mulated three million players for its
vision, is that as soon as there's a suconlin e version of "Who Wants to Be
cess in_..any genre, somebody tries to
a Mi lli onaire:· since its launch in Nocopy 41," said J<l)( eTauber, senior
vember with almost 300,000 players
VicePresidentofp~mming at the
Game Show ctw0tk. Accordin g to reaching the w inner's page.
"' Who Wants to Be
a
Tauber, there are many reasons for
Millionaire's' avid audienceju t can't
the recent s u cce;;s gf the se qu iz
get enougb;" said Pat ricia Vance, scs hows, but it 's mainly because
nili)r vice pr idcnt and general man"people kno-.,vt ey work,"
ager of ABC Int ernet Group. 'Thei r
Howevel"; fiere was a t ime
eothusii!Sm p9urs over to the online
when the words "qu iz s how" were
urro und ed by scandal. "Twe nty , vetsion of the game."
1_1Te success of"Who Wants to
One" made its debut on Sept. 12,.
Bt; a Mill ionaire" has not stopped
1956 with host Jac k Barry. ft was
later revealed that the show was
other :shows from obtaining high ratrigged and contestant C harles Van
in~ and a la rge audience. One reaDoren's winning streak was th e reson behind t hi s is th~ amount of
money whi c h ca n be WQO on these
sult of him receiving the quest ions
in advance . T he show went off the
s hows. "G re ed," hosted by Chuck
Woolery, is th e r[cl I ame show in
television history 1
e possibility
of winning $2 milli on. Also, with evactor Robe,.Y episode in which no contestan t
wins, the top prize increases by
$ 100,000 The s how premiered in
ovember on Fox w ith stro ng ratings.
Though theappeanmceo(new
quiz shows eem lobe a d&ily p cIn "Twenty One" contestants
nomenon, Leslie Moonves, president
re able to win millions of do llars, as
and CEO ofCB Television e xpects
wel l. The debut of the show paid ofT
that this is a passing phase. Referring
for NBC w hen roughly 16 million
to '·Who Want to Be a Millionaire,"
v iewer tuned in . The hpw is hosted
Moonves sai d , " It 's a trend that
by te levis ion personality Ma r y
frankly, we hopegoe awayquick ly."
Povich, whose response 'to q :itic_s is
"Television is a copy cat medium,"
th at " Like anyth ing el~jn'te1cvision,
he conti nued. "There' no ques t ion
it'l l work until iVdoesn"t work anyabout it."
more.''
The rise of qui z shows have
New quiz ~ow tha are curbeen sparked internationally. The ere·
rently in the wot'ksinclude "Su!i>iative minds behi nd the original "W ho
vor," expected to premier this sumWants to Be a Mill ionai re" are not
m er. This show consists of 16 conAmerican, rather the sbow is a pr6dtestants who are put on a desert isuct of the U.K.'s Celador Producland for 39 days with limited uppli es
tion .
at1d dle last one left stand ing wins $1
CBS has negotiated for the
alll1ion . Also, a new version of "The
ri ghts to Cela dor 's hit sbow " Win$25,000 Pyramid" is under developnin g Lin es," which is now hosted by
men t.
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TOP OF THE
CHARTS
Top 10 Pop Singles
I. Santana, feat. Rob lhouut\, "Smomh "
2. Brian 1\l<:Kni;.:ht,
Back (II 011t ••
3. Jessica Simpson.
··r 11£mna I ove You Fore1er"

,

mouies

In theilters 1/28/00:

"Eye of the Beholder,"
stilrring /ishley Judd
"Isn't She Great," stilrrlng Bette mldler
"The Big Tease," stilrring Sarah Gilbert
"Grizzly falls," slilrring Oliver Tobias

4. Whitney H:ouston,
"My Love is >-nw· rove "
S. Missy "Misdemeanor"
Elliot, feat. NAS, E\•t\ & Q-

Tip, "!lot Boyz"
6. Savage Garden,
·•1 Kne·wl Loved }'(m"
7. Kenny G, "Auld Lang Syne:;
8. Marc Anthony,
"1 Need to Know"

Concerts
1/21/00

9.8Jaqot, "BringitAI/toMe"
I 0. Do nell JonH,

IDike farley Band at the Brick Riley Theatre
moe. at the Odeon Concert Club

··u Know Whats Up"

1/28/00

Box-0-Car at Blind lemon
Disfunctlonal Ray at Peabody's Down Under
Jimmie's Chicken Shack at Peabody's Down Under
ffiiK master ffilke at Europa
Sumack at Peabody's Down Under

Top Video Rentals
l. "Austin Powers: The Spy
Who Shagged Me,"

starring Mike Myers
2. Wfhe Matri~"
starring Keanu Ree"es
3. "Notting HUI,~

Pages

starring Julia Roberts

4. "Entnpment,"
starring Sean Connery
S."TIIe Haunthag."
starring Limn Neeson
6. "Instinct,"

new Releilses:

"false memory," by OeiJn H.oontz
"fir. X," by Peter Straub
"The Greatest lnuentlons Of the Past 2,000 Years,"

starring Antho11v Hopkins
7. "South Park: Bigger,
Longer & Uncut Animated"

bg John BrociEman
"'Tfmeffne,, fig llllt:IJMI Ml:hhJtl
"Personal Injuries,"
/Jy Scott Turow
"Just Reuenge,"
by Rlan m. Oershowltz
"The Soldier Spies,"
by W.f.B. Griffin

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.
Sure. we'll have you climbing walls. But tf you qualify for

a 2· or 3-year scholani ip, tu· iQn'$ one

11bst~cle

yot.J ·ron't

hcwe to~ Orl)' about. Talh to an Army ROTC rep. And get a
leg up on your futurs .

GET ASTARTONSPRINGBREAK
6 TANNING SESSIONS FOR $1 8
OR
13 TANNING SESSIONS FOR $35
JCU ID REQUIRED; MEGA MAX NOT INCLUDED

ARMY R01C

Unlike any other ml.lege c::onrse you can ~

F.f(details, visit the 2nd floor of the D.J. Lombardo Student Center, or call397-4421
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Wrestling team finds
itself in new situation

Quiz show craze
still on the rise

Could turn in first ever losing season
Bob McCarthy

given the Blue Streaks cxpencncc and
there have been signs ofimprovcmenr.
Staff Reporter
Despite comp1ling a 4-(> record
The John Carroll Uni,crsity
in the florjda College Dual Vleet and
wrestling team could make hi~tory th1s
the, a tiona\ Colseason. Unfortulegiate Athlcttc
nately, the mark
Association Divithe Blue Streaks
sion Jll ational
are chasing is not
Dual Meet over
a positive one.
Christmas Break,
Add
a
the team has
tough hol1day tnp
made positive
to Florida to a
,, ext match: 7ite,day, Feb. l1•s.
loss to West Lt hstrides.
Junior Jim
Bald" in- Wallace
crty State UniverKessen impro,·ed
Site, time: B-W 7:30p.m.
Sity last Thursday
to I 2-5 at 157
Key fact: JCU mmnced the Yellow
and JCLJ finds Itpounds
and
.Jackets, 36-4 las/ season and leads
self in the midst
sophomore M1kc
the all-time serie1· I Y-1 .
of a severe downMarkovic is 11-5
ward sp1ral.
al 149 pounds.
With
a
record of 5-9 and only SJX dual meets Sophomore Eric Urzik is 13-4 in the
Jwavywe1ght div1sion.
r~mainmg before the Ohio Athletic
In the National Dual hampiConference Championslup ·, the Blue
Streaks arc in danger of suffering their onships, JCU came within five points
of defeating tenth-ranked Springfield.
.first losing season ince 1965.
"We've got a lot of pride in our ln their second match, I he Blue Streaks
program and our guys have a great shocked the then No. 25 Ithaca Bombwork ethic," head coach Kerry ers, 22-15.
"We felt good about our perforVolkmm1n said. lie added, however,
"We haven't been in this ituation in a mances agaiJ1St them [Springfield and
Ithaca]," Markovic said. "It is an inlong time."
The news is not all bad, as sev- dication of our capabilities and poteneral freshman have stepped into large tial. We worked very hard in Florida
contributing roles. Freshman Joe and travelling as a team brought us
Benham, wrestling al 157 pounds, is together."
So, now the task at hand is to
now 7-3 after scoring a win at West
put the fir t half of the season in the
Liberty State.
Classmate Dan Kull, now 11- past and co ntinue to move forward
7, has been solid while wrestling at wi th a grow ing sen. c of confidence.
"The conference is up for
l65 pounds. Kull scon;d tbe team's
grabs," graduate assistant Seao Grosz
01'
1. 1 n in the 2 -16 lo
~ aid_ "We need lo stay fOcuc;cd and
to \.lc.\1 L•b~rty Stille.
A major problem that comes earn high seeds for the OAC's. "
The Blue Streaks are hoping
with youth is inexperience, something
this road wi II not lead to a hi storythat runs throughout lhc Blue Streak
hnc-up. The team appears to be suf- making losing season.
The Blue treaks returned to
fcnng now. at least wtlh inexperience,
due to the success of the entire pro- action Tuesday night, travelling to
Ti flin lo take on llcidelbcrg for the
gram over the pa.sl two seasons.
first of a two-match road trip.
"We lost ten seniors last year,"
JCU defeated the 'Berg, 34-4,
Volkmann said. "'Couple lhal with
last season on the first day of compcinjuries and you are forced to rush six
lttion in the OAC Dual Championor seven fre,hman 11110 action."
So, the last few weeks ha c ship and has ne ver lost to I leidelberg.

Came through _with
a big victory in the 200
Breast la st Saturday at
Baldwin-Wallace with a
time of 2:17.73. JCU entered the event trailing 5047, and his win allowed
the Blue trcaks to secure

:·

photo by Ron• Proud fool

Senior Luke Oautovic drives around two Otterbein defenders. JCU lost by two to the Cardinals.

Win in Ada ·spurs turn around
Men win three of last four to climb back above .500
Rona Proudfoot
Sports Editor
There is nothing like a big win
to lift a team's spirits. ·
On the other hand, there is nothing like a big loss to dampen those
s pirits.
Just ask the John Carroll University men' basketball team. The
Blue S1rcaks experienced a little of
bo th jn the past several weeks.
On the positive side, they pulled
out a 78-69 upset over league nemesis
and preseason favorite Ohio Northern
University in Ada.
Prior lo John Carroll's stunning
88-83 overtime upset of 0 U in the
second round of last year's CAADivision.lll Championship. lhe Blu e
Streaks had been winless on the Polar
Bears' home court.
"The win over Ohio Northern
wa a huge confidence boost e p~
cially because we went down there and
took it away from them," senior Luke

men's hoops

.]
Next game: Saturday vs. BaldwinWallace
Site, time: B-W: 3. 00 p.m.
Key fact: A win over B- W would
give coach Mike Moran a school
record 138th vicr01y at JCU.

Dautovic aid.
The boost would not be enough
to keep JCU in the win column, however.
Three days later, the Blue
Streaks were unable to wrap up what
should have been an easy win as they
fell to Mount Union, 68-61.
''Every win is important," head
coach Mike Moran said. " We lost to
Mount Union and obviously they were
in the ba cmcnl of
the league. There's a
realization that we've
got to bring the ·A'
game every time out.
If you forget to bring
a few component
with you. you' re going to find yourself
weeping and crying
over the spilled milk
that you've created."
''Aga in s t
Northern we presented the kids with
a game plan, and they
were really able lo
carry those things
out.',

Junior, Basketball
cored 19 points in
win
over
Muskingum last weekend.
including hi first career
thrcc-poinl rat the buzzer.
which would be thi: team's
only tri-fecta again. t the
Muskies . Also garnered
OAC Player of the Week
honors twice over break.

JCU's

'.:

Dick Clark and atred Jan. H.
"Absolute Cobbler .. is the
Arts Editor
ABC's "Who Wants to Be a third. and most ltkely not last, qui1
Millionaire" spawned a frcnt.y of show that i;; being exported to
America fron1 the U K. According t
new qui7 shows, popping up everyVm·i~(v. the how will air on either
where. From '·Greed" to "Twenty
coble or in syndication.
One" to a new rendit ion of the old
However, the more packed
"$64,000 Question," this category o
television c bcdul es become with
television is topping the chart ·.
these quiz shows, the likclih od for
According to the Nielsen Rcsucc.:~s Jccrcase..
earch' Media, "Twenty One" re" In television, typically the
ceived B ·s largesta~dience in the
first one in is the big one, then one or
Sunday 8 to 9 p.m . time slot rt also
two, out of many, many that follow,
generated the highest ra ·llgs for a
share some of the succe s," said
quiz sh ow since the recent resurrecTauber. ·
tion of this genre o£telexision.
The success of these programs
Wi every major television
has not been contained to television,
network trying to capitalize offoft:bis
it has also sp read to the in ternet.
latest craze, it's a wonder that viewABC.~om, the official web ile for
ers continue to stay tuned.
AB Televi sion Network, has accu"Wbat' interesting about telemulated three million players for its
vis ion, is thaLos soon as there's a suconline version of"Who Wants to Be
cess in~ny genre, somebody trie to
a Millionaire:' ince its launch in Nocol?Y it," Said J~e Tao.ber, enior
vember with almost 300,000 players
Yice.Presidentofp~ming at the
reaching the winner's page.
Game Show NetwQr:k. According to
'"Who Wants to Be
a
Tauber, there are maqy reasons for
Millionaire's' avid audience just can't
the recent s ucee~s
these quiz
get enout,>il:' said Pa tricia Vance, seshows, but it's mai ly because
niar yice president and general man" people know the work,"
ager of ABG Internet Group. "Their
However~ here was a time
w hen the words "quiz show" were
eothusiasm pours over to the online
surrounded by scandal. "Twenty , vets;on o£ the game."
One" made its debut on Sept. 12,
The uccess of"Who Wants to
Be a t'llionaire" has not stopped
1956 wi1h host Jack Barry. II was
later revealed that the show was
otber shows from obtaining hi gh ratri gged and contestant Charles Van
ings and a large audience. One reaDoren 's winning st reak was lhe reson behind this is the amount of
sult of him receiving the ques ti o ns
money which can be wo11 on the e
shows . "Greed ," hosted by Chuck
in advance. The show went off the
Woolery, is the richest . ame show in
air o Oct. l
television history 1
possibility
of winning $2 million. Also, with evactor Robery episode in which no contestant
ert
d.irecled "Quiz Show." a
fthn. abou}the_,q;+iz show scandals of wins, the top prize inc reases by
$100 ,000 . The show premiered in
the I te 950
hough the appearance of new
November o n Fox with strong ratings.
quiz shows seem to be a da"ly pheln "Twenty One" contestants
nomenon, Les!Je Moonves, president
re able to win millions of dollars, as
well. The debut of the show paid off
and CEO of CBS Television expects
that this is a passing phase. Referring
for NBC when roughly 16 million
to "Who Want to Be a Millionaire,"
viewer tuned in. The show is hosted
Moonves said, "I t's a trend that
by television pcrson~lity .Maury
frankly, we hope goe away quickly."
Pavich, whose response to CJitics is
"Television is a copy cat medium,"
that "Like anything el in/television,
he continued. "There's no question
it'll work until it doesn 't.:> work anyabout it."
more."
The rise of qviz shows have
New quiz shows that are curbeen sparked internationally. The crerently in .the works illclude "Sur~i
ative m inds behind the original " Who
vor," expected to premier this sumWants to Be a Millionaire" are not
mer. This show consists of 16 co nAmerican, rather the show is a )lrodtestants who are put on a desert isuct of the U.K.'s Celador Pro dueland for 39 days with limited supplies
tions.
~fle last one left standing wins $1
CBS has negotiated for the
~on. Also, a new version of "The
rights to Cclador's hit how "Win~5,000 Pyramid" is under developning Lines," which is now hosted by
ment.

Laura EJia

wrestling

Soph., Swimming
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photo b'y Rona Proudfoot

Senior Scott Beran goes up for a jumper
against Otterbein last week

And carry it
out they did. John
Carroll took advantage of a ho t team
thai shot under 27
percent in the fir t
half lo jump oul to a
36-24 lead at intermission_
"We came out
of the blocks, and we
·hot the ball well
right off the bat, and
we executed some
things well right
away, and I think that
was a big help to us
confidence-wise,''

Moran sa id . -''A nd then everything
kind of bios omed for us. We started
working on our game and so me things
we did defensively, and it kind of
snow balled from there."
"We went into the half with a
nice lead, and everything kind of fell
in place, which has to happen if you
want to beat a team like orthem, esrecially urth cre."
"It's like we ' re playing to our
competition ," sa id Dautovic who wa
one of four starters in double digits
against ONU . "It helps agains t the
teams like Northern, but lount wasn't
a great team and we played to their
level."
Joining Dautovic in double figures against the Polar Bears were juniors Mike llill and Larry Holmes and
ophomore Paul iermann.
I [ill , who has averaged over 18
points a game in the last two weeks,
put up a team-high 20-point effort
while Holmes registered a doub ledouble with 15 points and ten boards
against ONU . !Iohnes is currently on
a st reak of seven double-figure rebounding games and leads the OAC
in rebounding with I0.5 per game.
Niermann chipped in 15 points
as well.
The Ohio orthem win was not
the only bright pot for John Carroll
latel y.
Two weekends ago the Blue
Streaks were struggling to stay above
.500. Probably not ·what anyone had
expected after they were picked to fin i~h second in the Ohio Athletic Conference in both the Coaches and Media polls.
But a win over Heidelberg and
last weekend' s 65-49 decision over
Muskmgum have he)ped the Blue
Streak to look a bit more like the learn
that made the NCAA Division Ill National tournament in each of the past
.four years.
"We're not jurnpmg any higher.
we're-not running any fa ter, and we're
not playing any dt fferent people,"
Moran sa id. "We'w j ust probably
be n executing a I itt\e b1t hetler. The
kid> are a little bit more focu ed.''
"The big difference [against
Oh io Northern] was just that we
wanted it more,'' said Dautovic.
"That' what'will matter for the
postseason. When the tournament
comes, the team with the best record
can lose right away and il ' over."

o
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TOP OF THE

CHARTS
Top 10 Pop Singles
I. Santana, feat. Rob 'I hu-

mouies

nut\, ''>mooth ..
2. Briun \lcKni~lll,
"Back alOne"

In theaters 1/28/00:

3. Jessica SlmJlSUn,
"! l~(mna /.ow l'ort fon·ver"

"£ye of the Beholder,"
stilrring llshley Judd
"Isn't She Great," Sfilrring Bette mtdler
"The Big Tease," starring SiJrah Gilbert
"Grizzly falls," starring Oliver Tobias

4. WhitnC) Houston,
"Mv Lm·c is rour Love ..

5. Missy '·Misdemeanor"
Elliot, feot. NAS, Ev~. & Q·
Tip, "Hot Bt~vz ·•
6. Savage Garden,
''/Knew I Loved You"
7. KennyG, "Auldl.ongSyne::
8. Marc Anthony,
"/Need to Know"
9. Bluqoe, "BringitAI/ti)Me"
I0. Donell Jones,
"U Know What:S Up"

Concerts
1/21/00

mike farley Band at the Brick ftlley Theatre
moe. at the Odeon Concert Club
1/28/00

Box-0-Car at Blind Lemon
Disfunctional Ray at Peabody's Down Under
Jimmie's Chicken Shack at Peabody's Down Under
mix master mike at Europa
Sumack at Peabody's Down Under

Top Video Rentals
I. "Austin Powers: The Spy
Who Shagged Me,"
starring Mike Myers

2. "The Matrix,"
starriug Kean11 Reeves
3. "Nocting HiD,"
starring J111iu Roberts
4. "Entrapment,"
starring Sean C01mery,•
S."The Haundng."
starring Liarn Neeson
6. "Instinct,"
starring Amhol~l' Hopkins
7. "South Park: Big~er,
Longer & Uncut Animated"

Pages
new Releases:
"false memory,"
"ffir. X,"

hg Dean lloontz
bg Peter Straub

"The Greatest lnuentions Of the Past 2,000 Years,"
bg John Brockman
11!1 /lllt;Me/ 01l:hiN
"Personal Injuries,"
by Scott Turow
"Just Reuenge,"
bgllliln m. Oershowitz
"The Soldier Spies,"
/Jy UJ.f.B. Griffin

"TTmeeffe,..

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't on& of them.
Sure, we'll have you

climbin~

waifs, But if you quail f)• fiX'

a 2- or 3-year sc.holarihip, tuition's. oo l)bs acle you

~10n't

have to worry about. TI'IA to an Army ROTC rep. Arlcl get a
leg up on your fulu e.
GET ASTARTON SPRING BREAK
6 TANNING SESSIONSFOR$18
. OR
13 TANNING SESSIONS FOR $35
JCU ID REQUIRED; MEGA MAX NOT INCLUDED

ARMY R01C
~details,

Onlike any Other college oou.rse you c:e.n take.

visit the 2nd floor of the D.J. Lombardo Student Center, or call 397-4421
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SOAP
DISH
All My Children: Trevor refused to allow Janet to take the blame for
Sophie's murder and left town with a promise that one day she and he will
be together again. Greenlee was crushed when Ryan ended their engagement. Adam hatched a plan to break up Marian and Stuart' marriage. Leo
allacked David for bad mouthing Vanessa.
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Severance Hall completed
The Cleveland Orchestra returns home
Katrina King
Assistant Arts Editor
The Cleveland Orchestra ft.
nally got its horne back on Jan. 8 after
the I 0-month restoration of Severance
Hall.

When it first opened in 1931,
Severance I fall was one of the most
modern facilities in America, though
it has not seen even a fresh coat of
paint since. In total, $35 million dollars has been committed to the Sever-

.

Renovations of Severance Hall include:
As The World Turns: Just when Carty began feeling sec ure new prob-

lems lurked close by. Jon unwillingly made things worse for Andy and
Camille. Chris rebuffed Bob's offer of help. Jake offered assistance to
Lucinda and John.
Days of Our Lives: Stil l hurting from Bo's devastating words about"Hope,"
Marlena considered giving up her practice. Greta reac1ed to the shocking
revelation of her tnue pmemity. Belle reached out to Shawn as he tried to
cope with the possibility that he might never walk again.
General Hospilal: Unaware that Jason lefl town, Carty looked for him to
tell him she's pregnant. Bobbie misconstrued a close moment between
Hannah and Roy. Alan and Monica got Emily to help Ned and Ch loe get
Gertnude out of the p1cture. A. J. offered Carly a chance to start over. As
Helena gloated over her victory over Faison and the Spencers, Stefan warned
her that he was on to her.
One Live to Live: Bo arrested Will for embezzling from the Megan Foundation. A sa showed a doubting Jessica the checks Will wrote. Meanwhile,
Will was surprised at his father S~m 's outpouring of love and support. Viki
nushed to te ll Ben about th e problem detected in her mammogram and was
devastated to find him with a gun he planned to usc on Asa.
Passions: Each of the Lope/-Fitzgcrald family members reacted to the
results o f Martin's DNA test. Tabitha d~viscd a plan to have Charity kill
Miguel. Orville was finally able to tell Eve where he hid information about
Chad's past. Sheridan warned Lu i;, to be on his guard while mvestigating
the Cranes. Chanty had a premonition of death.
The Young >~nd The Restless: Victor and Nikki were both shaken by their
confrontation. Victor later said he wanted to save their marriage. Brad reSigned from Newman Enterprises. Megan was shattered by Tony's death.
Mcanwhdc, Ryan pondered Tncia's cunous reaction. Megan was shattered
by the news of Tony's accident.

"Girl, Interrupted"
(Columbia Pictures)

Kristen Baich
Staff Reporter
usanna Kayscn, played by
Winona Ryder, is much li ke other
young women her age. S'he is con·
fused, insecure and struggling ro make
sen ·c of the rapidly changing world
around her.
A flcr an atttmlJltcd suicide.
Susanna is sent to a psychiatrist who
diab'llOSC her with Borderhm: Person·
ahty Disorder.
Set in 1967, "Girl,lnt~m1ptcd"
takes the viewer on a journey through
the lives of five fema le patleuts at
Claymore fl osp1tal. a mental institution. usanna begins to lose herself in
this world of seductive and disturbed
young women.
he become· friends with an
eclectic group. Each girl makes her
own statement of the world as she
knows it. 1any times, the gtrls find
themselves acting as a healers for ne
another.
Based on the be t-selling
memoirs of writer Susanna Kayscn.
"(jrrl, Internuptcd, .. pondc~ different
philo ophics and obscr.at10ns on life.
"The only thing that C\'Cr made
me le s loony ·was writ1ng,'' sa1d
Kaysen, who e memoirs · pent II
weeks on the New York Times bestseller list. Kay en's participation in
the film g ives it a vital sense of authenticity.
Oneofthe film's main strengths
are the performances offered by the

ensemble cast . They do a superb job
of portraying young women who are
attempting to reclaim their lives.
Two time Academy Award
nominee. Ryder, not only stars in
"Girl, Interrupted:" but i also the executive producer.
"To me the book is a timeless
story about time less characters and
timeles feelings," said Ryder. "It is
an incredibly honest, courageous, sensiti ve and, most amazingly, wickedly
funny account of what was a terribly
painful time in her life."
The film also stars th is year's
Golden Globe winner for best supporting actress. Angelina Jol ic as Lisa.
Jolic's award winning performance as
L1sa, a ch,mning sociopath is highlight of the film.
Whoopi Goldberg plays
Valerie, the head orderly at Claymore
and Vanessa Redgwvc, as Dr. Wick,
Claymore's chief psychologist.
As the movie progres cs, the
characters become easy to relate to,
though their behavior is more e"tremc
than mo ·t peop le. A point of clarity
occurs when they can come to tenn s
With their inner demons. which deeply
affect everyday life for them.
fherc is also a l1ghter side to
"Girl, Interrupted." Jlumo r is expre · ·ed through the characters dialogue, an uncut and unedited version
of life.
Tnrough living at uch an·
instituion. the girl · were faced with
the freedom to say whatever they felt
because there were no social st igmas
surrounding them, limiting the ir
views on life.
To be faced with a si tuation,
such as living a in a mental institution as a teen , i ·a difficult one. None
of the gi1ls seem to be insane, yet they
need to c cape !Tom the ocial presures ofliving through s uch an erratic
time in our country 's history. Once removed, they begin their journey into
finding themselves.
This film teaches an important

-A five story addition at t.he rear, wh icb adds approximately 40,000 square
feet of new space.
-Improved acoommodations for musicians and artists, including relocated
dressing and practice faciliti!!s.
•
-New ticket office entrance and IS-minute parking area.
-An expanded restaurant open daily to the public for lunch and d inner,
p lus more amenities for patrons.
·A doubling of the number of public restrooms in the building, including a
150 percent increase in women's restrooms.
-Newly improved retail gift shop, featuring compact discs from The Cleveland Orchestra's vast recording catalog.
-Refurbishment oft he interior of Sevenance HaiL
-Faithful restoration of the concert hall's interior, which has not been repainted or refurbis hed since it opened in 1931.
-Construction of a new co ncert s hell designed to compliment
the auditorium' architecture while retaining Severance Hall's unique and
important acoustical properties.
-RcfurbJshmcnt and restoration of the original 6,025 pipe E.M. Skinner
Norton Memorial Organ and install ation of the organ as part of the new
concert s hell.
-Additional stage facilities to permit a wider variety of concert prese'nta-

tiOilll.

Jesson. Pcrbaps, taking a step back
from the daily trials and tribulations,
we shou ld venture into another world
where we have no bou nd a ries and we
arc given th e ability to question any
mora l and socia l constraints.
Ultimately, Su a nna must
choose between the world inside the
institution and the world outside. She
has come to believe she belongs at
C lay more, where s he is engulfed in her
own depression.
Over the course of her stay at
the institut ion, she has become part of
a fami ly where dysfunction is a requirement. However, Valerie gives her
the valuable tools to break free from

this mental entrapme nt.
From the scars on their faces
to their frail bodies, Susanna and the
others manifest what most people keep
bottled up due to a fear of set f ex presion.
Director James Mangold cornpares Kaysen 's story to what "Dorothy
Gale encounters in her parallel un iverse in 'The Wizard ofOz'." lie docs
an impressive job of allowing v iewers
to get inside th e heads of these young
woman, who are bord er!i ne mental
cases.
These girls were courageous
and their perspectives on life pecial,
solely for the fact that they did not take

ance Hall renovation project, which
updates the building to meet the standards of Cleveland's world-class orchestra, while respecting its origina l
architecture.
With th e reopening of Severanc'e Hall, it is once again a state-ofthe-an faci lity, benefiting both patrons
and musician
A big concern for head design
architect, Dav id Schwarz, was the
acoustics. This pan of the restoration
was the most difficult and most time
consuming.
"We wanted the a rtistic and
acoustic elemen ts to be the same," said
C hristoph Von Dohnanyi, Music Director for The Cleveland Orchestra.
"In most modern halls the architect
does hi s own thing and then the acousticians come in and do th eir own
thing. We didn 't want to end up with
an An Deco hall with a plexiglass ceil-

ing."
The firs t performance si nce the
renovation went s moo thly, alt ho ugh
Sopranist Sylvia McNair, who performed Friday night, was apprehens ive before her performance.
"[ wonder how the sound has .
changed si nce the concert hall stage
wa renovated," said McNair. "It was
already a Rolls Royce in my mind, and
I never thought it looked that bad."
Though, after Friday' how,
the designers agreed that there i still
room for improvement.
The renovation project has been
funded by the Campaign for The
Cleveland Orchestra: Our Legacy to
the Twenty-First Century, a
fundraising cfforty by the Musical Arts
Association.
things for granted .
"Girl, In terrupted'' is an eyeopening experience. Instead of pushing problems aside, these girls are
forced to face them. With that comes
the strength to beli eve that crazy does
not mean broken.
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Rating: R
Running Time: 127 Min.
Grade: B
Verygood: A
GQod: B
Wait for the 11ideo: C

Miserable: D
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by SuUMot T<mntr

Ward nurse, Valerie (Whoopi Goldberg) helps strengthen Susanna 's resolve to leave the "parallel
universe" behind and continue her life on her own. The Columbia Pictures presentation "Girl
Interrupted," starring Winona Ryder, questions the boundaries of freedom and confinement, frie~dshi~
and betrayal and madness and sanity at a time when it seemed the whole world might crazy.
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SOAP
DISH
All My Children: Trevor refu ed to allow Janel to wke the blame for
Sophie' murder and leflwwn with a promise that one day she and he will
be together again. Greenlee was crushed when Ryan ended their engagement. Adam hatched a plan to break up Marian and Stuart's marriage. Leo
allacked David for bad mouthing Vanessa.
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Severance Hall completed
The Cleveland Orchestra returns home
Katrina King
Assistant Arts Editor
The Cleve land Orchestra fi nally got its home back on Jan. 8 after
the I 0-mon th restoratio n of Severance
If all.

When it first opened in 193 I ,
Severance Hall was one of the most
modern facilities in America, th ough
it has not seen even a fre sh coat of
paint since. In total, $35 million dollars has been committed to the Sever-

.

Renovations of Severance Hall include:
As The World Turns: Ju t when Carly began feeling sec ure new prob-

lems lurked close by. Jon unwittingly made things worse for Andy and
Camille. Chris rebuffed Bob 's offer of help. Jake offered assistance to
Lucinda and John.
Days of Our Lives: Still hurting from Be 's devastating words about " I-I ope,"
Marlena considered giving up her practice. Greta reacted to the shocking
revelation of her lrue paternity. Belle reached out to Shawn a he tried to
cope with the possibi lity that he might never waLk again.
General Hospital: Unaware that Jason lefi town, Carly looked for him to
tell him she 's pregnant. Bobbie misconstrued a close moment between
Hannah and Roy. Alan and Monica got Emily to help ed and Chloe gel
Gertrude out of the po cture. A. J. offered Carly a chance to start over. As
Helena gloated over her victory over Faison and the Spencers, Stefan wamed
her that he was on to her.
One Live to Live: Bo arres ted Will for embezzling from the Megan Foundation . A sa showed a doubting Jessi ca the checks Will wrote. Meanwhile,
Will was surprised at hi father S~m's outpouring oflovc and support. Viki
rushed to tell Ben about the problem detected in her mammogram and was
deva tated to find him woth a gun he planned to u eon Asa.
Passions: Each of the Lopez-Fi t7gcrald family members reacted to the
result s of \llartin 's DNA test. Tabitha devi sed a plan to have Charity kill
Miguel. Orville wa finally able to te ll Eve where he hid information about
Chad 's past. Sheridan warned Lui s to be on his gua rd while in vestiga tin g
the Cranes. Chari ty had a premonition of death .
The Young a nd The !~ est less: Voctor and ok ki were both sha ken by their
confron tatoon. Victor later said he wanted to save their marriage. Brad resogned from ewman Ent crpriscs. \!I ega n wa> shattered by Tony's death.
Mcanwh1le, Ryan pondered Tricia 's curious reaction. Megan was shattered
"""~~~~ ~ by the new
f'lony'~ accident.

-A five story addition at the rear. which adds approllimatcly 40,000 square
feet of new space.
-fmproved accommodations for musicians and artists, including relocated
dress.ing and practice facilili!!S'
-New ticket office entrance and IS-minute parking area.
-An expanded restaurant open daily to the public for lunch and dinner,
plus more amenities for patrons.
-A doubling of the nurnber of public restrooms in the building, including a
J 50 percent increase in women's restrooms.
-Newly improved retai I gift shop, featuring compact discs from The Cleveland Orchestra's vast recording catalog.
-Refurbishment of the interior of Severance Hall .
-Faithful restomtion of the concert hall's interior, which has not been repainted or refurbished since it opened in I 931.
-Construction of a new concert s hell designed to compliment
the auditorium's architecture while retaining Severance Hall's w1ique and
important acoustical prop<:rties.
-Refurbishment and restoration of the original 6,025 pipe E.M. Skinner
Norton Memorial Organ and installation of the organ as part of the new
concert shel I.
-Additional stage facilities to permit a wider variety of concert prese.nta -

tiona.

ance I Jail renovati on project, which
updates the buildi ng to meet the standards of Cleveland's world-class orchestra, while respecting its origin al
arc hitecture.
With the reopening of Severanc.e Hall, it is once again a state-ofthe-art facility, benefiting both patrons
and musicians.
A big concern for head design
architect, David Schwarz, was the
acoustics. This part of the restoration
was the most difficult and most time
consuming.
"We wanted the artistic and
acou tic elements to be the same," said
Christoph Von Dohnanyi , Music Di rector for The Cleveland Orchestra.
"In most modern halls the architect
does h is own thing and then the acousticians come in and do their own
thing. We didn't want to end up with
an Art Deco hall with a plexiglass ceiling."
The first perforrnance since the
re novation went mootbly, although
Sopranist Sylvia McNair, who performed Friday night, wa apprehens ive before her performance.
" I wonder how the sound has .
changed since the concert hall stage
was renovated," aid Me air. "It was
already a Rolls Royce in my mind, and
1 never thought it looked that bad."
Though , after Frida y's show,
the designers agreed that th ere is sti ll
room for impro ve ment.
The renovati on project has been
funded by the Ca mpaign for The
Cleveland Orchestra: Our Legacy to
the Twenty-First Century, a
fundraising efforly by the Musical Arts

"Girl, Interrupted"
(Columbia Pictures)
Kristen Baich
Staff Reporter
Susanna Kayscn, played by
Winona Ryder, is much like other
young women her age. She is confused, insecure and struggling to make
se nse of the rapidly changing world
around her.
After an attempted suicide,
Susanna i' sent to a psycluatrist who
diagnoses her with Borderline Personality Disorder.
Set in 1967, ''G irl,lntcoTupted"
takes the viewer on a Joumcy through
the lives of five female pat ients at
Claymore Hospital, a mental institution. Susanna begins to lose herself in
this world of seductiveanddoslurbcd
young women.
She becomes friends ' tth an
eclectic grour. Each girl make · her
own statement of the world as she
knows it. Many timco. the girls find
themseh cs achng as a healers for one
another.
Based on the best-selling
memoirs of ,inter Suoanna Kayscn,
"Girl, lnterrurtcd," ponders di11crcnt
philm.ophics and observations on hfc.
"The only thing that ever made
me lcs loony was writing ,'' sai d
Kaysen, whose memoir · s pent II
week on the New York 'limes bestseller li st. Kaysen's participation in
the film gives it a vital ense of authenticity.
One of the film 's main strengths
are the performances offered by the

lcs on. Perhaps, taking a step back
from the daily trials and tribulations,
we should venture into another world
where we have no boundaries and we
are given the abi lity to question any
moral and social constraints.
Ultimately, Su ann a mu I
choose between the world inside the
institutio n and the world outs ide. She
has come to believe she belongs at
Claymore, where she is engul fe d in her
own depression.
Over the course of her stay at
the institution, she has become part of
a family where dysfunction is a requirement.! lowever, Valerie gives her
tbc valuable tools to break free from

this mental entrapment.
From the cars on their faces
to their frail bodies, Susanna and th e
olhc fS manifest what most people keep
bottled up due to a fear of self expression.
Director James Mangold compares Kaysen's story to what ''Dorothy
Gale encounters in her parallel universe in 'The Wizard ofOz' ." He does
an impressive job of allowing viewers
to get inside the heads of these young
woman, who are borderline mental
ca es.
The e girls were courageous
and their perspectives on life special,
solely for the fact that they did not take
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ensemble cast. They do a superb job
of portrayong young women who arc
attempting to reclaim th eir lives.
Two time Academy Award
nominee, Ryder, not o nl y stars in
"Gorl, In terrupted:" but is also the executive producer.
"To me the book i a timeless
tory about timeless characters and
timeless feelings," said Ryder. " It is
an incredibly honest, courageous. sensitive and, most ama7ingly, wickedly
funny account of what was a terribly
painful t11nc in her life ."
The film also stars this year's
Golden Globe winner for best supporting actress, Angelina Jolie as Lisa.
Jolie's award winning pcrfonnancc as
Lisa, a channing sociopath os highlight of the film .
Whoopi Goldberg play s
Valerie, the head orderly at Claymore
and Vanessa R.cdgravc, as Dr. Wick ,
C laymore's chief psychologist.
As the ITIDvic progresses, the
characters become easy to relate to,
though their behavior os more extreme
than mo t people. A point of clari ty
occurs when they ca n come to tcrrns
with their inner demons, which deeply
affect c cryday life for them.
There is also a lighter side to
"Girl, Interrupted. " llumor is expressed through the characters dialogue, an uncut and unedited version
of life.
T~rough living a t such an·
instituion, the girls were faced with
the freedom to say whatever they felt
because tl\crc were no social stigmas
surr ounJing them , limiting their
'oews on life
To be faced with a situation,
such as living n in a mental institutoon a· a teen, is a difficult one. None
of the girls seem to be in ane. yet they
need to escape from the socia l pre su re s of living through such an erratic
time in our cou ntry 's history. Once removed, they begin their journey into
finding themselves .
This film teaches an important

THE CARROLL NEWS

things for granted.
"Girl , Interrupted" is an eyeopening experience. In lead of pushing problems aside, tbc c girls are
forced to face th em . With tha t comes
the strength to belie ve that crazy does
not mean broken.
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Ward nurse, Valerie (Whoopi Goldberg) helps strengthen Susanna's resolve to leave the "parallel
universe" behind and continue her fife on her own. The Columbia Pictures presentation "Girl
Interrupted, " starring Winona Ryder, questions the boundaries of freedom and confinement, frie~dshi~
and betrayal and madness and sanity at a time when it seemed the whole world might crazy.
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Ohio's
$1 Million Saga
It is hardly fresh news to anyone that Ohio has some
schools plagued by economic problems. Throughout Ohio
there are schools in desperate need of fundamental improvements. In the city of Cleveland. the public schools have become one of the highest-priority issues for city officials as the
variance between the quality of Cleveland schools and many
suburban public schools widens. Of course, as with many
predicaments, the dilemma cannot be ba.~ solely around a
single financial woe, yet there is an abundant amount of evidence supporting the basic statement: "many Ohio schools
need money." So, with such an obvious problem, why did
Ohio legislators dare m tum down almost $1 million in federal grant money for Ohio schools?
Before the natural temptation to label our legislators
a "bunch of [choose your expletive]" overwhelms you; in the
tradition of politics there is in fact, an excuse. The decision to
refuse the grant~ came in response to public uproar over AIDS
programs promoted last year by the Centers for Disease Control. According to a Jan. 22 article in the Plain Dealer, "A
state legislative committee said no thanks to the federal health
education grant money yesterday because parent groups were
afraid the money would be used to teach children about
condoms and masturbation."
.
So, Ohio has now sacrificed $974,000 from the Centers for Disease Control because certain parents did not want
their sons and daughters learning about safe sex. Ohio schools
are now forced to resort to other critical funds for programs to
teach students about preventing "heart disease, cancer and
cate their children towards safe lifestyles.
In spite of the fact state law mandates sex education
in .. local school systems must stress·abstinence," the choice
of whether or not tO teach students about contraceptives is left
to the schools. This year, however, the state voted to "fund
only sex education programs that talk exclusively about abstinence:· De pite uch right-wing measures, there are still
conservative parent groups angered that there is a potential
risk of tudents being taught more than only abstinence.
While none of us on the CacroU News st.affbave children of our own, many of us remember Sex Ed quite well and
, . IKJoJUC; of u are not too far from a poirtt iD .oor lives Where we
may begin families. It is absurd to~- of us Will one
day encourage our children to &a out and have soXJm,J intercourse. No one wants to tbink of their son or daujhte.r •gaging in sexual acts. Likewise, no one wants to think of his or
her parent.o; doing the same, but that is another issue entirely.
This i not an issue about whether or not kids should engage
in premarital sex. In aca>rdance with the Catholic doctrine,
we agree schools should not promote sexual activity. However, the federal funding that was turned down by the Ohio
legislator did not promote sex, it promoted healthy living.
Whether healthy living encourage not smoking to prevent
lung cancer or possibly choo ing masturbation over sexual
intercourse to avoid the risk of catching an STD. these are all
issues that could potentially save the lives of Ohio) children.
Above and beyond our squeamishness about young people
behaving in a exual manner, lies the issue of our children's
health. Abstinence can be stressed as much as these parent
groups would like it to be, but somewhere out there are kids
who are going to have ex regardle and it seems reckless
and negligent to deny them proper education about how to be
as afe as po sible.
In turning down federal funding for beallh education,
the legislators made a choice to bow down to tbe fears of domineering parents and close their eyes to the.questions and horDlOOIII of Ohio's kids. It might be pml-~· ~

.this

but

HIT: A New Millennium miss: Spending all of your Spring Break
savings on Christmas presents. HIT: Snow storms = Snow Days ...
miss: But not at JCU HIT: Finding a parking space. miss: Buying a
parking pass only to realize you will have to take the shuttle everyday ...
miss: JCU drivers incapable of deciphering the size of a parking spot
without the aid of yellow lines. HIT: Professors hoping for a snow
day even more than you. miss: Professors who place their class ahead
of every potential priority in their students' lives ... can anyone say "professor-induced nervous breakdown?" HIT: No homework, no papers,
no worries .. .for now at least. HIT: Ed Klein '99 is getting married,
single JCU women rejoice. miss: Being closed out of a class you were
first on the waiting list for. HIT: Being forced into a class. HIT: Five
weeks until Spring Break. miss: Five weeks until Spring Break. HIT:
The CN is back after a six.week sabattical. HIT: JCU grad London
Fletcher in the Super Bowl. miss: If you thought you heard a lot about
Don Shula ... miss: Giving yourself a nickname. HIT: Playing in the
snow. miss: Playing in the yellow snow. miss: Slipping in the snow on
the way to class. miss(ing): The JCU student directory, how are you
supposed to make booty calls? HIT: Comfortable undies. miss: A constant wedgie. HIT: Wearing a hat, 50 percent of your body heat escapes out of your head. miss: Trying to perform basic human tasks in
mittens ... smokers beware. miss: Science building toilets that squirt
water at you when you flush. miss: Cheerleaders with a passion for
lawsuits HIT: Judges wise enough to throw those lawsuits out of
court. miss: Former Cav Bobby Phills dies in a car accident.
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If·kids are like this
now...
One evening last week, two local dee
jays were discussing events in the news. l
turned on the radio a little late, so who knows
if this is true? But if it is, it 's kind of disturb ing.
Supposedly, a seven-year-old girl was
caught giving oral sex to an eight-year-old boy.
When I wa~ seven, I still laughed at what I
thought were "dirty" words .
Carrie Mack
So what on earth bas changed in less than fifewsEditor
teen years?
The extreme right and the Christian Coalition will blame
such thiqgs on a lack of "traditional" flunily values; a departure from
basic religious, moral and ethical standards.
The left would argue that it comes from a sexual socialization of small children; from little girls on television sitcoms wearing
tight flared jeans and make-up. Maybe they would say that from the
general openness and honesty that has permeated our culture (shows
like MTY 's "Love Line," for example) concerning sex, children are
becoming sexually curious at a younger and younger age. After all ,
we hear torie all the time about 13 year-old girls who already have
two ch.ildren. or female teachers becoming involved with their eighth
grade male students .
Maybe these thi.rteen-year-olds should know better. Maybe
they do, but just don't care.
Seven and eight-year-olds, though? They probably don't
have a clue. And why should they? What parent thinks he needs to
di cuss oral sex with someone who probably can't even cross the street
alone?
Picture this . Johnny gets up for school in the morning, gets
dressed. goes downstairs and cats his cereal. On his way out the door
to catcfi the bus for his third grade claSses, his mom says, '" Bye, honey 1
Have a ni ce day. And by the way. don't engage in fellatio during recess:·
You can·r picture that, because it doesn ' t happen. The infamous "talk'" usually doesn 't come until one is between the ages of
eleven and thineen. I would think. No one want~ to believe seven and
eigh t-year olds know about oral sex, so why would anyone want to
bring it up? After all. talking about it would just plant the seeds in
their heads. That's probably why it happened in the ftrSt place, some
would argue.
How these li ttle kids know about oral sex is unknown. Maybe
they were on the Internet. Maybe they were channel surfing and sa w
something on cable. Maybe they got into their older siblings' CD's
and had a listen. Maybe that one k:id in class, the one who knows all
the ..dirty" . tuff (there's one in every grade school class) told them.
So what do you do? Get rid of the Internet, cable, lock the
older lids' rooms and home school your kids oulil the age of 18.
Well, that's not possible. So when you think of something, let me know.
Because in twelve or fr.fteen years, when I'm pushing my lid onto the
school bus, I'm going to be really, really nervous.
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The Purest Love

ARIES

It is time to get back to work.
Reality will reach up and bite you if
you aren 't prepared,

~

~

CANCER

Forget serious relationships, it is time for a passionate fling.
Find your crush sitting next to you
in class.

0

LIBRA

Work needs to get done and
if you don ' I do it who will'' Don 't
let a good ource of income go.

6

fleets how truly impatient we can be.
Patience is a word that get mentioned
a lot, but is seldom practiced. I lowever, it is a discipline that God asks
us to maintain.
In Psalm 3 7:7, we are instructed to "be still before the Lord
and wait patiently from him" At
times I find myself saying, "But God,
I'm ready for this stage of my life."
The truth is we can it there and plead
with God, but He knows us better than
we know ourselves and He know the
appropriate timing for everything.
Rather than get restless and try to control certai n si tuations, please trust in
Him and know that He is in control.
Outside the large spectrum of
li fe, I am learning that patience is like
studying as we need to work at it daily.

H

'r

CAPRICORN

You are tight on money, but
make sure you pay off your debts
soon.

(j

TAURUS

Somebody is trying to boss
you around. Don't be pushed around,
take control.

J2

LEO

Let someone else do the driving, but make suggestion . You can
have control without all the responsibilities.

111

Eclitor-in·Chief

Waiting For No One

by Jason Smith and Chris Miklich

l recently went on an eight day
re treat bas~d on the spiritual exercises
of Saint Ignatius. I highly recommend
it to anyone who is seeking God.
Myself. along with several other
retreatants, spent eight days in silence.
Our prayer life was challenged along
with the disciplin e ofremainingsilent.
l admitl was challenged and a couple
days l was very restless, but I waited
on God and learned many val ua ble
le o ns of which I wish to share with
you during the e next few columns.
One message was simply to wait on
God .
I remember reading a refri gerator magnet that stated the following:
" God grant me patience ... but I want
it right now." We laugh at that statement, but I believe that statement re -

by Clare Taft

SCORPIO

Is there sorneqne whi is trying
to get through to you. Listen and let
them do the talking.

~AQUARIUS
Someone you need to talk to is
in a bad mood. Wait for a better time
to bring up your idea .

Patience is so me thing that I practice
as l get tested in a routine task like
drivin g to sc hool. i\ttimes I get frustrated if other drivers are not driving
as fast as l think they should be driving. I have found that being patient in
traffic has given me more time to pray
in my car and also has kept me out of
dangerou tramc sit ua tions. U ltimately, l am learning that patience is
truly for our benefit .
Dear Lord. thank you for each
day that you give tiS. Fatlter pray
that we may be more patient and simply team to wait 011 yotr. Father please
give us th e grace to he patient in all
stages oflife - i11chuling our dai(v af
fa irs. Tha11k youfm· yo ur grace. in
your rnosr preciou"t name, Amen.
Amy Plur is a Se nior ar JCU

r

n

GEMINI

Thi is a good week to get to
know someone. You may become
someone's sugar daddy.

~

VIRGO

You arc in a learning
phase. You are also able to make
quick decisions, but JUSt don't throw
away something valuable.

/

Ncar the end of each semester. John Carroll students and faculty begin
the vicious cycle that ts I he waiting list.
•
The c clc begins rather mnocently. A stude nt gets a course selec tton
book. picks out the classes he need· for gmduation , meets with hts advisor and
take-, his APR to schedule.
Inevitably hOI\ ever. classes arc filled.
But , watt. all hopei not lost. Instead of be
ing flat -out denied registration m the class
there is the waitmg It st. The student. feeling
trapped between a rock and a core clas. requ irement choose· regi tration hmbo , the
waiting list. A few weeks la ter, the watt-listed
student goes home for ltristmas or summer
break.
vcr break. the slltdent recetves his
class schedule, he is still on the waiting list, but wa tt, this student ;, a senior.
and everyo ne knows seniors arc forced into every class. Upon arrival back at
JCU, the student attends class only to find the profe ·sor docs not force studenls
into hi clas . ear the end oft he first week of class the student receives a letter
from the Regi trar, this tudcnt is not reg istered for the class The waiting list
ha claimed another helpless tltdent.
John Carroll needs to reexamine it policy of the waiting hst. When
scheduling begins itts important to allow a certain number of tudents 1 over
register for cia ses. Between scheduling and the first week of cia scs many
students drop and add classe for a myriad of reasons. As spaces open in certain cia scs, the waiting list allows other students to fill in. However. the watt ing list provides a false sen e of ccurity. tudcnt s attend the cia ses they are
wait listed for believing thetr place on the waiting list wtll somehow make a
difference in their ability to reg ister for a dosed class.
If no spaces bee me available at the end of the ft"t wecl.. of classes the
student find s out via mail that he or she is not registered for the class. This can
be di sastrous for a enior or any student carrying fewer than 15 crcdus. The
availability of alternative classes ts slim to none at the end of course change
week. Many required classe> arc offered infn:quently or cannot allow for sub
stitutions. The student loses.
At the same time, faculty lose when they arc caught up in the waitmg li ·t
cycle. Faced with the prospect of denying s tude nts entrance into req uired courses.
facu lty acrificc control over the sire of their classc> because student> were
pem1ittcd to be wait-listed. Department c hai rs have resorted to po>ting stnct
guideli nes for forcin g student s into classes.
Perhaps it would benefit the univcrstty tfthe 1 tilting list was reva mped
to reflect th e <tcmands of individual classes a nd professors. l·or example. certain c rc classes would allow a waiting list of fi ve st uden ts that wo uld be canceled af\e.::r the secunli

das~ .

Classes that arc unlikel y tn have <..\rop.., and l!vcn

lc · i I 1 llo for ·i
u
.would· be discontinued after the firs! class. The wartmg h. f paramelers lhr
cia scs would be dctcnnincd by department chairs and profes ors to allow them
greater con trol over the si7e of thetr classes and to avotd random force-ins
For those rare instances, like Honors courses, whtch will not exceed the
class limit, the waiting list should be dropped sometime during hri tmas or
summer break . That' right, there arc some clas cs which you cannot be forced
into, no matter who you are or what kind of a case you plead.
The current slate of the waiting list is unfair for everyone involved. It ts
unfair to give students a false sen e of ecurity, only to leave them scrambling
for a class well into the first week of school. Why not develop a system that
recognize the different needs and wants of tudents and faculty, a system that
reflects the demands of given courses.

SAGITTARIUS

You are about to be pllt to the
test. But don ' t give up. Keep on trying!

Y~~!~a~!

}{
to make things
happen. But make sure you don't
run into trouble.

Photo Adviser Alan Stephenson, Phi)
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Ohio's
$1 Million Saga
It i hardly fresh news to anyone that Ohio has some
schools plagued by economic problems. nrougbout Ohio
there are schools in desperate need of fundamental improvements. In the city of Cleveland. the public schools have become one of the highest-priority issues for city officials as the
variance between the quality of Cleveland schools and many
suburban public schools widens. Of course, as with many
predicament<>, the dilemma cannot be based solely around a
single financial woe, yet there is an abundant amount of evidence supporting the basic statement: "many Ohio schools
need money... So. with such an obvious problem, why did
Ohio legislatorll dare to tum down almost $1 miUion in federal grant money for Ohio schools'!
Before the natural temptation to label our legislators
a "bunch of [choose your expletivel" overwhelms you; in the
tradition of politics there is in fact, an excuse. The decision to
refu. e the gmntc; came in response to public uproar over AIDS
programs promoted last year by the Centers for Disease Control. According to a Jan. 22 article in the Plain Dealer, ''A
state legislative committee said no thanks to the federal health
education grant money yesterday because parent groups were
afraid the money would be used to teach children about
condoms and masturbation."
·
So, Ohio has now sacrificed $974.000 from the Centers for Disease Control because certain parents did not want
their sons and daughters learning about safe sex. Ohio schools
are now forced to resort to other critical funds for programs to
teach students about preventing "heart disease, cancer and

sex
cate their children towards s;tfe lifestyles.
In spite of the fact state law mandates sex education
in "local school systems must stress· abstinence," the choice
of whether or not to teach students about contraceptives is left
to the chools. This year, however, tbe state voted to "fund
only sex education programs that talk exclusively about abstinence." De pite such right-wing measures, there are still
conservative parent groups angered that there is a potential
risk of tudents being taught more than only abstinence.
While none of us on the Carroll News staff have children of our own, many of us remember Sex Ed quite well and
of us are not too far from a po.ird: ia ;QUt lives Where we
may begin families. It is absurd to ~;ay of us Will one
day encourage our children to go out and bave ~inter
cour e. No one wants to think of their son or dalJihte,l:: f141iaging in sexual acts. Likewise, no one wants to think of his or
her parents doing the same, but that is another issue entirely.
This i not an issue about whether or not kids should engage
in premarital sex. In accordance with the Catholic doctrine,
we agree schools should not promote sexual activity. How·
ever, the federal funding that was turned down by the Ohio
legislators did not promote sex, it promoted healthy living.
Whether healthy living encourages not smoking to prevent
lung cancer or possibly choosing masturbation over sexual
intercourse to avoid the risk of catching an STD. these are all
issues that could potentially save the live& of Ohio) children.
Above and beyond our squeamishness about young people
behaving in a sexual manner, lies the issue of our children ·s
health. Abstinence can be stre.'i ·ed a · much as these parent
groups would like it to be, but somewhere out there are kids
wbo are going to have se regardless and it seems reckless
and negligent to deny them proper education about how to be
as afe as po sible.
In turning down federal fundin& for bealth education,
the legislators made a choice to bow down to the fears of domineering parents and close their eyes to the-questious and horlllOJiea of Ohio's kids. It migbt be preJI--~IfJ
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If·kids are like this
now...
One evening last week, rwo local dee
jays were discussing events in the news. I
turned on the radio a little late, so who knows
if this is true? But if it is, it's kind of disrurb·
ing.
Supposedly, a seven-year-old girl was
caught giving oral sex to an eight-year-old boy.
When I was seven, I still laughed at what I
thought were "dirty" words.
Carrie Mack
So what on earth has changed in Ie s than ftfNews Editor
teen years?
The extreme right and the Christian Coalition will blame
such thi~gs on a lack of " traditional" family values; a departure from
basic religious, moral and ethical standards.
The left would argue that it comes from a sexual socialization of small children; from little girls on television sitcoms wearing
tight Oared jeans and make-up. Maybe they would say that from the
general openness and honesty that has penneated our culture (shows
like MTV's " Love Line," for example) concerning sex, children are
becoming sexually curious at a younger and younger age. After all,
we hear stories all the time about l3 year-old girls wbo already have
two children, or female teachers becoming involved whh their eighth
grade ma.le students.
Maybe these thirteen-year-olds should know better. Maybe
they do, but just don ' t care.
Seven and eight-year-olds, though? They probably don't
have a clue. And why should they? What parent thinks he needs to
discu s oral sex with someone who probably can't even cross the street
alone?
Picture this. Johnny gets up for school in the morning, gets
dres ed, goes down tairs and eats his cereal. On his way out the door
to catcll the bus for his third grade
his mom says, "'Bye, honey I
Have a nice day. And by the way, don't engage in fellatio during recess."
You can't picture that, because it doesn't happen. The infamous "talk.. usually doesn't come until one is between the ages of
eleven and thirteen. I would think. No one wants to believe seven and
eight-year old know about oral sex, so why would anyone want to
bring it up? After all, talking about it would just plant the seeds in
their heads. That's probably why it happened in the flrsl place, some
would argue.
How these little kids know about oral sex is unknown. Maybe
they were on the Intemet. Maybe they were channel surfing and sa w
something on cable. Maybe they got into their older siblings' CO's
and had a listen . Maybe that one kid in class, the one who lcnows all
the "dirty" stuff (there's one in every grade school class) told them.
So what do you do? Get rid of the Internet, cable. lock the
older kids' rooms and home school your kids until the age of 18.
Well, that's not possible. So when you think of something, let me know.
Because in twelve or fifteen years, when I'm pushing my kid onto the
school bu • I'm going to be really, really nervous.
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HitsEr !Mlil§§
HIT: A New Millennium miss: Spending all of your Spring Break
savings on Christmas presents. HIT: Snow storms = Snow Days ...
miss: But not at JCU HIT: Finding a parking space. miss: Buying a
parking pass only to realize you will have to take the shuttle everyday ...
miss: JCU drivers incapable of deciphering the size of a parking spot
without the aid of yellow lines. HIT: Professors hoping for a snow
day even more than you. miss: Professors who place their class ahead
of every potential priority in their students' lives ... can anyone say "professor-induced nervous breakdown?" HIT: No hpmework, no papers,
no worries ... for now at least. HIT: Ed Klein '99 is getting married,
single J CU women rejoice. miss: Being closed out of a class you were
first on the waiting list for. HIT: Being forced into a class. HIT: Five
weeks until Spring Break. miss: Five weeks until Spring Break. HIT:
The CN is back after a six. week sabattical. HIT: JCU grad London
Fletcher in the Super Bowl. miss: If you thought you heard a lot about
Don Shula ... miss: Giving yourself a nickname. HIT: Playing in the
snow. miss: Playing in the yellow snow. miss: Slipping in the snow on
the way to class. miss(ing): The JCU student directory, how are you
supposed to make booty calls? HIT: Comfortable undies. miss: A constant wedgie. HXT: Wearing a hat, 50 percent of your body heat escapes out of your head. miss: Trying to perform basic human tasks in
mittens ... smokers beware. miss: Science building toilets that squirt
water at you when you flush. miss: Cheerle.aders with a passion for
lawsuits HIT: Judges wise enough to throw those lawsuits out of
court. miss: Former Cav Bobby Phills dies in a car accident.

FORUM

London Fletcher,
graduate of John
Carroll University, will

Waiting For No One

play in the Super Bowl
this Sunday.

by Jason Smith and Chris Miklich

The Purest Love
I recently went on an eight day
retreat bas~d on the spiritual exercises
of Saint Ignatius. 1 highly recommend
it to anyone who is seeking God .
Myself, along with several other
retreatants, spent eight days in silence.
Our prayer life was challenged along
with the discipline of remaining silent.
1 adm it I was challenged and a couple
days I was very restless, but I waited
on God and learned many valuab le
lessons of which I wish to share with
you during these next few columns.
One me sage was simply to wait on
God.
I remember reading a refrigera·
tor magnet that stated the following:
"God grant me patience . . . but r want
it right now." We laugh at th at tate·
ment, but I believe that statement re·

T

lt is time to get back to work.
Reality will reach up and bite you if
you aren ' t prepared.

~

~

CANCER

Forget serious relationships, it is time for a passionate fling.
Find your crush sitting next to yo u
in class.

0

LIBRA

Work needs to get done and
if you don't do it who will? Don't
let a good source of income go.

6

fleets how truly impatient we can be.
Patience is a word that gets mentioned
a lot, but is seldom practiced. However, tt is a discipline that God asks
us to maintain.
In P aim 37:7, we are instructed to "be still before the Lord
and wait patiently from him." At
times I find myself saying, "But God,
I' m ready for this stage of my life. "
The truth is we can it there and plead
with God, but He know us better than
we know ourselves and He knows the
appropria te timing for everything.
Rather than get restless and try to control certain ituations, please trust in
Him and know that He is in contr I.
Outside the large spectnun of
life, I am learning that patience is like
studying as we need to work at it daily.

TAURUS

ARIES

CAPRICORN

You are tight on money, but
make su re you pay ofT your debts
soon.

Somebody is trying to boss
you around. Don't be pushed around ,
take control.

ell

LEO

Let someone else do the driving, but make suggestions. You can
have control without all the responsibilities.

1fh

by Clare Taft Eaitor·in·Chief

SCORPIO

Is there someqne wlli IS trying
to get through to you. Listen and let
them do the talking.

~AQUARIUS
Someone you need to talk to is
in a bad mood. Wait for a better time
to bring up your ideas.

Patience is something that I practice
as I get tested in a routine task like
driving to school. At times I get frustrated if other drivers arc not driving
as fa t as [ thi nk they should be drivmg. I have found that being patient in
traffic has given me more time to pray
in my car and also has kept me o ut of
dangerou traffic si tuations. Ultimately, I am learni ng that patience is
truly for our benefit.
Dear Lord, thank you for each
day thai yo u give us. Father! pray
that we may be more patient and sim·
ply /eam to wait on you. Father please
give us the grace 10 be patient in all
stages oflife - including our daily af
fairs. T/umk you for your grace. In
your most precious name, Amen.
, f my Plur ;,, u Senior at J ( 'l '

n

GEMINI

This is a good week to get to
know someone. You may become
someone 's sugar daddy.

~

VIRGO

You are in a learning
phase. You are also able to make
quick decisions, but just don't throw
away something valuable.

/

Near tile end of each seme,ter, John Carroll students and faculty begin
•
the viciOus cycle that is the waiting list.
The cycle begins rather mn cently. A student gets a course selectton
book, picks out the classes he needs for graduation, meets with hts advtsor and
takes hts APR to schedule.
Inevitably howc1 er. classes arc.: filled .
But, wait, all hope is not lost. Instead of being flat-out denied registration in the class
there is the wattmg list. The ·tudent , feehng
trapped between a rock and a core class rcqlnrement chooses rcgtstrulton limbo, the
waiting list. A few weeks later, the wait-listed
student goes home for Christmas or summer
break.
Over break. the student recci c.:s his
cia, s schedule, he i still on the waiting ltst, but wait, this .tudent is a semor,
and everyo ne knows seniors arc forced into every ci'Lss. Upon arrival back at
JCU, the student attends cia s only to find the professor docs not force students
into his eta . Near the end of the first week of class the tudcnt receives a letter
from the Registrar, thts student is not registered for the class. The waiting list
has claimed another hclplc s s!ttdenl.
John Carroll need to reexamine it policy of the wailing list. When
scheduling begins it IS important to allow a certain number of students to over
register for clas cs. Between scheduling and the first week of clas cs many
student drop and add cia ses fora myriad of reasons. As spaces open in certa in cia ses, the waiting list allows other students to fi llm . llowe;•er, the watting list provides a false sen e of securi ty. tudents attend tl1e classes they are
wait listed for believing their place n the waiting list will somehow make a
dilrcrcnce in th eir ability to register for a closed class.
If no spaces become available at the end of the first week of classes the
student finds out via mail that he or she is n t rcgtstcred for the lass. This can
be disa trou for a senior or any student carrying fewer than 15 credits. The
availability ofaltemative classes is s lim to none at the end of course change
week. Many required eta scs are offered infrequently or cannot allow for sub
stitution s. The studen t loses.
At the same time, facu lty lose when they arc caught up in the wailing list
cycle. Faced with the prospect of deny• ng students entmncc into required courses,
faculty acrifice control over the size.: of their classc, because students were
pcnniucd t be wai t-listed. Department chairs have resorted to posttng stnct
g uidelines for forcing tudcnts in to lasses.
Perhaps it would benefit the university tfthe waiting list was revamped
to reflect the demands of individual classes and pmfcssllrs. Fur example. certain core classes would allo1 u waiti n' list of live students that would be canceled a fter lhc ~cco nU class. C1assc.· 1ha1 arc u n\ 1kdy to h ctvc drop-; and even
ely to a
r ·in
u
·
1
.would be discontinued after the first class. The waitmg hst parameters for
classes would be detennined by dcpartmenl chairs <md professors to allow them
greater con trol over the site of thctr c1as es and to avoid random force-ins.
For those rare t n slar~ces, hke Honors courses, which w•llnot exceed the
class limit, the waiting list should be dropped sometime during Christmas or
summer break. That's right, there are some classes which you cannot be forced
into, no matter who you are or what kind of a case you plead.
The current state of U1e waiting list is unfair for everyone involved. It is
unfair to give students a false sense of security, only to leave them scrambling
for a class well into the first week of school. Why not develop a system that
recognizes the different needs and want of tudents and faculty, a system that
reflects the demands of given courses.

SAGITTARIUS

You are about to be put to the
test. But don't give up. Keep on trying!

){

PISCES

You're eager to make things
happen. But make sure you don'!
run into trouble.

~
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Letters to the Editor
Student
Complains
About Student
Union Flyers
The Student Union has once
again acted with blatant disregard for
the welfare of all students. In an effort to publicize upcoming events,
overzealous SU members monopolized bulletin board space with upwards of thirty nyers. This ts a clear
contradiction with the "Guidelines For
Posting Flyers On Campus" (issued in
the Residence Life Office) which the
S ac tually had a hand in shapmg.
This may not seem like a "big
deal," but the U has ingle-handedly
"drowned out" the messages of other
organizations that act m compliance
with the rules oft he John Carroll Community. When questioned about !hts
matter. SU president Melanic
Shakarian said, "We have a right to
freely express ourselves. and we have
exercised that right." What Melanie
has failed to realize i> that by using
such crnss techniques of ex pre sion the
SU has infringed on the rights of others to that arne expression. If the Student UniOn ts not willing to follow a
specific policy it should work to
change it: aner ull, it is their job.
Not on ly do these nyers infringe on the rights of others but they
arc no doubt expensive. l'aper and
co [lying are not cheap and we tudcnts
arc paying for it. I think this points to
the larger issue, namely the sci f-scrving manner in which the SU pursues
its agenda without regard for the interests and welfare of you and me. I
call nil members of the John Carroll
Community to boycoll the U. Delete their harassing emai l, skip their insignj ficant meetings, and refuse to take
part in their tiresome activnies. Demand that your money be spent on
your education, not on adding lines to
the resumes of members of the U.
Joseph J. Tanke
JCU Senior

Building
Comissioner
Responds to UH
Rental Story
Upon reading the articles in the
Carroll News relating to your city's
building department, our department
has Lhe following comments.
The young ladies whom we a sistcd by copyu1g the requested files
and answering question about departmental procedures were courteous and
appreciative of any help and or information that we were able to give them.
The article Landlord's Propertics Fail Repeatedly has incorrectly
identified the author of" ... thcn kick
bis ass" as William Griswold. The
document that has that note on it was
generated, s1gned and followed up on
by an inspector who has not been employed by U1i city smcc 1991.
Aside from the above mentioned item. the articles contain factual information obtained from the
files n the two properties in our city.
It see ms that the propenics in question owned by Denny and or Terry
Owen and Hori?On Enterpri es may
need to be scrutinized a little closer, if
we are to believe the articles when they
suggest that these landlords are unresponsive to tbe complaints of afcty
related issues from their tenants .
"vour city's staff ofbuilding and
housing inspectors are as current and

timely as personnel, workload and
weather pennits.
During my long experience as
a building official, I have come torealize that some of our best inspectors
are our own citizens. In many instances, Jaws which protect the rights
of privacy for every individual impede
discovery of unsafe and unhealthy
conditions, especially those that are
interior in nature. We are greatly appreciated and follow up on all complaints from our tenant citizens.
Thank you for yo ur assistance
in helpi ng pinpoint possible violation
problems.
William C. Nadeau. A .I.A.

Building Commissioner

Franciscan
Explains The
Order's Beliefs
This letter is in response to the
October 7, 1999 letter titled, " Persecution of Catholi cs in the Middle East
Called to Attention".
The purpose of this letter is to
pre. cnt current infonnat1on about the
Secu lar Franciscan Order along with
correct beliefs and practices of this
order.
The St. Maximil ia n Kolbe
Secu la r Franciscan Regional Fraternity encompasses 23 local fra ternities
in the Northern Ohio area.
Please call or con tact me if further clari fication or if further information is needed.
The story of mankind host a
parade of wars, holocausts, and persecutions. One needs only to read the
his10ry books, the Old Testam en t <tccoun ts, and our own Church ll istory.
Whether in the name of holy wars or
ethnic cleansing these crimes are unjust and should not be tolerated. To
si ngle out any one group to lay blame
upon without objectively viewing the
entire picture is unfair and prejudice.
Such was the case in a letter to the
editor of "The Carroll News" published October? , 1999. The letter was
titled '' Persecution of Catholics in the
Middle East c alled to Attention."
Agreed, we are all called to prayer for
peace and to pray the Ro ary as Our
Lady of Fatima has instructed. However, achieving world peace goes far
beyond our commitment to prayer.
The decrees following Vatican IJ have
called us to Ecumenism and to Evangelization ... That they may all be
one ... So that the world may believe
that you have sent me" (Jn 17:21).
Pope John Paul II has spelled out the
plans and progress in the areas of
Christian Unity and in Evangelization
in the Encyclical Letter "Ut Unum
Sint, On Commitment to Ecumenism".
Regarding the Church's relationship with d1e Muslims, this is given
to us in the "Catechism of the Catholic Church" which states, "the plan of
alvation also includes those who acknowledge the creator, in the first place
am ngst whom are the Muslims; these
who profess to hold the faith of
Abrnham, and together"With us they
adore the one, mcrci ful God.
mankind's judge on the last day."
My Ia t point for di ·cu sio n
concerns the Secular Franciscan Order. formerly called the Franciscan
Third Order. St. Francis of Assisi
founded this order in the 12" Century
for laity wanting to live the Gospel as
followers of St. Fra.ncis and also remain in the world. The revised and
confirmed Rule of Life for Secular
Franciscans was approved in 1978
abrogating the previous rule and
changing the name of the order from
Franci can Third Order to Secular
Franciscan Order.
St. Frnncis of Assi i was a man

of peace and of prayer who turned
away from and the crusades of his
day. On one occasion Francis even
journeyed to meet the Sultan ha ving
th e expectations of either converting
the leader or he becoming a marlyr.
Francis was unsuccessful in both endeavors but he did succeed to win the
respect of this enemy.
More information on the Secular Frnnciscan Order can be found on
the internet : http·/fwww nafra-sfo.org.
Marcella A. Bina, SFO
Minister. St. Maximilian
Kolbe Region
Secular Franciscan Order

ProfessOr Gives
Elegy for the
Squash Cour1s

.....
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days; mostly it's used tostore food for
the Food Drive, suppl y boxes for the
Christmas Pageant, rowing machines
for the rowing team. But when I interviewed fo r a job here back in 1991
thcAVP, Father Schlegel, a lean, grnceful , silver-haired man, s poke of the
court with great cnthu iasm, and was
delighted to learn that I was a squash
player. For alii know, that's why I got
the job!
Jn the past eight yea rs I've had
a Jot of fun on that cou rl; squash is the
fastest, most intricate of all court
games and req uires the greatest conditioning. It offers a range of challenges, physical and mental, that lenni and racquetball can' t begin to
touch. And I've made a lot of good
friends among the John Carroll faculty
and student body in that Iittle room.
This is an elegy for the squash

Kazuo lshiguro's nove l, "The
Remai ns of the Day," (also an excellent movie) depicts the lives of two
classes of people Jiving in the same
great country manor house: an aristocratic family.and their small anny of
servants. While the great affairs of th e
family go on in magnificent hallways
and banquet rooms, the servants lead
their parallel but nearly invisible existences, moving through hidden passages, eating m subterranean dining
halls. Jeeping in their tiny quarters
in the far reaches of the enonnou
house.
In the world of ath letics at John
Canoll a similar ecret life has been
going on for decades; while the big
varsity sports of football , basketball
and baseball have occupied the center
tage, and sma ller sports like wrestling
and track and volleyball have arranged
themse lves aro und the big three, an allbut-invisible game has somehow persisted in its tiny, out-of-the way cubbyhole. The game I'm talking about,
of course, is squash. Did you know
there was a squash court on campus?
That lillie room between the elevator
and the racquetball courts in the Rec
Pi ex? It has a pretty low profile these
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court, which i scheduled to be converted into office space for the Athletic Department. Con truction begin
over the Christmas break. I will miss
my epic battle with the speedy Paul
Gibbs of the Philosophy Department.
l'll mis the blood-curdl(ng karate cry
of Dwight Hahn as he sprinted for a
shot. I' ll miss the good matches with
Leslie Curtis and John Spencer and
John McBratney. J'm sorry I'll never
get to see that great athl ete, Tom Kelly,
quite reach the point where he could
beat me (a lthough he was getting
close!).
1'11 miss that little white room ,
tucked away at the edge of the
university, almost out of ight.
And now, at last, tntly gone.

CLASSIFIEDS
Close to chool. Large 1 and
2 bedroom apts- garage inNow hiring: Part-time job with cluded. 2011 Warrensville
flexible hour . General ledger/ Center Road. $490-605. 440accounting skill a must. 446-0803.
Sales/marketing skills a plus.
Basic administrative duties , Shaker
Heights3270
such as answering phones and Warrensville Center Road.
data entry. $8 per hour. Call Luxury 1 & 2 bedrooms.
Yukon International at 216- Newly decorated. Some with
797-1560.
2 baths. Indoor garage, heat,
appliances, carpet/hardwood
Are you fun? Love the arts? floors. Starting at $550.00,
Then the Cleveland Orchestra 216-464-3300.
needs you to help promote our
fantastic season back in Sev- Shaker Heights- Van Aken.
erance Hall! PT Eves Mgmt. Charming I ·& 2 bedroom
Potential. FREE tickets ! Call apartments, newly decorated ,
carpeting, ceiling fans, miniRachel- 216-574-6108.
blinds, appliances. Indoor gaGO DIRECT! #1 Internet- rage included . Starting at
based Spring Break company $415.00, 216-464-3300.
offering WHOLESALE pricing! We have the other compa- Cleveland Heights- Cedar and
nies begging for mercy! All Taylor. Newly decorated studestinations! Guaranteed low- dios and 1 bedrooms. Carpetest price! 1-800-367-1252 , ing/hardwood floors, ceiling
fans, mini-blind . Appliances,
www.springbreakdirect. com
heat included. On bus line .

Seeking CHILD CARE in
our home for our delightful 9, 7, and 5-year-old
children.
Monday,
Wednesday afternoons
2:30-6pm. We pay well
for responsible, loving
care. Walking distance
from Gesu/JCU. Chris at
216-381-75"84.

George Bilgere
Department of English

Child care. Solon Area.
Don't have classes everyday? Consider child care
as an option for part-time
income. Required care for
2 to 3 days per week for a
twenty month-old, 6 and 9
year-olds also home after
school. Education majors
given strongest consideration. Call440-349-3036.

by your te.ephone number.

Ta i n1 by 1ake Mrkvicka
rn~1? ~grvgg
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HELP WANTED

SITTER WANTED

The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor, as it is our wav of
knowing what you like or dislike about the newspaper, lhe camp.us or
life in gcnnral. We require !haL letters be submitted in The Carroll
News offic~s by noon on Monday to be eligible for publication in that
week's edition. Letters sbQnld be typ«<, and no longer than two
pages, do'uble-spaeed. We reserve the right to edit letters for clarity
or space considerations. Letters must be sign~ and a<eompanied
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Sitter Needed. One morning per week. Tues. morning .from 9:15-11:30 at
Highland Sixth Presbyterian Church, on Cedar Rd.
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Shaker Coach House - furnished - walk to Rapid - 5
rooms includes utilities. Free
rent in 'exchange for helping
care for teen in wheelchair.
Much free time for job or
school. Call 216-921-1040 or
Part-time nanny desired 216-921-1818.
for before and after3310
Heightsschool care for two boys Shaker
(pre-K and first-grade) in Warrensville Center Road.
Shaker Heights. Schedule Luxurious & spacious 1 & 2
is flexible and can be ar- bdrms. Ceiling fans, miniranged to suit your needs. blinds, ap.pliances, carpet/
Need own transportation; wood floors, indoor garage.
some driving required. Starting at $550.00, 216-464Pay is $8-$10/hr. depend- 3300.
ing on experience. Call
Jennifer at 216"561-0194. Work for The Carroll News.

Feb. 8 and goes through
May 9. $20 per week.
Transportation preferred
but not essential. Call
Mary Strong at 216-7514465.

~

Question of the Week
What Did You Miss The Most About
JCU Over Christmas Break?

..The endless supply
of sandpaper at the

r
3300.
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"I missed seeing
Nick's smiling facer•f

"\his ov\dancc \sn'\ admissible in a

·t

on the six o'clock

Classified ads cost $3.00 fl)r tht! titst
ten words and $.20 for each additional
word. To be placed ads must be typed
or handwritten clearly and legibly and
sent to or dropped off at The Carroll
News office with payment. Classified
ads will not be run without pre-payment. Classifieds will not be taken
over the phone. Deadline for classified is noon of the Monday prior to
publication.

.........

For Ad Rates and Information
Business: (216) 397-4398
Fa~/ Data: (216) 397-1729
General Info: (~16) 397-1711
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"I'~ sorry, it was the catnip mouse talking'"

Mail us at:
The Carroll News
20700 North Park Blvd.
University Heights, OH 44118

E-mail to the CN at:
CarrollNews@jcva)(a.jcu.edu

nearby bathrooni."
John Fuller
Junior

Greg Garwood
Sophomore

Kristen S.tih
Junior

Th" nation's loader in college
marketing b

~ccklng

an

energetic. entrepreneurial

student for the position of
campus rep.
• Great earnings
• Set your own hours
• Par1 -time

• No sales involved
• 5-tO houl"li per week

"My friends!,
Michelle Cipar

Junior

"O.D. I don't know.''
Whitney Brillhart
Sophomore

•

Going to the game? Want to
earn some cxtm cash? The
nation's lcad~r in college
marketing is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
student to promote products

before sport ing events.

• Great e:
• Part-tin

~gs

• No saks ; nvolved

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Progrnm
Seaule, WA

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Scalllc, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campus rep a americanpassage.com

camp.usrep a amer1r:an1•assage com

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

Raise money fo r your
club/organization by
promoting products and
events on your campus.
• Oreal earnings
• Set your own hours
* No sales involved
American Pm;sage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

Eam money and marketing

experience! The nation·s

leader in college marketing is
sceki ng an cnc rgct ic.
entn:preneurial student 10
promote products and event~
on campus.
• Creal earning..'i

•
•
•
•

Set your own hours
Pan-time
No sales involved
5-10 hours per week

American Passage Media, Inc.

Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep

rr

amer1ca"1passage com

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep a ameracanpassage.com

.•

216-371-6886
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Letters to the Editor
Student
Complains
About Student
Union Flyers
The Student Union has once
again acted with blatant disregard for
the welfare of al l studen ts. In an effort to publicize upcoming events,
overzealous SU members monopoli7ed bulle tin board space with upwards of thirty nyers. This is a clear
contradiction with the "Guidelines For
Posting Flyers On Campus" (issued in
the Residence Life Office) which the
SU actually had a hand in shaping.
This may not seem like a "big
deal," but the SU has ingle-handedly
"drowned out" the message. of other
organi:tations that act in com pi iancc
W1th the rules of the John Carroll Community. When questioned about this
matter, SU president MelaniC
Shakarian . aid, "We have a right to
free ly express ourselves, and we have
exercised that right." What !\ilelanie
has failed to reali:tc is that by using
such cra<;s techniques of expression the
SU has infringed on the nghts of others to that same expression. If the Student Union ts no t w1lhng to follow a
specific policy it shou ld work to
change it; at1er-a ll , it 1s their job.
Not only do th ese 11yers infringe on the ngh t&of others but they
arc no doubt expe nsive. Paper and
copying are not cheap and we students
a rc paying for it. I think this points to
the larger issue, namely the sel f-serving manner in whi ch the S pursue
its agenda w1thout regard for the interests and welfare of you and me. I
ca ll all members o f the John Carroll
Commumty to boycott the SU. Delete their harassi ng email, ski p their insigni fica nt meetings, and refuse to take
part in their tiresome activities. Demand th at your money be spent on
your ed ucation, not on adding lines to
the resumes of members of the SU.

Joseph J Tanke
J U Senior

Building
Comissioner
Responds to UH
Rental Story
Upon reading the articles in the
Carroll News relating to your city's
building department, our department
has the following comments.
The young ladies whom we assisted by copying the requested files
and answering que tions about departmenta I procedures were courteous and
appreciative of any help and or information that we were able to give them.
The article Landlord's Properties fail Repeatedly has mcorrectly
identi tied the author of ..... then kick
hi s ass" as William Griswold. The
document that has that note on it was
generated, igned and followed up on
by an inspector who has not been employed by this city ~i nce 1991 .
Aside from the above mentione d item. the articles contain factual information o bta ined from th e
fil es o n the two properties in our city.
It seems that th e properties in questio n owned by Denny and o r Terry
Owen and Hori7on Enterprises may
need to be scrutinized a little clo er, if
we are to believe the articles when they
suggest that these landlords are unresponsi ve to the complaints of safety
related is ues from their tenants.
'vour city's staff of building and
housing inspectors are as current and

timel y as perso nnel , workload and
weath er permits.
During my long experience as
a build ing official, 1 have come torealize that ome of our best inspectors
are our own cittzens. In many instances, laws which protect the rights
of privacy for every ind1vidual impede
discovery of unsafe and unhealthy
conditions, especially those that are
interior in nature. We arc greatly appreciated and follow up on all complaints from our tenant ci ti zen .
Thank yo u for your assistance
in helping pinpoint possibl e vio lation
problems.

William C. Nadeau, A.I.A .
Building Commissioner

Franciscan
Explains The
Order's Beliefs
This le tter is in response to the
October 7, 1999 leiter titled, "Persecution of Cath olics in the Middle East
Called to Atlcnti on".
The purpose of th is letter is to
present current information about the
Secular Franciscan Order along wi th
co rrect beliefs and practices of this
order.
The St. Maximili an Kolbe
Secular Franc 1scan Reg ional Fraternity en com pas ·e 23 loca l fra ternit ies
in th e Northern Ohio area.
Please ca ll or contact me if further c larification or i f further information is needed.
The story of mankind host a
parade of war , holocausts, and per ecutions. One needs only to read the
his tory books, the Old Testament accounts, ancl our own hurch Hi tory.
Whether in the name of holy war or
ethnic cleansing these crimes are un just and should not be tolerated. To
single out any one group to lay blame
upon without objectively viewing the
entire picture is unfair and prejudice.
Such was the case in a letter to the
ed itor of 'The Carroll News" pub li shed October 7, 1999. The letter was
titled "Persecution of Catholics in the
Middle East called to Attention ."
Agreed , we are all called to prayer for
peace and to pray the Rosary as Our
Lady of Fatima has instructed. However, achieving world peace goes far
beyond our commitment to prayer.
The decree following Vatican II have
called us to Ecumenism and to Evangelization ... That they may all be
one ... So U1at the world may believe
that you have sent me" (Jn 17 :21).
Pope John Paul II has spelled out the
plans and progress in the areas of
Christian Unity and in Evangelization
in the Encyclical Letter "Ut UnLJm
Sint, On Commitment to Ecumenism".
Regarding the Church 's relationship with the Muslims, this is given
to us in the "Catechism of the Catholic Church" which states, "the plan of
alvation also includes those who acknowledge the creator, in the first place
among t whom are the Muslims; these
who profess to hold the faith of
Abraham, and together--with us they
adore the one, me rciful God ,
mankind's judge on the last day."
!\il y last point for discussion
concerns the Secular FranciscaJI Order. formerly called the Franciscan
Third Order. St. Franc is of Assisi
founded this order in the 12,. Century
for laity wanting to Jive the Gospel as
followers of St. Francis and al o remain in the world. The revised and
confirmed Rule of Life for Secular
Fra nci scans was approved in 1978
abrogating the previous ru le and
changing th e name of the order from
Franciscan Third Order to Secular
Franciscan Order.
St. Francis of Assisi was a man

of peace and of praye r who turned
away from and the crusades of his
day. On one occasion Francis even
journeyed to meet the Sultan havi ng
th e expec tations of either converting
the leader or he becoming a martyr.
Francis was unsuccessful in both endeavors but he did succeed to win the
respect of this enemy.
More information on the Secular Franciscan Order can be found on
the internet: http:// www nafra-sfo org.

Marcella A. Bina, SFO
Minister. St. Maximilian
Kolbe Region
Secular Franciscan Order

Professor Gives
Elegy for the
Squash Courts

The Carroll News January 27, 2000
days; mostly it' used tostore food for
the Food Drive, supply boxes fo r the
Christmas Pageant, rowing machines
for the rowing team. But when 1 i nterviewed fo r a job here back in 1991
theAVP, Father Schlegel, a lean, graceful, silver-haired man, spoke of the
court with great enthusiasm, and was
delighted to learn that J was a squash
player. For alii know, that's why I got
th e job!
In th e past eight years I've had
a lot of fun on that cou rt; sq uash is the
fastest, most intricate of all cou rt
games and requires the greatest conditionin g. It offers a ran ge of challenges, ph ys ical and mental, that ten ni s and racque tball can't begin to
touch. And I've made a lot of good
friends among the John Carroll fac ulty
and student body in that little room.
This is an elegy for the sq ua h

Kazuo lshiguro's novel, "The
Remains of the Day," (a lso an excellent mov1e) dep1cts the lives of two
classes of people living in the sa me
great co untry manor house: a n aristocrat ic fam il y .and their small army of
servants. While the great affairs of the
fami ly go on in magnificent hall ways
and banquet room , the servants lead
their parallel but nearl y invisible existences, moving through hidden pasage , eati ng in subterranea n dining
halls. Sleeping in their tiny quarters
in the far reaches of the enormous
house.
In the world of athletics at John
Carroll a sim il ar secret life has been
goi ng on for decades; while the big
varsi ty sports of foo tball, basketball
and baseball have occupied the cen ter
stage, and smaller sports like wrestling
and tmck and volleyball have arranged
themselves around th e big three, an allbut-inv isible game has somehow persisted in its tiny, out-of-the way cubbyhole. The game I'm talking about,
of course, is squash. Did you know
there was a squash court on campus?
That little room between the elevator
and the racquetball courts in the Rec
!'lex? h has a pretty low profile these

The Carroll News January 27 , 2000

court, which is sc hedu led to be converted into oflice space for the A thletic Department Const ruction begins
over the Chri stma break. l wi ll rni ss
my epic battles with the speedy Paul
Gibbs of the Philosophy Department.
I'll miss th e blood-curdling karate cry
of Dwight Hahn as he sprinted for a
shot I'll miss the good matches with
Leslie Curtis an d John Spencer and
John McBratney. I'm sorry I'll never
get to see that great athlete, Tom Ke lly,
quite reach the poi nt where he could
b ea t me (although he was getting
clo e!).
I'll miss th at littl e wh ite room,
tucked away at the edge of the
university, al most out of sight.
And now, at last, truly gone .

Child care. Solon Area .
Don't have classes everyday? Consider child care
as an option.for part-time
income. Required care for
2 to 3 days per week for a
twenty month-old, 6 and 9
year-olds also home after
school. Education majors
given strongest consideration. Call440-349-3036.
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Sitter Needed. One morning per week. Tues. morning,from 9:15 - 11 :30 at
Highland Sixth Presbyterian Church, on Cedar Rd.
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Shaker Coach House - furnished - walk to Rapid - 5
rooms includes utilities. Free
rent in 'exchange for helping
care for teen in wheelchair.
Much free time for job or
school. Call 216-921-1040 or
Part-time nanny desired 216-921-1818.
for before and afterHeights3 310
school care for two boys Shaker
(pre-K and first-grade) in Warrensville Center Road.
Shaker Heights. Schedule Luxurious & spacious 1 & 2
is flexible and can be ar- bdrms. Ceiling fans, miniranged to suit your needs. blinds, ap_pliances, carpet/
Need own transportation; wood floors, indoor garage.
some driving required. Starting at $550.00, 216-464Pay is $8-$1 0/hr. depend- 3300.
ing on experience. Call
Jennifer at 216-561-0194. Work for The Carroll News.

Question of the Week
What Did You Miss The Most About
JCU Over Christmas Break?

..The endless supply

"I missed seeing
Nick•s smiling face!~

of sandpaper at the
nearby bathrooni.,.
. John Fuller
Junior
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energetic, entrepreneurial

Going to the game? Wanl to
cam some extra cash1 The
nation 's leader in college

sludcnt fo r the posit ion of

mark-eting is seeki ng an

campus rep.

energetic, entrepreneurial
student to promote products

marketing is seeking an

• Great earnings

before sporting events.

• Set your own hours

•

Part~time

• No sales involved
• 5-JO hours per week

''My friends!,

"This evidence \sn'\ admJSSiblo "' a

on the six o'clock
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Classified ads cost $3.00 for the first
len words and $.20 for each additional
word. To be placed ads must be typed
or handwritten dearly and legibly ancl
sent to or dropped off at The Carroll
News office with payment. Classified
ads will not be run without pre-payment. Classifieds will not be taken
over the phone. Deadline for classified is noon of the Monday prior to
publication.
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For Ad Rate . and Information

"I'm sorry, it was the catnip mouse talking!"

Business: (2l6l 397-4398
Fax/ Data: (216) 397-1729
General Info: (216) 397 -17ll

Mall us at:
The Carroll News
20700 North Park Blvd.
Uni vers1ty Heights. OH 44118

E-mail to the CN at:
Carrol!News@jcvaxa.jcu.edu

Kristen Stih
Junior

Greg Garwood
Sophomore

'
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3300.

and goes through
May 9. $20 per week.
Transportation preferred
but not essential. Call
Mary Strong at 216-7514465.
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Close to school. Large 1 and
2 bedroom apts- garage inNow hiring: Part-time job with cluded . 2011 Warrensville
flexible hours. General ledger/ Center Road. $490-605. 440 accounting skills a rnus t. 446-0803.
Sales/marketing skills a plus.
Height 3270
Basic administrative duties, Shaker
such as answering phones and Warrensville Center Road.
data entry. $8 per hour_ Call Luxury 1 & 2 bedrooms.
Yukon International at 216- Newly decorated. Some with
2 baths. Indoor garage, heat,
797-1560.
appliances, carpet/hardwood
Are you fun? Love the arts? floors. Starting at $550.00,
Then the Cleveland Orchestra 216-464-3300.
needs you to help promote our
fantastic season back in Sev- Shaker Heights- Van Aken.
erance Hall! PT Eves Mgmt. Charming 1 ·& 2 bedroom
Potential. FREE tickets! Call apartments, newly decorated ,
Rachel- 216-574-6108.
carpeting, ceiling fans, mini blinds, appliances. Indoor gaGO DIRECT! #1 Internet- rage included. Starting at
based Spring Break company $415.00, 216-464-3300.
offering WHOLESALE pricing! We have the other compa- Cleveland Heights- Cedar and
nies begging for mercy! All Taylor. Newly decorated studestinations! Guaranteed low- dios and 1 bedroom . Carpetest price! 1-800-367 - 1252, ing/hardwood floors, ceiling
fa ns, mini- bUnd s. Appliances,
www.springbreakdirect.com
heat included. On bus line.

Seeking CHILD CARE in
our home for our delightful 9, 7, and 5-year-old
children.
Monday,
Wednesday afternoons
2:30-6pm. We pay well
for responsible, loving
care. Walking distance
from Gesu/JCU. Chris at
216-381-7584.

Tai n I by Jake Mrkvicka
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HELP WANTED

SITTER WANTED

George Bilgere
Department of English
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CLASSIFIEDS

The Canoll News welcomes letters to the editor, as it is our way of
knowing what yon like or dislike about the newspaper, the campus or
life in generaL We require !hat letters be submitted in The Carroll
News offices by noon on Monday to b<? eligible for publication in that
week's edition. Lett~rs should bt' typed. and no longer than two
pages, double-spaced. We reserve the rigl1t to edit letters for clatity
or space considerations. Letter$ must be signed and accompanied
by your telephone number.
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"O.D. I don't know."

Michelle Cipar

Whitney Brillhart

Junior

Sophomore

•

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Progmm
Seallle, WA

• Great e;
• Part- tin

1g.'i

• No s.aks involved
American Pa<;.sage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program

Rai se money for your
club/organization by
promoting products and
events on yom campus.

Earn money and m arkccing

experience! The
l~ader

nation~s

in college marketing. is

seeking an energetic,
entrepreneuria l student to

p romote prod ucts and events

• Great earnings
• Set your own hours
• No sales involved

on campus.

shak€R hts .. oh

• Gre:u ea rn i ng.-;

216-371·6886

Seatlle, WA

• No sales involved
• 5-10 hours per week
American Passage Media, Inc.

Campus Rep Program

Scanle, WA

Seat\le, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campusrep n amencanpassage cnm

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
camptJsrep n amencanpassage com

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep -: amencartpassage com

4

• Set your own hours
• Part -time

American Pa.<;sage Media. Inc.
Campus Rep Program

~atumount ctucl€
20616 no. pauk slvb.

at

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep n amencanpassage .com
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ALDI is an international company that
pioneered the concept of limited assortment
food stores. Today we're one of the largest
grocery chains in the world. In the USA, we
operate over 5 50 stores in 21 states and we
continue to grow quickly and strategically
smart. Soon we'll be on
your campus looking for
self-motivated, disciplined
people to grow with us.

Make More Bread.
The starting wages and benefit package we
offer is far above the food industry average.
Your compensation at ALDI would include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

$60,000 sta_rting salary.
Company car.
401 K employee contribution puuz.
Major medical and dental plan.
Disability insurance.
Retirement income plan.

recognition and advancement. We're confident·
that no other company offers you a career as
dynamic and rewarding. So come and
see us. Let's talk.

EOE M/F/V/D

The

Trusted Name
In Quality
&

Savings~

